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TRANSLATOR's

PREFACE.

LTHOUGH no Praiſe con

raiſe a laſting Eſteem of a Thing ,
A

that can be tried and examined,

above what its intrinhck Value

naturally produces, and all that's neceſary

is to place the Thing itſelf in a proper Light,

for the Diſplay of its Wortb ; I cannot ne

vertheleſs forbear to ſayſomething of a Book

which I took the Pains to tranſlate, and af

ter ſeveral Years, am induced to publiſh, not

withoutſome Opinion of its Utility, from the

Impreſion which the reading of it made upon

myſelf. The Book is not altogether unknown

10 the Publick, and even very coarſe Copies

of an excellent Original bave been well re

ceived, if one may judgefrom the repeated

Editions of ſome former Tranſlations. That

of Meric Caſaubon is every where rude and

unpoliſhed, often miſtakes the Author's Mean

ing, and ſometimes is unfair. That of Je

remy
A 2



( iv )

remy Collier bearsfofaint a Reſemblance of

the Original in a great many Places, that I

cannot imagine how it could be copy'd from

it. The Tranſlation lately publiſh'd at

Glaſgow is an Improvement upon Caſaubon's,

but comesfarfort of the Perfe&tion Iaimed

at, and wherein 1 bave failed,ſhould be glad

to ſee another attain .

But to return to the Commendation of a

Book, the turning whereof into our native

Tongue, I thought no unmanly or unprofita

ble Amuſement in an Abundance of Leifure.

It is a Colle & tion of fucb Thoughts, as appear

ed to be of the greateſt Importance to agreat

Monarch, but whoſe perſonal Meritfar out

Mhone bis Imperial Dignity ; a Prince wbo

was the Delight of his Subjects while alive,

and is now the Admiration of all who are

acquainted with his Character : Such

Thoughts as when they once entered his Mind

he was unwilling to forget, and therefore

committed to Writingfor the Refreſhment of

bis Memory, when bis Inclination led bim to

revive the ſame Ideas. They are, I believe,

theſame, or of thefame Kind, with what be

calls his Commentaries, Memoirs, or Memo

randums in the Book itſelf. For that is more

likely to be true, than that a Man of his

Turn

2
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Turn of Mind, pould employ himſelf in

writing, and often reading the Tranſactions

of bis own Times, as be plainly intimates

that be did with Regard to theſe Commenta

ries which be mentions. And whoever confi

ders what was the chiefObject ofhis Contem

plation, and what bis Notion of buman Af

fairs, as both may be gathered from this

Book, will incline to the fameOpinion. More

over whatever is ſaid by way of Precept,

Admonition , Exhortation, Reproof, is ad

dreſſed to himſelf, bis Intention having been

evidently no other , than to ſet down certain

Memorandumsfor bisown Uſe, without any

View to the Publication of what he wrote.

Theſe two Remarks are ſufficient to ex

plain the Title of the Book, as it ſtands in the

Original, and to juſtify that which I have

given to the Tranſlation.

The Thoughts bere inculcated are not

ſuch as belong peculiarly to the Rank

and Station of the Author, but they are

ſuch as he judged to be of greater Moment,

than the ſubtileft Precepts in the Arts of

Peace or War ; as being, when once tho

roughly imbibed, not only the Foundation

of true Ability in the Management of great

Affairs, but alſo, as being the very Elence

of Wiſdom , and of that Felicity which at

tends
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1

1

1

tends it in all Conditions of Life. Here is

the Source of that Magnanimity which eno

bles the meaneſt Subjects, and raiſes Princes

to the bigbeft Pitch of Glory. Here is the

Source of that conſtant Serenity and internal

Satisfa &tion of Mind, which exbilarates

even Indigence, and without which even

Empire itſelf is a Burden .

The Book begins with an Enumeration of

theſeveralgood Qualities of thoſe about him ,

wbofe Inſtruction and Example contributedto

the forming of bis Mind and Manners,

Wbicb Strokes ofCharacter taken altogether

ere a large Collection of the greateſt and

rareſt Virtuts that adorn buman Nature,

propoſed in a plain fimple Manner ; without

any fuperfluous Words, and glaring Orna

ments of Speech. Moreover theſe Pi&tures

are the more moving and intereſting, that

they are not propoſed barely in Honour of

the Perſons characteriſed, but as the Pat

terns on which our Author ſtudied to form

bimſelf.

This Beginning isfollowed by a Collection

of the moſt elevated Thoughts concerning the

Harmony andProgreſs of Univerſal Nature,

and the proper Virtues of Human Nature ;

Thoughts that are apt to produce every Thing

that's
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that's praiſe -worthy, in the Diſpoſition of

Men's Minds, and in the Conduct of their

Lives ; and are the source of all that is re

puted moſt ſublime in the greateſt Poets and

Philoſophers. If they are not of ſuch general

Influence to retain Men within the Bounds of

Duty, as are the Articles of the Cbriſtian

Belief; they are eſtimable notwithſtanding ,

in ſo far as they contribute to that End a

mong the more incredulous Part of Man

kind, and as baving a &tually furniſhed the

Worldwith Examples of the moſt exaltedVir

tue . And a well-informed Chriſtian, wbo.

reſts upon and glories in bis Belief, notfor

its own Sake, and as the Badge of a Party ;

but in ſo far as it opens a wider Door, to

the Attainment of thoſe Virtues, wberein

lies the Perfe &tion ofHuman Nature ; cannot

be diſpleaſed to ſee the Duty of worſhipping

God andloving our Neighbour, drawn
from

wbat our own Obſervation teaches us con

cerning the Nature of God andMan.

What theſe Thoughts are, I leave the

Reader to gatherfrom an attentive Peruſal

of the Book itſelf. Thoſe that are moſt ef

ſential are often repeated, but always with

fome Variety in the Turn of the Thought, and

in the Form of the Expreſſion. And what

mayſeem dificult in one place is for the

moſt
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molt Part explained by what isſaid in ano

tber.

It is evident that the Author's Notion of

the Univerſe as an eternal Subſtance, paf

fing through a coeval Series of Changes,

rooted in the ſame Neceffity by which the Sub

ftance itſelf exifts, but ſo as to be in fome De

gree under the Adminiſtration and Direction

of the Gods, as principal Members of this

great Commonwealtb ; it is evident, I ſay,

that this Notion is not reconcileable with the

Chriſtian Pbiloſopby. But as certain it is,

that it was the utmoſt Effort of.buman Reafon .

among the Heathen Philoſophers, towards ac

counting for the Nature of Things, con

fiftently with a due Regard to thoſe Opinions,

Rites and Obſervances, wbich bave been .

diftinguiſed by the Appellation of Sacred ;

and which, notwithſtanding the Abſurdity.

and even the pernicious Tendency of many

of them , in divers Forms of Religion tbat

have been and are now eſtabliſhed in the

World, are originally derived from , andowe

their Force to that natural Propenkty which

all Men bave, to fear and worſhip the invi

fible Power by which the World is go

verned.

But if Antoninus differs from us in ſome

Points of Speculation, bis Doctrine concern

ing
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ing what ought to be the Diſpoſition of Men's

Minds, and the Conduct of their Lives, is

altogether Chriſtian, and is cnforced by the

molt moving and perfuafve Arguments to a

rational Mind, that ſtudies to be virtuousfor

Virtue's Sale, that is to ſay, truly virtuous.

For one who does Good and abſtainsfrom

Evii, only from Hope of Reward and Fear of

Puniſkment, regards tbe Objects of bis Hope

and Fear more than he does his Duty ; and

although be may be a tol.rable Member of

human Society, is asfarfrom being a loyal

Subject of the Sovereign Reaſon, as be who

openly rebels againſt it. The Cleanneſs ofſuch

a Man's Hards may ſerve to veil, but does

not purge the Corruption of bis Heart ; and

thoughſeemingly a free Agent, be is in Reo

alityſtill a Slave to his own Paſſions, which

are the moſt outragious of Maſters. Accord

ingly Antoninus is not frightened into the

Road of Duty, as froward Children are

checked by Bugbears; but ke reaſons himſelf

into it, advancing from the Confideration of

the Perfection of buman Nature to the ne

ceſary Means of attaining it. And that

due Regard may be had to God as conceived

in the Quality of a Lawgiver, be attends

alfo to the Confideration of what may be his

Will, and gathers it, not from any verbal

Deoa
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Declarations, to which his Belief it ſeems

did not extend, butfrom the Properties and

Circumſtances of the divine Works them

felves ; according to this irrefragable Rule,

that ifGod is conſiſtent with himſelf, bis Will

muſt be, that Men ſhould act and be diſpoſed

agreeably to the principal Qualification of

that Nature which be has given them. Now

the principal Attribute of human Nature,

is that whereby it is qualified to diſcern,

wherein lies its own Perfe &tion and Beati

tude, and when diſcerned, topurſue theſame

invariably ; ſo as being diveſted of falle Opi

nion , to be exemptedfrom the neceſary Con

ſequence of vicious Axion . Accordingly

in this Purſuit of the Perfc &tion and Beati

tude of buman Nature, lies buman Virtue,

as in deviating from that Road lies human

Vice : and every ſingle Action is either vir .

tuous or vicious, according as it leads to that

End, or has a contrary Tendency. This dif

cerning Faculty raiſed to its full Vigour

and determining Force, is called Reaſon,

and is that ſame Reaſon in Kind, allowing

the other to be higher in Degree, which Je

fus manifeſted to the World, and in which

the Apoſtle Johnſays, there was Light and

there was Life, that it was in the Beginning,

was with God, and even was God.
In a

Word,
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Word, Antoninus recommends ſuch Virtue as

is the spontaneous Fruit of Reaſon, and not

the violent Effeet of Fear. He adores and

soves bis God, and leaves it to the Vulgar to

fear their Idols.

1 bave retained the Divihon of the Book

into twelve Sections, and diſtinguiſhed the

feveral Articles or Chapters of each Section

by the numerical Figures, according as I

thought theMatter required that Diſtinction.

There are ſomefew Places of the Extent

of afew Words, where the Author's.Meaning

is either doribtful, or altogether inextricable,

becauſe of ſome Corruption or Defeet in the

Text, or becauſe ofthe Author's ſetting down

onlyfucbWords, as might be aſufficient Me

morandum to bimſelf, but not ſuficient to

convey bis Thought to other people. In the

firft Caſe I bave incloſed the moſt probable

Senſe between Crotchets. The otber. Cafe is

marked out by one or more Stars.

Readers who are acquainted with the Ori

ginal, will judge for themſelves ofthe Juſtneſs

of the Tranſlation , andwhitber many Things

not underſtood by former Tranſlators are not

placed in a true Light. Other Readers will

be apt to judgefavourably, if the Thougbts

appear ſolid , and worthy ofſuch a magna

nimous and learned Prince, as was tbe Au .

tbor ;
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1
tbor ; without my aſſerting that Ihave done

tolerable Juſtice bothto tbe Senſe and Dignity

of the Original. If I bave done Rightin the

Main, a few Failings that may poffibly occur

ought to beforgiven.

To conclude, I affirm on good Grounds, that

this Manual of Marcus Antoninus, contains

more of uſeful Matter than all the Volumes

ofPlato and Ariſtotle. W bither the Reader

will uſe it or not, as ſuch Matter ought to be

uſed , let bimfee to that. All I can do is to

tell him , that if be inclines to bave ſuch a

Soul as Marcus Antoninus bad, be cannot de

better than frequently to view this Pixture

of it. A Picture asfar beyond that, which

is exhibited in the vaunted Commentaries of

Julius Cæſar, as & Model of buman Per

fe &tion adorned and illuſtrated with magnifs

cent Views of univerſal Nature, and lively ,

Images of its perpetual and moſt intereſting

Contents, exceeds in Grandeur and Utility, a

bare Specimen of crafty and fortunate Am

bition, couched in a fallacious andſcanty

Narrative of ſuch tranfient and now frivolous

Facts, whither Projects or Events, as fre

quently occur in the Courſe of buman bffairs.

THE
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COMMENTARIES

OF

Marcus Antoninus.

SECT. I.

M

17.00

Y Grandfather Verus was

my Pattern for Sweetneſs of

Temper, and that Meek

neſs which excludes all An.

ger
and Paffion . The Fame

of my Father's Virtues, together with what

Remembrance I myſelf had of him, laid

before me the Modeſt and the Manly. My

Mother's Example taught me the Worſhip

due to the Gods, the Bounty in giving due

B to
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The COMMENTARIES of Sect. I.

to Men, and Abſtinence not only from inju

rious Action , but even from the very Thought

of it ; and moreover, the plain ſimple Man

ner of Life ; very different from the Luxury

of the rich . I owe to my great Grandfather,

that I was not ſent to publick Schools, but

had good Teachers at Home, and that, I

know how neceſſary it is not to grudge any

Expence on that Article.

2. I learn'd from my Governor to deſpiſe

the pitiful Factions of the Circus and Am

phitheatre, to be neither for the Green nor

the Blue, neither a Parmularian , nor Secu

torian : What it is to endure Labour : To

be ſatisfy'd with little : To do Things one's

ſelf without the Miniſtry of others : Not

to be pragmatical and medling : And not

to have Ears open to Slander. From Diog

netus, not to be eager in the purſuit of

Trifles : The not believing what is ſaid by

Juglers and Pretenders to Miracles, con

cerning the Power of Charms, the caſting

out of Dæmons; and the like : Not to keep

Quails for Game, or be fond of any ſuch

Amuſements : To bear Freedom of Speech

in other People. I owe alſo to the fame

Perſon that I took a liking to Philoſophy ;

that I heard firſt Bacchius, then Tandafis

and



Sect. I. M. ANTONINUS. 3

and Marcianus : That I wrote Dialogues

early in my Youth : That the Couch, the

Skin , and other ſuch Implements of the

Grecian Education became agreeable to me.

3. From Ruſticus I took the Hint, that

the Frame and Temper of my Mind want

ed Amendment and Correction : Not to

fall into the uſual Heats and Zeal of wrang

ling Sophiſts and captious Reaſoners : Not

to ſpend Time in writing Pieces of Theory

and meer notional Treatiſes : Not to uſe

inciting and exhortatory Speeches : Not to

ſtudy to be admired by aſſuming an Air

of Auſterity, or that of a Man of great

Buſineſs and Importance. To defift from

the Study of Rhetorick, Poetry, and witty

Conceits : Not to ſtalk about in full Dreſs

at Home, or give way to any ſuch Fopperies :

To write Letters in a plain fimple Stile, like

that which the ſame Rufticus fent from

Sinueſſa to my Mother ; to be fo diſpoſed

towards thoſe who have any way offended

or wronged me, as to be eaſily and perfectly

reconciled to them, how ſoon they are will

ing to acknowledge their Fault and return

to their Duty : To read with cloſe Atten

tion , and not to be fatisfy'd with taking a

Night ' general View of the Matter : Not

B 2 to



4 The COMMENTARIES of Sect. I.

to be haſty in afſenting to what is ſaid by

People about me : To him alſo I am ob

liged for becomingacquainted with the Books

that contain the Doctrines of Epiętetus, of

which he made me a Preſent out of his own

Library

4. In Apollonius I had a Pattern ſet before

me of true Freedom of Soul ; of that

ſteady Prudence which leaves nothing to

Chance that Reaſon can provide for ; of ſo

ſtrong an Attachment to Reafon, as never

to loſe Sight of it, even for a Moment; and

of invariable Equanimity in acute Pains, the

Loſs of a Child , lingering Diſeaſes. In him

I ſaw evidently as in a living Example,

that the fame Perſon could be both very

Vehement and perfectly Calm ; I ſaw an

Inſtance of the moſt perfect Candour and

good Humour in Philoſophical Lectures,

without any Mixture of the Moroſe and

Peeviſh , and of a Man who reckoned his

Skill in the Sciences, and his Ability in ex

plaining them the leaſt of his Accompliſh

ments. From him alſo I learned how Fa

vours done by Friends are to be received, lo

as neither to be entirely overcome by them,

and condeſcend to mean Acknowledge

ments ,
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M. ANTONINUS.

ments, nor to let them paſs without taking

due Notice of them .

5. In the Life and Converſation of

Sextus, I beheld a Pattern of Benignity ;

the Example of a Family governed with

true paternal Care ; the very Picture of a

Life led according to Nature. There was

Gravity without Affectation. Readineſs to

diſcover and ſupply the Wants and Wiſhes

of Friends. Temper to bear with the rude

and illiterate . Diſcretion not to loſe Time

in the Study of Things of a dark and doubt

ful Nature. The Talent of accommodating

himſelf to all Sorts of People, in ſuch a

Manner, that while the Sweetneſs of his

Converſation furpaſſed the moſt delicate

Flattery, he was at the ſame Time com

manding the higheſt Reſpect for himſelf.

The Faculty of inveſtigating from their true

Source, and digeſting in the beſt Method,

the eſſential Rules and Maxims for the

Conduct of Life. Never the leaſt Appearance

of Anger, or any other Paſſion, but at the

ſame Time the moſt unpaflionate, and the

tendereſt and moſt affectionate Man . A Rea

dineſs to ſpeak well of People without

Loquacity. Great and various Learning with

out Show and Oftentation,

6. In
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1

6. In the Behaviour of Alexander the

Grammarian I remarked as worthy of

Imitation, how far he was from being cen

forious, and that he never laid hold in a re

proachful Manner of any Impropriety in

Speech , or cavilled at any provincial, incon

gruous or harſh Expreſſion ; but would

himſelf dexterouſly and in a genteel Man

ner give the very Phraſe that ought to have

beon uſed , either by way of Anſwer, Af

fent, or joint Inquiry concerning the Matter

itſelf, without taking the leaſt Notice of

the blundering Expreſſion ; or in ſome o

ther handſome Manner would admoniſh of

the Miſtake.

7. Pbronton gave me to underſtand

what Envy, Deceitfulneſs, and Diffimula

tion are apt to accompany ſupreme and ab

folute Power ; And that generally ſpeak

ing, thoſe we call Men of Quality are not

overſtocked with Tendernefs and Huma

nity .

8. I learned from Alexander the Plato

nick, not to make frequent Uſe of the Plea

of want of Leiſure, by ſaying that I am

buſy and have no Time, or rather never to

uſe it without Neceſſity, either in ſpeaking

or writing, much leſs to excuſe myſelf from

diſcharging

1

1

1

1
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diſcharging the Duties I owe to my ſeveral

Relatives, by pretending the Circumſtances

of Affairs.

9. From Catulus, not to flight the Com

plaints of a Friend, even though he ſhould

chance to complain without Reaſon ; but

to endeavour to ſet him right and reſtore

him to his wonted Temper. To be hearty

in ſpeaking well of ones Teachers, like

what's reported of Domitius and Atbeno

dotus. What it is to be truly affectionate to

ones Children .

My Brother Severus was my Pattern for

Friendlineſs, the love of Truth, and the love

of Juſtice. By his Means I entered into the

Characters of Thraſeas, Helvidius, Cato,

Dion, Brutus, and came to conceive the

Notion of a Commonwealth, wherein the

Members all equal to one another are ſub

ject to the ſame Laws, and wherein no Man

has any Privilege or Authority over another,

but what that other may in his turn have

over him, if ever he comes to be intruſted

with the Guardianſhip and Execution of

the Laws ; alſo the Notion of a King

dom , wherein the Liberty of the Subject is

the fundamental Law. Moreover, I obſerv

ed in him theſe other good Qualities, with

no
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no ſmall Advantage to my own Improve

ment. An habitual and uniform Regard to

Philoſophy. A beneficent Temper, and

bountiful without reſerve. A Diſpoſition

more addicted to Hope than to Fear, and

more apt to confide in the Affection of his

Friends than to miſtruſt them . A certain

Openneſs and Freedom ofHeart, which ne

ver allowed him to conceal his Diſapproba

tion from thoſe on whom it fell, nor put

his Friends to the Trouble of gueſſing at his

Sentiments and Inclinations by his making

a Myſtery of them .

10. In the Character of Maximus, I re

marked theſe eminent Qualities. A perfect

Command and Maſtery of himſelf, ſo as ne

ver to be carried away by the Violence of

any Paſſion, or ſeduced by the Charms of

inconfiderate
and blind Defire . Cheerful

neſs and good Humour in Sickneſs, and all

other afflicting Circumſtances
. A Steadi

neſs and Evenneſs of Temper, wherein the

ſweet and pleaſant was mixed with the gen

teel and manly, and which free of all

Sourneſs and Peeviſhneſs, ſet off every Action

that was to be done, by a graceful and en

gaging Manner of doing it. Such Since

rity in ſpeaking, and ſuch Integrity in

acting,

1
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acting, that no Man disbelieved what he

ſaid , or doubted of the good Intention of

what he did . A Mind more knowing and

elevated , than to be ſtruck with Wonder

and Admiration ; more firm and ſteady than

to be overcome with Terror, or ſtunned by

any Accident. Never in a Hurry, nor ever

in a loitering and fauntering Way ; never

diſconcerted and at a loſs what to do ; a

Countenance never dejected , nor ever di

ſtorted by a diſdainful Sneer ; a Diſpoſition

the very reverſe of Anger and Jealouſy,

beneficent and forgiving, faithful and true.

In a word, he had more the Appearance of

a Man who never was corrupted , nor ever

fell from his Integrity, than of one re

claimed from Vice and Error. So great was

the Modeſty and Politeneſs of the Man,

that no body could ever think himſelf

lighted by him, and withal, his Merit ſo

conſpicuous, that no body could prefer him

ſelf to Maximus, ſo as to think himſelf a

better Man than him . His Character was

moreover enlivened by a ſtrain of Gaiety

and graceful Pleaſantry.

11. In my Father I remark'd as follows :

Humanity and good Nature ; Invariable Stea

dineſs in Reſolutions, taken after full Enquiry

с and
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and mature Deliberation ; no Ambition for

thoſe Honours that are commonly pay'd to

the great ; Induſtry, Diligence, and Aflidui

ty ; Readineſs to hear any Propoſal for the

publick Benefit ; an unalterable Regard to

Merit in the Diſpenſation of Favours ; a

thorough Knowledge when to be more rigid,

and when more pliable : His laying aſide

and diſapproving the cuſtomary Paſſion for

Boys ; his publick Spirit ; his leaving his

Friends at full Liberty to accompany him

or not as they pleaſed at his Table, and in his

Journeys, without ever.changing his Coun

tenance to thoſe whom any Buſineſs with

held from paying their Attendance. That he

was deliberate and accurately Inquiſitive in

Conſultation , not to be put off with Appear

ances and obvious Notions, but perſiſting in

the Search untill he had penetrated to the Bot

tom of the Affair : In Friendſhip conſtant

and heedful, neither fickle and ſoon cloy'd ,

nor ever madly fond ; his depending only

on himſelf; his chearful Countenance ; his

foreſeeing Things at a Diſtance, and provid

ing for the ſmalleſt Circumſtances with a

ſeeming Negligence, free of all Stifneſs and

Formality : That in his Reign Acclamations

and all Sorts of Adulation were check'd and

reſtrain'd,

1

1
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reſtrain'd, the Eſſentials of Government care

fully maintain'd , the publick Revenue fru

gally manag'd, and the Cenſuers and Com

plaints of ſome People on that Head born

with and overlook'd . No ſuperſtitious Fear

of the Gods, nor Courtſhip pay'd to Men

by the mean Arts of Popularity, but in e

very Thing found Senſe and ſolid Reaſon ;

no Foppery and Impertinence ; no Giddi

neſs and Paſſion for Novelty ; his uſing

freely and without Scruple, but at the ſame

Time modeſtly and without Pride or Vani

ty, that Abundance and Plenty of the Con

veniences of Life which accompany'd his

Rank and Fortune, ſo that when at Hand

he could enjoy them negligently and as if

he deſpiſed them, and when not ready at

Hand he could be very eaſy without them :

That no Body could ſay of him, that he

was either a Sophifter, or a raw home-bred

Squire, or a Pedant ; but on the contrary ,

that he was a Man of mature Judgment,

perfectly accompliſhed, impregnable to Flat

tery, and capable of governing both himſelf

and other People : The Efteem he ſhow'd

for thoſe who were true Philoſophers, that is,

whoſe Life and Sentiments were regulated

according to the Maxims of Philoſophy,

C 2 with.
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!

without contemptuouſly reproaching others ;

his Complaiſance and Agreeableneſs in Con

verſation, without ſtraining the point too

high by a nauſeous Affectation to pleaſe ; the

due Care he took of his Body, neither on

the one Hand like a Man that overvalues

Life, or is ſtudious of Dreſsand Ornament ;

nor on the other like a Sloven and one re .

gardleſs of Health and Decency ; by which

Means he ſeldom or never had Occaſion for

medicinal Drugs and Applications : One

Thing I took Notice of as moſt remarkable,

and that was his ſubmitting himſelf willingly

and without the leaſt Sign of Envy, to thoſe

who excelled in any particular Art or Science,

fuch as Eloquence, the Knowledge of the

Laws and Cuſtoms, or any other ; nay, he

would even contrive to give them an Op

portunity of availing themſelves of their ſe

veral Talents, and reaping the Applauſe due

to their ſuperior .Abilities ; his doing every

Thing according to the eſtabliſh'd Cuſtoms

ofhis Country, without affecting to be thought

or even ſeeming to be a rigid Obſerver of

them : No Fickleneſs and Inconſtancy, but

a Habitude of dwelling on the fame Buſineſs,

and being eaſy in the ſame Place without

Thifting : His returning immediately to his

uſual

1
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uſual Occupations, after violent Fits of the

Head -ach , with as much Vigour and Ala

crity as if nothing had ever aild him ; that

he had not many Secrets, on the contrary,

they were very few and very rare, and even

theſe were only in Matters that concern'd

the Publick ; his Prudence and Moderation

in the Exhibition of Shews, Structure of

publick Works, Doles or Largeſſes, and the

like. His aim in acting was to do the right

Thing, and not to acquire the Reputation

of it. He was no intemperate Bather, no im

moderate Builder , no dainty mouthed Eater

and contriver of Diſhes ; no nice Critick in

the Make and Colour of Apparel, nor ſolli

citous with regard to the Aſpect of Servants,

whether they be handſome or not.*** There

was nothing rugged or cruel in him , no

thing immodeſt, nothing exceſſive or out

of Meaſure, ſo as to give Occaſion to ſay

that he overacted his Part ; but all Things

were carried on ſmoothly and orderly, refo

lutely and conſiſtently, as under the Direc

tion of a Mind undiſturbed by Paſſion, and

at full Leiſure to give due Attention to Rea

fon . What has been ſaid of Socrates is ap

plicable enough to him, to wit, that he could

both
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both abſtain from and enjoy thoſe Things,

whereof moſt People are dejected by the

Want, and perverted by the Enjoyment. To

ſtand ones Ground in both Caſes, and main

tain the Poſt of Reaſon againſt the Affaults

on one side and t'other, argues a ſound and

invincibleMind, as happened to him on Oc

caſion of Maximus's Illneſs.

12. I owe to the Gods my having had

good Grandfathers, good Parents , a good

Siſter, good Acquaintances, Kinſmen , and

Friends, and indeed almoſt every Thing ;

and that I failed not in my Duty to any of

them , notwithſtanding my Diſpoſition was

originally ſuch, as mightupon Occaſion have

led me aſtray, but by the Goodneſs of the

Gods no Occaſion was given me to bewray

the Corruption of my Heart: I owe like

wife to the Gods, that I was not left any

longer under the Tuition ofmy Grandfather's

Concubine, and that I preſerved my Chaſti

ty : Alio that I was not too early in perceiv

ing myſelf to be a Man, but was even

fomewhat late : That I had a Father and

Sovereign who could purge me of all Vani

ty, and make me fenfible, that Guards and

Robes, and Harbingers bearing Lamps and

Statues ,

I
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Statues, with all ſuch gaudy Pomp and Ce

remony, were not Eſſential to the imperial

Dignity : But that a Prince might bring him

felf down almoſt to the Level of a private

Perſon , without any Derogation to his Mag

nanimity, or Prejudice to his Authority in

the Exerciſe of his ſupreme Function : That

I had a Brother whoſe Turn of Mind could

excite me to be careful of myſelf, and

whoſe Regard and Affection was at the ſame

Time the Comfort of my Heart : That I

had Children born to me, who were neither

ſtupid in Mind nor deformed in Body :

That I made no greater Progreſs in Rheto

rick , Poetry, and ſuch like Studies, whereby I

might have poſſibly been caught, if Ihad found

myſelf advancing proſperouſly : That I pro

moted immediately thoſe who had the Charge

of my Education, to the Poſts and Honours

which I thought they deſired, and did not

put them off cn Pretence of want of Age,

with the Hopes of providing for them

afterwards, when they were come to riper

Ycars : That I was acquainted with Apollo

nus, Rufticus, Maximus : That the Image

of the noble and happy Life which is led ac

cording to Nature, was clearly and frequently

pre
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preſented to my Mind ; inſomuch, that as

far as depends on the Gods, and their Com

munications, Inſpirations, and Concurrence,

there is nothing to hinder my living now ac

cording to Nature ; and my coming ſhort in

that Matter is entirely owing to myſelf, and

my not harkening to the Suggeſtions, and even

almoſt the clear Leſſons and Inſtructions of

the Gods : That my Body holds it out ſo

well in ſuch a Station of Life : That I had

no carnal Dealings with Benedikta, nor with

Theodotus ; but that then, and afterwards

having fallen into the Paſſion of Love, I

recovered myſelf. That though often offend

ed at Ruſticus, I proceeded not ſo far as to

do what I ſhould have repented of : That my

Mother recover'd of that Sickneſs which had

like to have cut her off in her Youth, and

liv'd with me to her dying Day : That as

often as I was willing to relieve an indigent

Perſon, or aſliſt any other at a Pinch , it

never happen'd to ine to be told that my

Money was exhauſted ; and that I myſelf

never had Occaſion for the like Affiſtance

from another : That I had ſo good a Wife,

ſo obſequious affectionate and ſincere : That

I had Abundance of good and well qualify'd

Tutors for my Children : That certain Re

medies
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medies were ſuggeſted to me in Dreams,

and among the reſt, that againſt ſpitting of

Blood and giddineſs of the Head : As hap

pened to me at Gaeta. * That when I took a

liking to Philoſophy, I did not fall into the

Hands of ſome Sophift, nor attach myſelf

to Authors, nor buſy myſelf about the Solu

tion of Syllogiſms, or the Explication of

celeſtial Appearances. For all theſe Things

require the Concurrence of the Gods, and of

Fortune.

At Granua in the Country of the Quad

SECTION IL

I.

SD

AY to thyſelf in the Morning, this

Day I ſhall have Occaſion to be in

Company with Men of vicious Characters,

ſuch as the overbuſy and medling, the un

grateful, the inſolent and injurious, the

crafty, the envious, the ſelfiſh . All theſe

Vices they owe to their Ignorance of what

is Good and what is Evil . But I being well

informed of the Nature of Good and Evil,

that they are the ſame with honeſt and dif

honeſt, as alſo of the Nature of him who

errs, that he is my Kinſman , not in Re

D
Spect
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1

ſpect of Fleſh and Blood, but as we are

both Partakers of that divine Particle the

Mind ; being I ſay well informed of this,

I can neither be hurt by any of them, for

none can involve me in Diſhoneſty, nor

can I be angry at cr hate my Kinſman , for

we were made to act in Concert, as much

as the Hands, the Feet, the Eyelids, the

the upper and lower Rows of Teeth . To

act therefore in Oppoſition to one another is

againſt Nature ; and to harbour Indignation

and Hatred is acting in Oppoſition.

2. The whole of what I am is this fleſhy

Maſs, this Puff of vital Breath, and the

fuperintending Mind . Away with Books.

Let not Cares diſtract thee more. That is

not thy Affair. But as if thou wert already

dying, look with Contempt on the carnal

Part. It is but Blood and Bones, and a Web

of Nerves, Veins, and Arteries wove toge

ther. And the Soul or vital Breath, what is

it but a Blaſt of Wind, and that not always

the ſame, but every Moment ſpewed out and

ſucked up again . The third Thing is the go

verning Mind, in regard to which think

with thyſelf thus ; thou art a Man advanced

in Years, let it not continue in Slavery any

longer, let it be no more ſtring -drawn like a

Puppet 1

1
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Puppet by felfiſh and unfociable Appetite, let

it no more grumble at the preſent Fatality,

nor flink from that which is impending.

The Province of the Gods is full of provi

dential Care. Fortune's Empire either de

pends on Nature, or being complicated

with the Adminiſtrations of Providence is

fubordinate to the Power thereof. Add to

this the Conſideration of Neceſſity, and of

the common Utility of the whole World ,

whereof thou art a Member. Whatever

univerſal Nature produces, and is conſerva

tive thereof, is good for every ſingle Part

of Nature. But the Transformations of com

pound Beings, as well as the Mutations of

the moſt Simple and Elementary, contribute

to the Conſervation of the World . Found

the Contentment and Satisfaction of thy

Mind on theſe Maxims, let them be eſta

bliſhed with thee as irreverſible Decrees. And

as to the Thirſt after Books, fling it away ,

that thou mayeſt not die moaning and whi

ning, but cheerfully, manfully, and heartily

thankful to the Gods.

3. Remember how long thou haſt been

putting off thy Entrance into that Courſe,

and how many Opportunities given thee by

the Gods thou haſt neglected. Sure thou

D 2
oughteſt
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oughteſt at laſt to be ſenſible, what for a

World thou art a Member of, what for a

Governor of the World thou art a Sprig of ;

and that thou haſt but a certain limited

Portion of Time, which if thou doſt not

employ in tranquillizing, in clearing, and

ſettling thy Mind, it is gone, and thou art

gone, and there is no return .

4. Take care always to go through the

Affair in Hand with true and unaffected

Gravity, with Kindlineſs, with Freedom ,

and with Juſtice, and that firmly and re

folutely, as becomes a Man and a Roman,

diveſting thyſelf of all other Cares that may

diſtract thy Thoughts, and divide thy At

tention . This Leiſure and Facility to act the

Part incumbent, is acquired by removing

from every Action , as much as if it were

the laſt of thy Life, all Inconſiderateneſs,

and every Paſſion that draws off from Rea

ſon , and croſſes the Purpoſe thereof, all

Diflimulation , Selfiſhneſs, and Diſcontent

ment with the Fate that follows thee.

Thou ſeeſt how few Things are wanting to

render a Man happy, and to qualify him to

lead a Life like that of the Gods. For theſe

are all that the Gods require of Men, and

all that Men are anſwerable for to them .

5. Thou
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5. Thou haft affronted thyſelf, my Soul,

thou haſt affronted thyſelf, and now ſcarcely

haft Time to repair the Affront; for a Man

lives but once, and that Life thou haſt al

moſt ſpent, not in reſpecting thyſelf, but in

placing all thy Happineſs in the Minds of

others.

6. Be no longer the Sport of external Ac

cidents and Impreſſions, carried away and

whirled about by every Turn of Fortune,

and every Fancy that ftrikes the Imagina

tion. Thus free and diſengaged, thou wilt

be always at Leiſure to learn ſomething

Good. But this Levity of Mind is not the

only Error to be avoided, there is alſo a

doating and trifling in Action and Buſineſs,

when Men toil and turmoil in Life, with

out an Aim , to which they may direct

every Thought and every Action.

7. It has rarely been ſeen that a Man

was unhappy for not attending to what

paſſed in the Mind of another ; but every

Man muft unavoidably be unhappy who

hearkens not to the Dictates, and yields not

to the Impulſes of his own Conſcience.

8. Theſe Things are never to be forgot.

What the Nature of the Univerſe is ; what

my Nature is, the Relation this bears to that,

and
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and what for a Part it is of what for a

Whole. Alſo that none can hinder thee to

ſpeak and act always conformably to that

Nature of which thou art a Part.

9. Theophraſtus in comparing Sins with

one another, as may be done according to

the common Way of conceiving the Mat

ter, ſays ingenioufly enough, that the Sins

of Luft are more culpable than thoſe of

Anger. For the angry Perfon ſeems to de

part from Reaſon unwillingly, with ſome

Sort of Pain , Uneaſineſs, and ſecret De

jection of Mind : Whereas he whom Luft

and Appetite leads aſtray, being overcome

with Pleaſure, ſeems to be more abandoned

and effeminate. The Remark is good and

not unworthy a Philoſopher, that it is more

criminal to tranſgreſs with Pleaſure than to

trangreſs. with Pain. Upon the whole, the

one is like a Man who receives the firſt

Infult, and is thereby forced into Anger, the

other, like one who inſults firſt, without

Provocation , and out of meer Wantonneſs

and Malice.

10. Order all thy Thoughts and Actions

as if the Time of thy Departure was at

Hand. To go off the Stage of the World

has nothing frightful in it, if there are

Gods ;
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Gods; for they cannot be ſuppoſed to have

deſtined thee to Miſery. And if there are

none, or that they take no Care of human

Affairs, why ſhould I deſire to live in a

World that's void of Gods, and void of

Providence ? But Gods there are, and the

Affairs of Men are under their Inſpection ,

and they have put it abſolutely in the Power

of every Man to avoid all true and real

Evils, and if any thing elſe had been Evil,

that alſo they had provided for, ſo as to ren

der him altogether ſecure againſt it. That

which a Man's ſelf is not the worſe for,

how can it prejudice the Happineſs of his

Life ? Such an Inconſiſtency the Nature of

the Univerſe could never have overlooked ,

either from Want of Knowledge, or Want

of Power to prevent or rectify it ; nor could

ever commit ſuch a Blunder, either through

Weakneſs or Unſkilfulneſs, as that Good and

Evil ſhould happen promiſcuoully, and

without Diſtinction , to the Righteous and

the Wicked . True it is, that Life and

Death, Glory and Obſcurity, Pain and

Pleaſure, Riches and Poverty, all theſe fall

indifferently to the Share of good Men and

of bad ; but as true it is, that theſe are

Things in their own Nature neither praiſe .

worthy
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worthy and honeſt, nor baſe and diſhonour

able, and therefore neither Good nor

Evil .

11. How all Things quickly vaniſh !

the Subſtances themſelves out of the World,

and the Remembrance of them out of the

Memory of Man. What for Things are all

theſe Objects of Senſe, and eſpecially ſuch

of them as allure by Pleaſure or terrify with

Pain , and all the vaunted Trumpery that

puffs the World up with Pride and Vanity.

How mean and contemptible, how ſordid,

periſhing, and lifeleſs !

12. It belongs to the intellectual Faculty

to judge who they are, whoſe Commenda

ţion and good Opinion are honourable to

thoſe on whom they fall. Alſo , what it is to

die, and that if one takes a View of it fim

ply and purely as it is in itſelf, ſtripped of

that ghaſtly Attire, with which Fancy has

clothed it, he will conceive it as no other

than one of Nature's Operations. Now to

be afraid of Nature's Operation is childiſh

to the laſt Degree. And here is not only

an Operation of Nature, but a common

Benefit to Nature, in ſo far as Death.con

tributes to the carrying on the Courſe of

Things . Alſo how and by what Part of

him
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him Man is connected with God (and how

it fares with that Part when ſeparated from

the reſt.)

13. Nothing ſo wretched as a reſtleſs roving

Mind, whom a vain Curioſity ſpurs on to

endleſs Searches ; ranſacking, as the Poet ſays,

the Bowels of the Earth, and the infernal Re

gions; andwho muſt always be prying into his

Neighbour's Thoughts, not aware that true

Reft and Felicity is only to be found at Home,

by attending on his own Mind, that Demon

or divine Intellect which is within him, and

paying to it the Service which its Nature re

quires. That Service is to preſerve it clear

of Paſſion, and Inconfiderateneſs, and Dif

contentment with any thing that happens,

either on the Part of Gods or Men. What

comes from the Gods is venerable on AC

count of their Excellency ; what proceeds

from Men is to be taken in good Part, be

cauſe of Kindred. Sometimes indeed and in a

certain Senſe there is Room for Pity, becauſe

of Men's Ignorance of Good and Evil, a Sort

of Blindneſs, no leſs real than that which

impedes the Diſtinction of Black and White.

14. If thou wert to live three Thouſand,

or as many Millions of Years, yet remember

that no Man loſes another Life, than that

E which
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1

which he lives, nor lives another, than that

which he loſes ; and therefore, the longeſt

Life comesjuſt to the ſame Thing with the

ſhorteſt : For the preſent momentary Ex

iſtance, which is equal in both, is all that's

loft by one or t'other, fince neither the paſt

nor the future can be ſaid to be loft, unleſs

we can ſay, that one may loſe what he has

not. Theſe two Things then are to be re

membered, firſt, That inaſmuch as from all

Eternity, Things are as it were by an uniform

Revolution , perpetually returning back to

ſome State like to that, wherein they had often

exiſted before , there is no Difference, whe

ther one views them during a hundred or

two hundred Years, or during a Time to

which no Limits can be aſſigned. Secondly,

That the longeſt and ſhorteſtLiver loſe equally

by Death ; for the preſent is all that either

of them loſes, if it be true that a Man loſes

only what he has, and not what he has

not.

15. That all is but Opinion is clear enough

from what was ſaid by Monimus the Cynick.

And the Uſefulneſs of the Thought is evi

dent, if one takes it as far as Truth will

bear.

16. The
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16. The Soul of Man affronts and wrongs

itſelf egregiouſly ; in the firſt Place, when

it does all it can to become as it were a Blotch

or Abſceſs of theWorld ; for to grumble and

fret at any Thing that happens, is breaking

off and revolting from that Nature, which

comprehends all other Natures as they ſpring

up in their Turn, and is the Sum and Re

ſult of them. Next, when it takes an Aver

fion to any Man , or even thwarts and op

poſes him with a view to hurt him , which

is the Diſpoſition of thoſe who allow their

Hearts to boil with Rage and Anger. Third

ly, When it allows itſelf to be overcome by

Pain or Pleaſure. Fourthly, When it Dif

ſembles, and condeſcends to feign and fal

fify, either in Word or Action . Fifthly,

When like one that ſhoots without a Mark,

it acts without an Aim, or does any thing

rafhly and inconſiderately ; whereas, not

cven the leaſt Thing ought to be done with

out referring it to ſome End or Purpoſe.

Now the End of rational Beings is to ad

here to the fundamental Law , and conform

to the Eſtabliſhment of the nobleſt and moſt

ancient Commonwealth
.

17. The Duration of human Life is a

Point, the Subſtance gliding, thc Senſes dark,

theE 2
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the bodily Fabrick eaſily ſpoiled and corrupt

ed , the Soul a Whirl, Fortune doubtful,

Fame precarious : In a Word , the corporeal

Part pafſes away like a River, the Animal

flies off like a Dream and a Vapour. Life

is a Warfare, and the fojourning of a Stranger,

and ſurviving Fame the high Way to Obli

vion. What is it then can ſupport a Man, and

carry him through ? Philofophy, and nothing

elſe ; and that conſiſts in ſaving harmleſs and

uninjured the Demon or divine Intelligence

that refides within thee, ſo as to be fuperior

to Pain and Pleaſure, to do nothing inconfi

derately, nothing falſely and with Diſlimu

lation, to be above the Want of another's do

ing or not doing any thing, to acquieſce in

thy Lot, and welcome Accidents, as derived

from the ſame Fountain , whence thou thy

ſelf didft ſpring. And laftly, To wait for

Death with Meekneſs and Reſignation , as

being no more than a Diſperſion of the Ele

ments, whereof every Animal is compound

ed : For if the mutual Tranſmutation of the

Elements themſelves into one another hasno

thing frightful in it, why ſhould one be afraid

cf the Diffolution of that which is com

pounded of them ? It is Nature's Way of

acting,
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acting, and nothing that's Evil can be accord

ing to Nature.

At Carnuntum .

SECTION III.

1 .

II.

T is not the only Thing to be con

Gidered, that Life is daily waſting,

and a ſmaller Portion thereof remains. But

this alſo is to be taken into the Account,

that tho' Life may be prolonged, yet ſtill

it is uncertain whether the Mind will rotain

its Faculties, and continue qualified for the

underſtanding of Affairs, and for that Con

templation which terminates in the Know

ledge of Things Divine and Human. For

if it once begins to doat, ſuch Functions as

thoſe of feeding and perſpiring, imagining

and defiring, may remain unhurt; but thoſe

that require the Capacity and Vigour

of a well exerciſed Underſtanding, a found

Head, and a ſtrong Heart, ſuch as the

abſolute Command of thyſelf, the Full

fillment of every Title of thy Duty, the

Explication of Appearances, the Solution

even of this Queſtion, whether it is now fit

to retire out of Life, and the like, are ex

tinct before thee. It is therefore neceffary to

make
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1

make hafte, not only becauſe Death is nearer

every Day, but alſo becauſe thou may'ſt ſur

vive the intellectualPower oftheMind,where

by it apprehends the Nature of Things, and

as it were accompanies them in their Courſe.

2. It is uſeful alſo to make ſuch Remarks

as theſe : That there is ſomething agreeable

and taking in the Flaws, Excreſcencies, and

fuch like adventitious Irregularities, inciden

tal to Nature's Productions. For Example,

the Cruſt ofa Loaf in baking will crack and

open in fome Places, and though theſe Cracks

and Openings are no Part of the Baker's

Purpoſe, they have their Beauty and a pecu

liar Aptitude to excite the Appetite. Again ,

Figs when at the greateſt Maturity are wont

and
gape. And in Olives that drop

from the Tree, the Proximity itſelf to Rot

tenneſs adds a peculiar Beauty to the Fruit.

The bending Ears of Corn, the Lion's Brows,

the wild Boars foaming Jaws, and many o

ther Particulars, if one would take the Pains

to obſerve them, that far from being amia

ble, are nevertheleſs an additional Ornament,

and becauſe conſequential to the Works of

Nature are apt to pleaſe and delight the Spec

tator. So that if one has any Degree of

Paſſion and Taſte for the Contemplation of

Nature's Works, there is ſcarce any of their

to open

more
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more trivial and accidental Conſequences, but

what will appear to him to be agreeably

enough conſtituted . Thus the gaping Jaws

of wild Beaſts he will view , with no leſs

Pleaſure in the Life, than in the beſt Imita

tions of them , exhibited by the Painter and

the Statuary's Art. He will perceive in old

Age a decent and ſeaſonable Maturity, and

in Youth its peculiar Charms and Graces,

but with Eyes as chaſte as they are penetra

ting. And many ſuch Things will occur to

him, which are not every Body's Reliſh ,

and only hit the Taſte of one who is duly

acquainted with Nature and her Works.

3. Hippocrates after curing many Diſeaſes

fell fick himſelfand died . The Chaldeans after

foretelling a Multitude of Deaths,were caught

by Death themſelves. Alexander and Pompey

and Cæfar after the Subverſion of ſo many

Cities, and the Slaughter of ſomany Thouſands

in the field of Battle, departed out of Life at

laft.Heraclituswho had philoſophiſed ſo much

about a general Conflagration, being over

whelmed with the Waters of a Dropſy, be

ſmeared himſelf with Cow -dung, and gave

up
the Ghoſt. Democritus died of Vermin ,

and another Sort of Vermin fent Socrates to

the Grave. But why ſo many Examples ?

Thou
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Thou haft imbarked , thou haſt performed

the Voyage, thou art come in Sight ofLand;

then ſtep a Shore ; if to enter on an another

Life,theGods are prefent there as well ashere ;

if to a State of Inſenſibility, thy Labours

are at an End, thou art no longer the Sport

of Pleaſure and Pain , nor the Drudge of

a Veſſel, as much inferior to thee, as Earth

and Suds are to a Mind, a Demon or divinc

Intelligence.

4. Waſte not the Remainder of thy Life

in Thoughtfulnefs about the Affairs of other

People, unleſs it be with a view to ſome

publick Benefit; that is, in thinking with

thyſelf what ſuch a Man does, and for what

End, what he ſays, and what he thinks, what

he is projecting, and ſuch other Speculations

as draw off from the Obſervance and Care

of one's own Mind. Nay, more than that,

all vain and idle Thoughts that have no

Tendency to any good and valuable Purpoſe

ought to be debarred; not to ſay ſuch as

are the Offspring of a defigning crafty

and malignant Heart, And thou art to

accuſtom thyſelf to entertain only ſuch

Thoughts, as if one ſhould ask thee unex

pectedly, what is now in thy Mind, thou

couldit immediately anſwer with all Freedom ,

it
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it is this or that, ſo as to manifeſt the Simplici

ty of thy Heart, thy Meekneſs, thy ſocial Diſ

poſition , thy Contempt of Pleaſure and all

ſenſual Enjoyments, having noMalice, Envy ,

Jealouſy or other Weaknefs whereof to be

aſhamed . Such a Man as this, who puts

not off to a future Day the noble Purpoſe

of mounting to the higheſt Pitch of Virtue,

is a ſort of Prieſt and Minifter of the Gods,

and is moreover in full Poſſeſſion and Enjoy

ment of that divine Intellect, that God which

reſides within him. It is this Self -enjoyment

that renders a Man incapable of being pol

luted with Pleaſure, or overcome by Pain.

It ſets him above the Reach of Injury, and

extinguiſhes every Sentiment of Vice. It

makes him a Competitor for the nobleit Prize,

the Maſtery of every Paffion, and imprints on

his Mind the deepeſt Senſe of Juſtice. It

makes him heartily welcome all Events, and

cheerfully receive every Particular of the Lot

aſſigned him. He does not trouble himſelf

unneceſſarily about what other People ſay,

do, or think , nor at all pries into their Affairs,

but with a View to ſome publick Benefit, or

for ſome other good Reaſon .
His whole

Study is about his own Actions on the one

Hand, and the Fate that follows him on the

F other.
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other. He takes Care that the firſt be ho

neft and juſt, and the other he fincerely be

lieves to be good . For every Man's Fate is

fitted to him and indents with him exactly .

He remembers that every rational Being is

of Kin to him , and that by the Law of hu

man Nature, Kindneſs is due to all Men ;

however, that it is not a general Applauſe ,

and the Eſteem of every Body that one ought

to purſue, but only of ſuch as are allowed to

live according to Nature. For as to thoſe

who live otherwiſe, he forgets not what Sort

of People they are at Home and Abroad, by

Night and by Day, and what Folly prevails

when ſuch Riff-raffmeettogether. According

ly he makes no Account of the Commenda .

tion of fuch People as are diffatisfied even

with themſelves.

5. Do nothing unwillingly. Do nothing

without Regard to Society. Do nothing

without mature Deliberation . Do nothing

with Reluctancy. Never ſtudy to give a .

quaint Turn to thy Thoughts from an Affec

tation of Wit. Be not profuſe of Words,

Ror medling in Affairs. Moreover, let the

God within thee be the Guardian of a Man,

i Man advanced in Years, a Member of

Society, a Roman, and a Commander pre

pared
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pared to retire out of Life, whenever Na

ture ſhall found the Retreat, and who needs

neither Oaths nor Witnefles to bind him to

his Duty. To be above the Want of Foreign

Aid, and Independent of other Men for our

Tranquillity, this and this alone is true Felici

ty. It is therefore neceſſary that thou ſhouldſt

be able to ſtand on thy own Feet, without

being ſupported by any Thing without thee.

6. If thou knoweſt any Thing in human

Life, better than Juſtice, Truth, Temper

ance, Fortitude : In a Word, any Thing

better than Contentment of Mind in exert

ing thy own Falculties according to right

Reaſon , whatever be the Diſpenſations of

Fate in ſuch Things as are not left to thy

own Choice, if thou knoweſt any ſuch Thing,

purſue it with all thy Might, and enjoy it

to the full. But if thou ſeeſt nothing better

than the Mind, the divine Principle that

reſides within thee, ſo diſpoſed as to hold in

Subjection its Deſires, and not to admit any

Notions without due Examination, itſelf de

tached from ſenſual Allurements, ' as Socrates

expreſſed it, obſequious to the Gods, and

watchful for the Good of Men. If thou findeſt

all other Things but low and trifling when

compared to this, give Place to nothing elſe,

whichF %
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which when once thy Heart is ſet upon it,

may diſable thee from ſtedfaſtly adhering to

that Good which is properly thine : For it is

contrary to all Right, to ſet any other Good

in Competition with that, which conſiſts in

the Exerciſe of Reaſon, and the Energy of

the Mind : Popular Fame for Example,

Places in the Government, Riches and ſen

ſual Pleaſures, all theſe though they may

ſeem to keep within the Bcunds of Mode

ration for a while, commonly get the better

at laſt, and pervert the Mind all of a ſudden ,

But do thou I ſay chooſe frankly and with

out
any

Reſerve that which is beſt, and hold

it faſt. But is not that which is uſeful the

beſt ? If uſeful to thee as a rational Crea

ture, it is ſo , and thou art to ſtick to it.

But if uſeful to thee as an Animal only, re

nounce it, and that without any Vanity,

taking care only to avoid Error in judging

of the Point in Question . Never eſteem a

Thing advantageous, that may at any Time

oblige thee to break thy Faith, to relinquith

Modeſty, to hate, ſuſpect, or curſe any Body,

to diffemble, to covet any Thing that re

quires to be guarded by Walls and Wrap

pings. He who reſts on his own Mind as a

God within him , and on the Virtues there

of,
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of, as the true and proper Worſhip of that

God, will never grieve, will never figh, nor

ever ſtand in need of either Solitude or Com

pany. What is greateſt of all, he will live

without being either on the Purſuit or on

the Flight ; and whether he is to have his

Soul animating his Body for a longer or

ſhorter Space is all one to him. If he was

even to depart this Inftant, he goes off with

the ſame good Grace, as if it was any o

ther Function, wherein there is Room for a

modeſt and decent Deportment ; it being

the only Study of his whole Life, to keep

his Mind in ſome ſuch Frame, as is con

gruous to the Nature of an intelligent ſocial

Animal.

7. There is no Putrefaction , no Foulneſs,

no hidden Sore in a Mind that is duely diſ

ciplined and purged. Let Death come when

it will, his Life is always a finiſhed Piece,

and as we ſay of a Tragedian, he has acted

his Part compleatly before he goes off the

Stage. Moreover, there is nothing ſervile

in him, no Foppery or affected Elegancy,

no Hankering, no Averſion , no ſecret Flaw ,

no lurking Vice.

8. Be religiouſly careful of that Faculty

of the Mind, by which it judges of Things,

and
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and conſequently eſtabliſhes its Principles of

Action. The whole lies on this, to take

Care that no Principle be admitted that is

not conformable to Nature, and to the Con

ftitution of a rational Animal . That Con

ſtitution implies Circumſpection againſt

failing in Point of Judgment, ſocial Inter

courſe with Men, and Reſignation to the

Gods. Therefore diſburthen thyſelf of all

other Purſuits and Cares, and moreover ad

vert to this , that the Time a Man lives is

properly no more than the preſent Moment,

for as to the reft , he has either lived it al

ready, or is uncertain whether he will live

it or not. What a Pittance then is the Life

which a Man lives, what a Pittance the

Spot of Earth whereon he lives, and what a

Pittance in Point of Duration is poſthu

mous Fame, even when protracted to the

greateſt Length ; a Thing moreover in its

own Nature no other than the tranſient

Breath of the ſucceeding Generations of

puny Mortals, who are in the Dark as ta

themſelves, and much more as to one who

lived long before them ,

9. To the foregoing Admonitions let this

one more be joined. To define every Object

that ſtrikes the Imagination, ſo as to ſee it

diſtinctly
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For no

diſtinctly through and through, ſtript of

every Adjunct that may darken the Nature

thereof: And to ſettle with thyfelf the pro

per Name of ſuch Object, and the Names.

of thoſe Things that enter its Compoſition ,

and to which it may be reſolved.

thing is ſo conducive to Magnanimity, as to

be able to examine methodically every Ob

ject and every Occurrence in Life, by the

Standard of Truth , and to view it ſo as to

diſcern its Uſe in ſuch a World, what Rela

tion it bears to the Univerſe, and what to

Man conſidered as a Citizen of that great

Community, wherein other Commonwealths

are but as Families. Thus whatever enters

my Imagination, my Buſineſs is to be in

formed of the Nature, the Conſtitution , the

Duration thereof, and what Virtue is requi

ſite for its due Reception,whether Meekneſs,

Fortitude, Truth, Fidelity , Sincerity, Con

tentment, or any other, and prepared to ſay

upon Occaſion, this comes from God ; that

from a certain Coincidence of Cauſes in the

courſe of Things, conſidered as under the

Dominion of Fate and of Fortune ; and

that again from my Fellow - Creature of the

ſame Species and the ſame Community with

myſelf, ignorant indeed of what belongs to

his
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his Nature ; but as for me I know what be

longs to it, and therefore uſe him with Be

nevolence and Juſtice, according to the na

tural Law of Fellowſhip, with a due Re

gard however to the Rule of Fitneſs and

Merit in the Diſpenſation of Things indiffe

rent.

10. If agreeably to right Reaſon thou

imployeſt thyſelf only about the Affair to

which the preſent Conjuncture requires thy

Attention, without medling with any Thing

foreign to the Purpoſe, and that ſeriouſly,

reſolutely, and cheerfully, thy Soul pure and

unpolluted, as if the Time of its Surrender

was already come, not diſtracted by cope

or Fear, but ſatisfy'd with acting at preſent

conformably to Nature, and with the noble

Simplicity and Truth which attends thy

Words and Actions. In this Road, which

none can turn thee out of, thou wilt lead a

happy Life.

11. As Surgeonshavetheir Pocket - Inſtru .

ments always ready for ſudden Emergencies,

ſo oughteſt thou to have thy Maxims for

the right Underſtanding of Things divine

and human and to act in every Affair,

even the moſt inconſiderable, like one mind

ful of the Connexion which theſe Things

have

;
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have with one another : For neither canMat

ters go well with thee in human Affairs,

without having a due Regard to ſuch as are

divine, nor in Divine without having a due

Regard to ſuch as are Human.

12. Put an End to thy Wanderings. The

Time is coming when thou ſhalt no longer

read thy own Commentaries, nor the Deeds

of the antient Greeks and Romans, and the

extracts from Authors which thou haſt laid

up for old Age. Puth on then to the true

End of Life, and laying aſide vain Hopes,

if thou haſt any Regard to thyſelf, fly with

all Speed to thy own Affiſtance.

13. The World knows not all that's

ſignify'd by the Words Stealing, Buying,

Sowing, Reſting, Seeing what's fit to be

done ; which requires another ſort of Sight

than that of the Eyes.

14. There is Body, Soul, and Mind. The

Body has its Senſes, the Soul its Appetites,

and the Mind its Maxims. To receive the

Impreſſions of Senſe is natural even to

Brutes. To be hurried on by Appetite, and

agitated like Puppets in a Show, is the Part

of Savage Animals, voluptuous Men, of a

Phalaris and a Nero. To be directed by the

Mind, ſo far as to preſerve a fair Outſide,

may
G
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may be the Portion of Atheiſts, Traitors to

their Country, and Men of no Conſcience,

who can perpetrate any Crime in Secret.

As all theſe are common Attributes of Good

and Bad. What remains for the good Man's

diſtinguiſhing Character muſt be this. To

receive cheerfully, and cordially embrace the

Lot aſſigned, and every Accident that be

falls him. Not to diſcompoſe and ruffle by

the Tumult of vain and diſorderly Imagina

tions, the divine Principle implanted in his

Breaſt; but to preſerve the Tranquillity,

thereof, following it reverently as a God

that's given him for his Leader ; neither in

Word offending Truth, nor in Deed offend

ing Juſtice. As to the Opinion of the

World concerning his Virtue, if all Men

ſhould doubt of his Integrity, his Modeſty,

and the internal Satisfaction of Mind which

he enjoys, he is neither offended at any

Body on that Account, nor allows himſelf

to be turned out of the Way that leads to

the true End of Life, to which one cannot

otherwiſe arrive, than by keeping his Mind

pure, ſerene, diſengaged, and without any

reluctaney accommodated to his Lot.

SECT
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SECTION IV .

W

İ . HEN the Mind, the inward rus

ling Principle is duely conſtitu

ted according to the Law of Nature, it is

ſo diſpoſed with regard to the Events of the

World , that it can eaſily adapt itſelf to

every poſſible Accident, and every Diſpen

fation of Fate ; for it is not attached to any

particular and definite Subject of Operation,

but takes that which is preſented to it by the

courſe of Things, having in that reſpect no

Choice or Tendency of its own, but with

this expreſs Condition, that the Order of

Nature coincides therewith . Such a Mind

is like a Fire that devours what would ex

tinguiſh a Lamp. The glowing Flame

quickly incorporates with itſelf and con

ſumes the freſh Fewel thrown into it, and

by that Means acquires new Strength and

Vigour.

2. Never exert thy active Powers at ran

dom , but always with a View to the full

filment of that Part which thou haſt to act

in Life.

3 .
Some Men are fond of loneſom Places

in remote Corners of the Country, on the

G2 Shores
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Shores and on the Mountains. And thou thy

ſelf wert formerly a great Admirer of ſuch

Retreats. But this is altogether weak and

childiſh , it being in thy Power to retire into

thyſelf whenever thou wilt. For no Retreat

can afford more quiet and leiſure, than that

which a Man makes into his own Soul,

eſpecially if it is furniſhed with thoſe Opi

nions and Maxims, to which Attention is no

ſooner given, than they produce that perfect

Calm and Tranquillity ,which conſiſts in the

orderly Diſpoſition of all Things within .

Be conftant therefore in the Uſe of this Re

tirement, and in making thyſelf thereby a

new Man . And let there be fome ſhort and

plain Maxims, which occurring to thee at

thy firſt Entrance, may ferve to keep out all

Diſturbance, and reſtore thee again to the

World, void of all Chagrin and Diſcontent

ment with the Affairs thereof. For what is

it diſcontents thee ? Is it the Wickedneſs of

Men ? Recollect thy own Maxime. That

national Animals were made for one another.

That bearing with Men is a Part of Juſtice.

That Men's wickedneſs proceeds from Igno.

rance. That a Life of Enmity, Suſpicion ,

Hatred is the ready Way to a violent Death.

Give over at fength fuch an Abſurdity. If it

is
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is thy Portion in the univerſal Diſpenſation

as a Member of the Univerſe that difcon

tents thee ; recall to Mind that the whole

World is as it were one City, howſoever it

comes to be ſo , whither by Providence, by

the Concourſe of Atoms, cr any other Way

that has been taught by Philoſophers. Or it

may be the Concerns of the Body ſtill affect

thee. Conſider that the Mind when once it

recovers itſelf and knows its own Power, is

not ſo blended with the Breath as to be affect

ed with the Diſorders ereof. And more

over remember the Doctrine thou haſt

learned and approved concerning Pleaſure

and Pain . Or ſuppoſe thou art led by the

Noſe by that Thing called Glory. Turn

thy Eyes to the ſwiftneſs with which all

Things ſink into Oblivion , and the Immenſe

void of an Eternity paſt, and in Eternity to

come. Conſider alſo the Nature of Fame,

that it is but empty Sound ; the Fickleneſs

and Indiſcretion of thoſe who beſtow it,

and the Narrowneſs of the Place to which

it is confined : For the whole Earth is but

a Point, the Place of thy Habitation but a

ſmall Corner of that Point ; and even there

conſider the fewneſs and the worthlefſneſs of

thoſe who will
vill open their Mouths in thy

Praiſe,
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Praiſe. To conclude then , practice this Re

tirement into that little Corner of thyſelf.

And above all Things avoid Diſtraction of

Mind, and exceſſive Eagerneſs ; and view

Things as a Man, as a Fellow-citizen, and

as a Creature born to die. Of the Maxims

to be attended to on retiring into thyſelf, let

theſe two be among the firſt and readieſt.

One is that Things themſelves ftand quite

clear of the Soul , and can by no Means ope

rate thereon ; and that allPerturbations proceed

from Opinions which the Mind forms to it

felf. Another is that every Thing thou ſeeſt

in the World is even now upon the Change,

and in a little Time will be no more . It is

fit to remember conſtantly what Changes

thou thyſelf haſt ſeen . The World is no o

ther than one continued Change from form

to form , and Life no other than a Series of

Opinions.

4. If Thought is our common Attribute,

ſo is that Reaſon by which we argue in Mat

ters of Speculation. If ſpeculative Reaſon ,

ſo is that by which we judge of Right and

Wrong in Matters of Practice. If ſo, we

are under one common Law, and conſe

quently Fellow-citizens. If Fellow -citizens,

we are taken all together a Member of ſome

one
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one Society, and conſequently the whole

World is as it were one Commonwealth.

For what other Community is there that the

whole human Species can be ſaid to per

take of ? Now that Thought, that Reaſon,

that Perception of Law diſtinguiſhing be

tween Right and Wrong, whence can it be

derived if not from this univerſal State ? For

as my terreſtrial Part is ſhared out to me

from the general Maſs of Earth, my watery

Part from another Element, and ſo my ae

rial and fiery Parts from their reſpective

Sources ; for that which is ſomething cannot

poſſibly ariſe from or be reduced to nothing ;

in like Manner that Part of me which thinks

{ prings from its proper Fountain.

5. Death is juſt ſuch a Thing as Genera

tion , one of Nature's ſolemn Rites and Myf

teries. The ſame Elements that were

collected in one Caſe are diſperſed in the

other. In a Word, it is a Thing no Body

needs be aſhamed of ; for it bears a perfect

Congruity to the Nature of a thinking Ani

mal, and is conformable to the Structure there

o. Theſe are the neceſſary Effects of their

antecedent Cauſes, and he who would have

it otherwiſe, may as well deſire that the

Fig - tree ſhould not draw Sap from the Earth .

In
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In a Word, reniember that in a little Time

thou and every Body elſe muſt die, and ſoon

after thy very Name will be forgot. If thou

fancieſt this an Evil, away with that Opi

nion, and the Evil itſelf is removed . That

which is no Diſgrace to human Nature can

never be detrimental to human Life, nor hurt

either the outward or the inward Man . To

die as well as to be born flows neceſſarily

from the Law of univerſal Utility.

6. Let it be held as a Maxim that what

ever happens, happens juftly ; for if thou at

tendeſt carefully to Particulars, thou wilt

find it to be ſo . I do not mean juſt only

as conſequential to the Order of the Univerſe,

but in the ſtrict Senſe of Juſtice, and as if it

proceeded from one who diſtributes accord

ing to Merit. Go on with thy Attention

then as thou haſt begun it. And whatſoever

thou doeſt, do it in Quality of a good Man,

Goodneſs being taken in that Senſe wherein

a Man is properly ſaid to be Good. Obſerve

this in all thy Actions.

7 Do not conceive of Wrongs done thee

in the Manner the injurious Perſon himſelf

judges, and would have thee judge of them ;

But view them as they are in Reality:

8. There
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8. There are two Things to be kept con

ftantly in Mind. One is never to depart

from what thou art obliged as a King and

Lawgiver to do for the Good of Mankind.

The other is to come over to the Opinion

of any one who ſets thee right, and reclaims

thee from any miſtaken Notion . However,

it is only the Confideration of the Juſtice,

publick Utility,or the like, of the Thing pro

poſed, that ought to determine thee to this

Change, and not any Pleaſure or Applauſe

that may thence accrue. Thou knoweſt

thou art endowed with Reaſon, why doeſt

thou not then uſe it ? And if Reaſon acts

her Part, what more wouldſt thou have ?

9. Thou haſt hitherto ſubſiſted as a ſepa-

rate Part in the great Parent of thy Being,

and wilt at length be ſwallowed up in the

fame, or rather thou wilt be reſumed, by the

Way of Mutation , into that great Seminary

of all Exiſtence, to become the Embryo of

ſome new Production . Of a Quantity of

Incenſe burnt on the fame Altar, ſome Grains

are drop'd into the Fire ſooner, others later,

but all are conſumed at laſt. The Caſe is juſt

the fame.

10. If thou veereft about to the ſound

Doctrine and to the Veneration of Reaſon ,

H in.
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in a few Days thou wilt be conſidered as a

God by thoſe who now think thee a wild

Beaſt and a Monkey.

11. Lead not thy Life as if thou wert to

live a thouſand Years . Death hangs over

thy Head. Labour to become good while

thou doeſt live, while it is yet in thy Power.

12. How much Trouble a Man faves

himſelf, and what Leiſure he gains, who

ininds only his own Deeds that they be juſt

and holy, without buſying himſelf about

what his Neighbour thinks, ſays, or does.

It is the part of a good Rider not to deviate

and ſtare about him, but to puſh directly to

the Goal.

13. TheMan ,who is allured by the Charms

of poſthumous Fame, conſiders not that it

is but the Breath of mortal Men, a meer

Vapour paſſing from Hand to Hand through

the ſucceeding Generations of ſuch weak and

tranſitory Mortals as himſelf, and which at

length will be totally extinguiſhed. But

ſuppoſe they who commemorate thee were

immortal, and the Commemoration itſelf

everlaſting, what is that to thee ? And what's

the Uſe of Praiſe, not to ſay to the Dead,

but even to the Living, unleſs ſo far as it

qualifies a Man to be uſeful to others ? More

over,
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over , every Thing that's beautiful is beauti

ful of itſelf. Beauty lies in the Thing that is

beautiful, and Praiſe makes no Part thereof.

Accordingly, nothing is either the better or

worſe for being praiſed. This I ſay with Re

gard to Beauty in the common Acceptation,

as when it is aſcribed to Things material and

the Productions of Art : For as to that

which is beautiful in Reality, and in the true

Senſe of the Word, it no more ſtands in

need of any Thing elſe to recommend it,

than a juſt Law , than Benevolence, Mo

deſty, or even Truth itſelf. Owes any of

theſe its Beauty to Praiſe, or becomes it leſs

beautiful for being Nandered ? No more than

the Luſtre of a Gem, or the Refulgency of

Gold, is tarniſhed for want of Commenda

tion .

14. If Souls continue to exiſt after Death,

how can the Air contain them , as they have

been paſſing into it from all Eternity ? But it

may be aſked as well , how the Earth contains

ſuch an eternal Accumulation of dead Bo

dies ? For as here the continual Diffolution

and Transformation of dead Bodies makes

Room for others, ſo the Souls that paſs into

the . Air are changed after a certain Space,

and, being as it were burnt and melted down,

H 2
are
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are reſumed into the great Seminary of all

Things, and ſo give Place to new Comers.

This is what may be anſwered on the Suppo

Gtion that Souls continue to exiſt after

Death. We are to conſider not only the

Multitude of Bodies thus buried in the

Earth, but alſo what are devoured daily by

us and other Animals. What an immenſe

Number is conſumed , and as it were bu

ried in the Bowels of thoſe who feed on

them . And yet here is Room enough , be

cauſe of the Tranſmutations which the

Food undergoes into Blood , the aerial, igne

ous, and other Parts of the Body. The Way

to conceive aright of this Matter, and ac

cording to Truth , is to diſtinguiſh between

the material Principle and the active or

efficient Cauſe .

15. Be not heedleſs and wavering, but

let Juſtice govern every Inclination, and

Evidence illuſtrate every Idea.

16. Every Thing befits me, O Univerſe,

that is conformable to thee. Nothing ſeaſona

ble to thee is too early or too late for me. The

Fruit of thy Seaſons is my Fruit, be what it

will . O Nature from thee and in thce are all

Things, and into thy Boſom it is that all

Things do return . Does an Athenian ſpeak

with
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with Rapture of his dear City of Cecrops, and

wilt not thou ſay , O my dear City of Jove.

17. If thou haſt a mind to live cheer

fully, ſays the Proverb, engage not thyſelf

in much Buſineſs. The beſt Way is to

perform juſt the neceſſary Duties required

by the Law of ſocial Nature , and to per

form them from a Senſe of, and in Obedi

ence to that Law ; for thereby. we reap

both the Satisfaction of a good Conſcience,

and of an eaſy quiet Life. The greateſt Part

of what we ſay and do being altogether un

neceſſary, if ſuch Things are retrenched,

one muſt enjoy the more Leiſure and Tran

quillity. Therefore one ought previouſly to

every Word and Action to put the Queſtion

to himſelf, Is not this one of thoſe that are

altogether unneceſſary ? Not only unnecel

ſary Actions are to be retrenched, but alſo

vain Thoughts, for the ſubſequent Imper

tinence and Vanity of Action is thereby

prevented.

18. Try the good Man's Life, and ſee

how that alſo ſuits with thee ; the Man , to

wit, who is fatisfy'd with his Portion in the

univerſal Diſtribution , and is happy in the

Conſciouſneſs of his own Integrity andup

right Dealings, and in the Meekneſs of his

Temper.
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Temper. That Point thou haſt already con

fidered and ſettled . Then mind this alſo .

Diſcompoſe not thyſelf, but take care to

be even, ſmooth, and uniform . Does any

Man err ? The Error lies at his own Door.

Does any Misfortune befall thee ? 'Tis well.

Every Thing that befalls thee was originally

interwoven with thy Deſtiny. Toconclude,

Life is ſhort, and we are to make the moſt

we can of the preſent, providing it be done

agreeably to right Reaſon and Juſtice. Be

fober and vigilant withoutAnxiety and Solli

citude.

19. The World is either an orderly Syſtem ;

or it is a Medley ofThings thrown together,

but ſtill ſuch a Medley as appears to us a

beautiful World. If there is any Harmony in

thy Frame,can that ofthe Univerſe be deſti

tute of Order, conſidering eſpecially the

Sympathy and mutual Influence that every

where obtains in the midſt of Separation and

Diverſity ?

20. Various are the Vices and Follies of

Men . There is the gloomy Temper, the

effeminate Turn, the harſh and ſevere Dif

poſition, the Savage, the Brutal, the Childiſh,

the Stupid , the Unſincere, the Scurrilous, the

Sharping, the Tyrannical. If he is a

Stranger
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Stranger in the World who knows not the

Things that are in the World, he is no leſs

a Stranger who is ignorant of the Things

that are done in it.

21. The true Deſerter is he who departs

from the Law of ſocial Nature. The Man

truly blind is he who ſhuts the Eyes of his

Underſtanding
. The Beggar is he who

ſtands in Need of others, and depends not

on himſelf for the Enjoyment of Life. He

who,by Diſcontentment with his Lot and the

Events of the World, ſeparates himſelf from

the Communion of Nature, and rebells againſt

her Laws, is a Blotch in the World , a rotten

Limb of Nature. For the fame Nature

which brought thee forth produces alſo that

which is the Object of thy Diſcontent. He

who ſeparates his own Soul from the Com

munity of rational Souls, is like an Out-law

in the Commonwealth .

22. There are Men who philofophiſe un

der all the Diſadvantages of Fortune. One

has not a Shirt to his Back . Another has

not a Book to read. Another half naked

ſays, I have not Bread to eat, yet perſevere

in Reaſon's Path. But neither am I main

tained by Philoſophy, and yet I perſevere al

ſo. Be ſatisfied with the Art thou haſt learn

ed ,
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ed, let that be thy Support ; and paſs the Re

mainder of Life like one who has heartily

committed all thy Concerns to the Gods.

Make not thyſelf either the Tyrant or the

Slave of any Man whatever.

23. Conſider, for Example, the Times of

Vefpafian, and ſee what Men were then a

doing. They were marrying, rearing up

Children , lying fick , dying, warring, feaſt

ing,trafficking, employed in Huſbandry, flat

tering, puffed up with Self -conceit, ſuſpect

ing and plotting againſt one another, wilh

ing the Death of certain Perſons, employed

in Affairs of Love, heaping up Riches, grum

bling at the preſent State of Things, hunt

ing after Poſts and Places. Now the Life

of theſe Men exiſts no more, but has paſſed

like a Shadow . Come down to the Time

of Trajan. The ſame Things over again ;

and that Life has vaniſhed alſo . In likeMan

ner of all other Nations and Periods of Time,

conſider how many after all their Toil and

Labour have quickly fallen , and been diſſolv

ed into their Elements ; but eſpecially thoſe

of thy own Acquaintance, who neglecting

to adhere ſtedfaſtly to, and be ſatisfied with

what their own Nature and Conſtitution rea

quired to be done ; harraſſed themſelves with

vain
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vain and empty Purſuits. Accordingly, let

thy Attention in every Affair be proportioned

to the Worth and Importance thereof: For

by thus avoiding exceſſive Earneſtneſs in ſmall

Matters, thou wilt preſerve more Alacrity

and Vigour for thoſe of greater Moment..

24. Words that were formerly in common

Uſe are now become obſolete Terms; and ſa

in a Manner are the Names of the celebrated

Worthies in the Days of old , Camillus, Ceſo,

Voleſus, Leonnatus, and ſuch will come by

Degrees to be the Names of Scipio and Cato,

then of Auguftus, then Adrian and Antoni

For all Things quickly vaniſhing into

a T ale that paſſes current for a while, are

finally ſwallowed up in eternal Oblivion . I

ſpeak of thoſe who make the greateſt Figure

in the World ; for as to others , their Fame

expires at the fame Time with their Breath .

But after all , if there was any ſuch Thing

as eternal Fame, what is it ? A meer empty

Sound. What is it then a Man ought to be

ſtow Pains upon ? It is this one Thing. A

Mind formed to Juſtice, and the Practice of

all ſocial Virtues ; an Underſtanding not to

be impoſed on by the Deluſions of Error ;

and a Temper to embrace cordially every E

vent, as a Thing unavoidable, a Thing well

known by previous Obſervation, and a Thing

I derived
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derived from ſo venerable a Fountain . Reſign

thyſelf cheerfully into the Hands of Fate,

allowing it to diſpoſe of thee juſt as it pleaſes.

25. All Things are tranſitory, as well thoſe

that preſerve the Memory of other Things,

as the Things themſelves whoſe Memory is

preſerved. Never forget that it is by Tranf

mutation every Thing begins, and ceaſes to

be what it is ; and that nothing is ſo familiar

to the Nature of the Univerſe, as that Things

exiſting ſhould change into others of a fi

milar Nature. For every Thing that exiſts

is as it were the Seed of that which is to ariſe

out of it. Thou art apt to imagine to thy

felf, that there is no other Seed but what is

fown in the Ground or the Womb ; but that

Notion of the Matter is exceeding Low and

Vulgar.

26. Death is juſt at Hand, and to this

Hour thou haſt not learned the natural Sim

plicity of human Life and Manners, nor that

Tranquillity of Mind which nothing can diſ

turb. Neither haft thou overcome the Sufpi

cion that Things without can hurt thee. Nor

halt thou arrived to ſuch a Pitch as to be in

perfect Peace with all Men ; and to place

Wiſdom in nothing elſe but a Life governed

by the Laws of Juſtice.

27. The
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27. The Minds and governing Principles

of Men are to be ſtudied thoroughly, parti

cularly what the wife purſue, and what

they endeavour to avoid . But it is not in

another's Mind that thy Evil lies, nor in

deed in any of the various States and Diſpo

ſitions of the Things that ſurround thee .

Where lies it then ? In that Part of thee,

which fuppoſes one Thing an Evil and

another not. Let not then that Part ſup

poſe a Thing to be an Evil, and all is Right;

the Thing is no Evil. If even its neareſt

Neighbour, that little Lump the Body,

Thould be cut or burnt, or rot and gangrene,

yet let the Mind, the judging fart, lie

quiet and ſecure, in Virtue of this firm

Decree, that what happens equally to good

Men and to bad, can in itſelf be neither

Good nor Evil . For that can neither Benefit

nor hurt Nature, which happens indiffer

ently to a Man, whether he follows Na

ture or rebels againſt it.

28. Think of the World always as of

one ſingle Animal with one Body and one

Soul, whoſe Perception is the Reſult of all

particular Perceptions, and its Will the Re

fult of all particular Wills. Think how

every Thing concurs to the Production of

I 2
every
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every Effect ; and meditate on that Con

texture and Concatenation , by which all

Things are united into one Syſtem .

29. Thy Condition as Epictetus expref

ſed it, is that of a poor Soul carrying about

with it the Burden of a Carcaſe .

30. Things actually changing are not

obnoxious to Evil. So neither can any Good

be done to Things that derive their Exiſtence

from Change.

31. The Courſe of the World is a Sort of

River, a rapid Stream made up of the

Things contained and done therein. No

ſooner any Particular appears, but paffing

by, another comes in its Place, and paſſes

likewiſe. And nothing pafles, but what is as

uſual and as well known, as the Roſe in the

Spring, and the Summer Fruit in its Seaſon .

For Example, Sickneſs, Death, Calumny,

Plotting, and ſuch other Things as are Mat

ter of Joy and Sorrow to Fools. In this

Courſe of Things the ſucceeding always cor

reſpond to the Antecedent : For it is not

like a Train of Numbers taken at Random,

and by meer arbitrary Will, but a rational

Series, wherein every particular follows in

its natural Order. Thus the Series of Mun

dane Events is not a bare Succeſſion of inco

herent
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herent Particulars, but exhibits a wonderful

Connexion and Correſpondency.

32. Be always mindful of the Heracli

tean Doctrine, that Earth dies into Water,

Water into Air, Air into Fire, and ſo back

again in the ſame Circle. Remember alſo

the Traveller who not knowing the Road,

ſtood wavering in his Mind which Way to

go. Alſo that Men are at Variance with

that Realon , the Sovereign Diſpoſer of all

Things, with which they live in conſtant

Fellowſhip, and that even daily Occurrences

appear ſtrange to them . Moreover, that our

Words and Actions are not to be like thoſe

of Men alleep ; for even then we ſeem to

ſpeak and act, when it is but a Dream .

Nor are we like Children to take up with

every Notion inſtilled into us .

33. Suppoſe ſome God gave thee warn

ing to die in three Days ; as thou wouldſt

make no Difference whither it was to be To

inorrow or next Day, unleſs thou wert a moſt

conſummate Coward, fo neither art thou to

think it material, whither it is to be To

morrow , or any Number of Years hence .

Think continually how many Phyſicians

have died who had often knit their Brows

over the Sick : How many Aſtrologers,

who
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who had foretold the Death of others, as if

it was a mighty Matrer to do 10 : How ma.

ny Philoſophers after a thouſand Speculations

and Diſputes concerning Death and Immor

tality : How many Warriors after all the

Slaughter they had made. How many Ty

rants after exerciſing the Power of Life and

Death, with as much dreadful Pomp and

Terror, as if they had been Immortal them

felves. How many whole Cities have felt the

Power of Fate, and died if I may call it ſo ,

Helice, Pompeii, Herculanum , and num.

berleſs more. Run over alſo thoſe of thy

Acquaintance, who have gone to the Grave

one after the other. This Man and that

having bury'd their reſpective Relations, were

next laid out themſelves, and all this in a

very ſhort Space of Time. To conclude,

never loſe Sight of this, how tranſient and

momentary , how mean and trifling are hu

man Affairs, and even Man himſelf, Yeſter

day a little Snot, To -morrow a Mummy,

or a handful of Alhes. Let us then paſs

through this momentary Life in Confor

mity with Nature, and when the Time of

our exit comes, let us go off contentedly

and without repining ; juſt as if an Olive

dropping off in full Maturity, ſhould bleſs

tbe
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the Earth that brought it forth, and give

Thanks to the Tree that bore it.

34. Be thou like a Rock that is beaten

continually by the Waves. The Rock ſtands

firm while the tumid Waves fink down be

fore it . Unhappy me lageſt thou , that

this Misfortune ſhould befall me ; but why

not rather happy me, whom this Misfortune

does not aggrieve, neither overwhelmed

with the Weight of preſent, nor the Fear of

impending Evil. The Misfortune might

have happened to any Man, but it is not

every Man could bear it without repining.

Why then ſhould that be reputed a Misfor

tune, rather than this Happineſs ? But why

after all ſhould that be reckoned á Man's

Misfortune, which is no Diſappointment to

human Nature ? And doft thou think that

any Thing can be a Diſappointment to hu

man Nature, that is not contrary to the

End and Deſign thereof ? Haſt thou learned

what that End and Deſign is ? Can any

Misfortune hinder thee from being juſt,

magnanimous, temperate, prudent, circum

ſpect, and cautious againſt Error, modeft,

generous, with what other Qualifications

are the true aim and proper Virtues of hu

man Nature. Remember finally to make

uſe
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uſe of this Maxim on every Occurrence

that has a Tendency to give the Pain , to

wit, the Occurrence itſelf is no Unhappi

nek, but happy is the Man who has Forti

tude to bear it.

35. To reflect on thoſe who have ſpun out

the longeſt Thread of Life, is a vulgar but

not ineffectual Help towards the Contempt

of Death . For what Advantage have they

over thoſe who died untimely Deaths. The

long -lived Cadicianus, Fabius, Julianus,

Lepidus, were ſure to fall at laſt , and all

ſuch after conveying many to the Grave,

were at length carried out themſelves. The

longeſt Period of Life is but a little Space,

and ſhort as it is, with what Cares, what

Men, and what a Crazy Body is it ſpent.

Regard it then as a Thing of no Moment,

and ſurely it will appear ſo, if thou confi

dereſt the Eternity gone before, and the E

ternity that ſucceeds it . In the Immenſity

of ſuch a boundleſs Duration, what Differ

ence is there between a Life of three Days

and of three Ages.

36. Chooſe always the ſhorteſt Way, and

that ſurely is the natural Way, bending

thy Courſe directly to what is found and

ſolid, both in Word and Deed ; for thereby

a great
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a great deal ofTrouble is ſaved both in pub

lick and private Life.

SECTION V.

1 .

W

HEN in the Morning thou art

overcome with Lazineſs, and

thy Head cleaves to the Pillow , let this

Conſideration be ready at Hand, that when

I awake it is to act the Part of a Man . Why

then ſhould I have any Reluctancy at enter

ing upon the Work for which I was born,

and produced on the Stage of the World ?

Is this the End for which I was made, to

die warm and fnug in Blankets ? But it is

pleaſant thou'lt fay. Is Pleaſure then the End

for which thou wert born ; or is it not

Action rather, and the Exerciſe of the

Powers Nature has given thee ? Doſt thou

not ſee the Plants of the Earth, the Birds

of the Air, the Ants, the Spiders , the Bees,

all conſpiring to adorn the World , accord

ing to their ſeveral Natures ; and wilt not

thou fulfill the Part of Man, and purſue

that End which thy Nature has ſet before

thee ? But one muſt have reſt ſay'ſt thou .

'Tis true, and Nature allows a certain Mea

ſure thereof, as of Meat and Drink. But

thou
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thou art for paſſing Nature's Bounds, and

exceeding the Meaſure of what is ſufficient ;

whereas in Point of Action thou comeft

Short of thy Ability. Hence, 'tis plain that

thou loveft not thyſelf, otherwiſe thou wouldſt

love thy Nature and the Intention thereof.

They who profeſs the vulgar Arts take De

light in the Practice of them , and perſiſt in

the Exercise of their reſpective Callings, at the

Expence of Health and Cleanlineſs. But thy

Calling, which is to ſtudy and follow thy

own Nature,thou honoureftleſs than a Turner

or Dancer does his Trade, and purſueſt thy

Aim with leſs Ardour, than a covetous or

ambitious Man does a little Chink or a Puff

of Vain -glory. Theſe can bear Hanger

and Watching, when eager in the Parfuit

of their little Ends, and ſhall the Cultiva

tion of Human Society , by the Practice of

Social Virtues, appear to thee an End leſs

valuable, and leſs worthy of thy Care ?

2. How eaſy is it to'exterminate and ex

punge every troubleſome or impertinent Ima

gination , and forthwith to enjoy the moft

perfect Tranquillity of Mind . Every Word

and every Deed conformable to Nature is

becoming and ſuitable to thee. Let not the

Cenfure or Raillery of others divert or abaſh

thee,

1

1

1

H

1

1
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thee, providing the Thing to be ſaid or

done is fair and honeſt. They have their

own Way of thinking, and their own In

dinations, which thou art not to trouble

thyſelf about, but to move ſtraight for

wards, following thy own Nature, and the

common Nature of Things, for both lead

to the ſame End. In this Road of Nature

I holdon : my Courſe, until I drop into Re

poſe, reſigning my Breath to the Air

whence I daily draw it, and my Body to the

Earth , whence my Father drew the Seed,

my Mother the Blood, and my Nurſe the

Milk , that produced and nouriſhed me, and

whence I have for ſo many Years daily de

rived the Meat and Drink that has ſuſtained

me, and which I have trod with my Feet,

and uſed without Reſerve to ſo many differ

ent Purpoſes.

3. 'Tis true thou art not a Man to be ad

mired for Wit and Smartneſs, but there are

many other Things, the Want of which

thou canſt not charge to Nature's Accoulyt.

Study then to acquire thoſe things that de

pend intirely on thyſelf, ſuch as Sincerity,

Gravity, Induſtry, Abſtinence from Plea

ſures, Contentment with thy Lot, to be fa

tisfy'd with little, Meekneſs, Generoſity,

Pertinency
K2
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Pertinency in Action , Solidity in Diſcourſe ,

Greatneſs of Soul. Seeft thou not what Ac

quiſitions thou mighteſt have made in

Riches that bar and exclude the Pretence of

natural Incapacity,or Want of Genius ; and

yet thou ſtill lieſt groveling in thy Poverty,

without endeavouring to raiſe thyſelf. Is

there any natural Defect in thy Conftitution ,

by which thou art conſtrained to whine

and grumble, to cleave to the World, to

flatter, to ſtudy only the Concerns of the

Body, whilft the Mind wanders in Uncer

tainty , and is miſerably toſſed by every Phan

tom that impels it ? No, by the Gods, theſe

are Evils thou hadft been delivered from long

ago , hadît thou been only contented to paſs

for one ſomewhat flow and dull of Ap

prehenfion . This Reproach is one of thoſe

Matters wherein thou art to exerciſe thy

ſelf, fo as neither to be concerned at it, nor

take any Satisfaction from it.

4. In the Caſe of doing a good Office,

one charges it to Account directly, and

openly upbraids a Man with it. Another

has not indeed the Impudence to caſt it in

one's Teeth , but will conſider the Perſon

as his Debtor, and as lying under an Obli

gation to him . A third Sort do good

Offices,
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are .

Offices, in a Manner without ſo much as

knowing it, as the Vine brings forth Grapes

without any other View , than that of pro

ducing its own proper Fruit. The running

Horſe, the ſetting Dog, the honey Bee, the

beneficent Man do not boaſt of their Per

formances, but from one Exertion of their

reſpective Faculties they paſs to another, as

the Vine to a new Production of Grapes in

their Seaſon . Are we then to do Good in a

Manner without knowing it ? I affirm we

But that cannot be ſays one, for it is

of the Nature of a Social Creature to know

that he acts ſocially, and even by Jove to

be deſirous that his Aſſociate ſhould know it

alſo. What thou ſayeft, indeed is true, but

thou doſt not take my Meaning rightly ;

wherefore I conclude thou art one of thoſe

I firſt mentioned ; for even they have ſome

Shew of Reaſon on their Side ; But if thou

wouldſt underſtand me rightly, never fear

thy neglecting any ſocial Duty, becauſe of

that want of Conſciouſneſs thereof which

is recommended .

5. It is an Atbenian Form of Prayer.

Rain dear Jupiter, Rain on the fields of

the Athenians, and on their Meadows.

And truly we ought always to pray with

the
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the fame Freedom and Simplicity, or not to

pray at all.

6. As we fay that Eſculapius preſcribes

Riding, he Cold Bath, the going Bare

footed, ſo we may ſay that the Nature of

Things preſcribes a Diſeaſe, the Loſs of a

Limb, the Loſs of a Child, or the like : For

as there the Thing preſcribed is adapted to

the Patient's Caſe, for the Attainment of

Health , fo here it is adapted to the Sufferers

Condition for the Fulfilment of Fate. And

the happening of theſe Accidents to us, we

exprefs in Greek by a Word, which Maſons

uſe to ſignify the jointing of hewed Stones,

by giving them fuch Figures as makethem

fit one another exactly. In ſhort, there is a

certain Fitneſs and Harmony which unites all

Things into one ; and as that immenſe Body,

the World , is the Agregate of all particular

Bodies, fo is Fate that Almighty Cauſe

the Contexture of all particular Cauſes.

Even the illiterate Vulgar conceive what I

mean , for they have Expreſſions alluding to

it, and plainly enough intimating a certain

predeſtinated Correſpondency between Per

fons and the Accidents that befall them. Let

us then embrace the Diſpenſations of Fate,

in the fame Manner we do the Preſcriptions

of
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of Eſculapius. Though in theſe there may

be many Things harſh and unpleaſant, yet

we welcome them in the Proſpect of Health.

Let the Accompliſhment of the Deſigns,

and the Perfection of common Nature, be

regarded by thee as thy own proper Health ;

and accordingly welcome every Event that

falls out, even tho' it ſhould appear harſh

and fevere, becauſe it leads to that End, that

is, to the Health of the World, and to the

unmoleſted Progreſs and Felicity of yove.

For if it had not conduced to the well-be

ing of the Whole, it had never happened

to thee ; for not even the meaneſt Nature

brings forth any Thing but what correſ

ponds to that which is ſubordinate to and

governed by it. There are two Reaſons then

for acquiefcing in every Accident that hap

pens to thee. One is becauſe it was origi

nally a Part of thy Conſtitution, ordained

together with thyſelf, and inſeparably annex

ed to thy Exiſtence . The other, becauſe

it is eſſential to the free Progreſs, the Per

fection , and even by Jove to the Integrity

of the univerſal Cauſe. For as a Whole is

mutilated when its Continuity is diſſolved

by the Eliſion of a Part, ſo it is in the

Chain of Cauſes. Now this Chain thou

breakeſt
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breakeſt by ſtriking out a Link as far as in

thee lies, when thou murmureſt at any

Accident that befalls thee.

7.
Ifthou ſhouldſt not be able in every

Caſe to act from right Principles, thou art

not therefore to deſpond, to loath , and vex

thyſelf; but after being thrown out of the

Courſe, return to it again, fatisfy'd with

acting the manly Part in the main. But

then thy Return muſt be with Joy, not like

that of a Boy who has play'd the Truant to

School, but as one with Bloodſhot Eyes to

the Spunge and the Egg, or under any other

ſharp Pain, to the Pultice and Fomentation .

This is adhering to Truth and right Reaſon ,

not out of Oftentation, but as thy true

Center of Reft. Remember that the Purpoſe

of Philoſophy is the ſame with the Purpoſe

of Nature. Can any Thing be more de

lightful than this and the other Enjoyment,

is the deluſive Language of Pleaſure : But

conſider the Matter, is not Magnanimity

and Freedom of Soul, Simplicity, Equity,

and Purity of Heart ſtill more delightful ?

And can any Thing exceed the Joy of a

Heart endowed with Underſtanding, when

it reflects on that unerring Perception, and

inviolable Tranquillity, with which it re

ceives
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ceives the Impreſſions of Objects, and con

forms itſelf to the Courſe of Nature.

8. Things are in a certain Senſe ſo inve

loped in Darkneſs, that many not contempti ,

ble Philoſophers have thought them ałtoge

ther Incomprehenſible. Even the Stocks

themſelves allow that it is very difficult to

comprehend them, and that every human

Judgment is liable to Correction : For what

Man is infallible ? From thy own imperfect

Notions transfer thy View to the Subjects

themſelves, how ſhort their Duration , and

how ſmall the Value of ſuch Things, as

may be the Property of Rakes, Whores

and Thieves . Turn next to the Mangers of

thoſe about thee. The moſt agreeable among

them is ſcarcely tolerable, not to ſay that one

can hardly bear with himſelf. In the midſt

of ſuch Darkneſs, ſuch Ordure, ſuch Fluctua

tion of all Things with which we are con

verſant, I cannot for my Heart conceive

what can gain thy Eſteem , or engage thy

Affection . On the contrary, the Diſpoſition

of Mind adapted to thy Circumſtances, is to

wait with Patience for thy natural Diffolu

tion, without repining on Account of the

Delay, and in the mean Time to found thy

Comfort on theſe two Things only. Firſt,

L that
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that nothing can happen to me but what

proceeds neceſſarily from the Conſtitution

of univerſal Nature. Secondly, that I can

at all.Times avoid doing any thing con

trary to the fixt Purpoſe of my God, the

intelligent active Power that reſides within

me : For none can violate
my

Will.

9. To what Purpoſe do I now exert my

Soul ? Put the Queſtion to thyſelf on all

Occaſions, and inquire ſtrictly, what is a

doing now in that part of me which I cal!

my Mind ? What Sort of Soulam I poſſeſſed

of ? Is it that of an Infant, that of a Boy,

that of a Wench, that of a Beaſt of Bure

then , or that of a lavage Animal ?

10. What Sort of Things are by the Ge

nerality of Mankind reputed Good, thou

mayît conceive from hence. If one attends

to the Notion of a Thing truly: Good, ſuch

as Prudence, Temperance, Juſtice, Forti

tude, any Attempt made to expoſe it to

Ridicule, will be odious and intolerable :

Whereas the Comic Poet's Jeft on the Goods

of the Vulgar, is eſteemed facetious and re

ceived with Applauſe. Thus even the Vul

gar are ſenſible of the Difference. An At

tempt ofthe firſt Kind is ſhocking, and pro

vokes their Indignation ; whereas a Stroke

of
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of Wit and Satyr levelled againſt Riches,

and the whole Equipage of Luxury and

Glory, is accounted Pertinent and Genteel . I

challenge thee then to entertain the ſmalleſt

Doubt, whither ſuch Things ought to be

reputed eſtimable and good , whereof it may

be ſaid pertinently and gracefully ; Their Re

dundancy is ſo exceffively great, that the

poor Poffeffor has no Place left to ſhit in .

11. I am compounded of two Principles

or Elementary Parts,the Active and theMa

terial . Neither of theſe can be annihilated,

no more than they could at firſt ariſe out of

nothing : But each will be reduced by Mu

tation into ſome other part or Member of

the Univerſe, that again into another Part,

and ſo on to Eternity. It was by Virtue of

this boundleſs Courſe of Mutation that I

aroſe into Being, likewiſe my Parents be

fore me, and ſo backwards to all Eternity.

There is no Reaſon why we may not thus

conceive the Matter, notwithſtanding the

whole Adminiſtration of the Univerſe may

be broken into finite Periods.

12. The reaſoning Faculty, and that Art

which promiſes its Culture, are Powers fatis

fy'd with themſelves, and the Care of their

own Operations. They ſet out on Princi

ples
L 2
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ples which are proper to them , and proceed

to that End which they themſelves propoſe ;

which if good and rightly purſued, render

their Operations worthy of Commendation ,

and their Attainments deſerving of a Name,

which denotes in Greek, Streightneſs ofthe

Way. So far the Buſineſs of a Logician

coincides with that of a Man, but the

Study of logical Subtilties is no Part of his

Duty conſidered as a Man. They are by

no Means required of him. His Nature

claims no ſuch Accompliſhments, nor in

deed are they any Improvements or Per

fections thereof. It is not therefore in ſuch

Acquiſitions that Man's chief End is placed ,

nor are they that Good whereby his End is

fulfilled . Moreover, if theſe were Duties

incumbent on Man, the deſpiſing and relin

quiſhing of them muſt be Faulty , and it

would be no Commendation to raiſe one's

ſelf above the Want of them. Nor if the

Things had any Goodneſs in them, could

the Man be reckoned Good who came ſhort

of them . Whereas in Reality the more one

withdraws himſelf from theſe and ſuch like

Trifles, and the more eaſily he can bear be

ing deprived of them , the better Man

ne is.

.
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13. As the Objects are about which thy

Mind is moſtly employed , ſuch thy Mind

itſelf will be ; for the Soul receives a

Tincture from its Ideas. Tinciure it then

by afſiduous Converſe with ſuch Ideas as

theſe : Wherever one can ſuſtain Life, there

he
may live well ; a Man may ſuſtain Liſe

at Court ; therefore the Court is a Place

where a Man may live well. Again, every

Thing is by its Frame and Conſtitution

adapted to ſome Purpoſe ; that Purpoſe is

its End ; and to that End it has a Tendency.

Now in whatever lies the End of a Thing,

there lies the true and proper Good of that

Thing. Therefore the proper Good of a

rational Animal is Fellowſhip and Society ;

for that we are born for Society is a Point

already cítabliſhed. Was it not cvident that

Things of lower Rank were made for thoſe

of higher, and thoſe of higher Rank for

one another. Things lifelels are furpaffed

by thoſe that live, and the rational excel a

mong the Living.

14. To deſire Impoſſibilities
is Madneſs.

It is impoſſible but the Wicked muſt act

wickedly.

15. Nothing can happen to any Body but

what is agreeable to the Courſe of Nature,

and
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and what he was born to ſuffer. The ſame

Thing happens to another, and either for

not knowing it, or from an Oftentation of

Magnanimity, he is compoſed and eaſy. A

diſmal Cafe, that Ignorance and Vanity

ſhould have more Force than Wiſdom !

16. Things themſelves can by no Means

touch the Soul ; it is inacceſſible to them ;

they can neither turn nor ſhake it. The

Soul cannot be ruffled or diſordered by any

Thing but the Soul itſelf, that is , by its

own Opinions and Judgments. And accord

ing to the Choice which the Soul makes of

theſe, the Influence of external and adjacent

Beings upon it, is abſolutely determined .

17. In one Reſpect our cloſeſt Alliance

is with Men, that is, in ſo far as we are

bound to do Good to their Perſons, and to

bear with their Failings. But in ſo far as

they ſtand in the Way of my Duty, they

are to me abſolutely indifferent, no leſs than

the Sun, the Wind, and the wild Beaſt.

They may turn my Stream of Action into

another Channel, but can be no Impedi

ment to the Bent and Inclination of my

Mind, becauſe of the Allowance I always

make in my Plan of Operation for unſur

mountable Obſtacles, and the Compaſs I can

always

1
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always fetch , in order to arrive at my ulti

mate End, without deviating from the Road

chalked out by Nature. For the Mind con

fiders every Obſtruction as a new Determi

nation given it on the Part of univerſal Na

ture , and ſets out from thence as from a

Reſting - Place ; ſo that every Bar to Action

advances the Execution of the whole Plan ,

and every Stopin the Way furthers my Pro

greſs in it,

18. Revere that which is moſt excellent

in the Univerſe. It is that to whoſe Uſe all

other Things are ſubſervient, and by whoſe

Energy they are conducted. In like Manner

revere that which is moſt excellent in thy

ſelf. It is that which in thee is congenial to

the moſt eminent Nature in the Univerſe.

For all thy other parts are ſubfervient to this,

and thy Life is governed by it.

19. That which is not detrimental to the

Commonwealth, is no Detriment to a ſingle

Citizen . On every Apprehenſion of ha

ving received any Damage, bring thy No

tion to the Teſt according to this Rule. If

the Commonwealth is not hurt, neither am

I. If the Commonwealth is hurt, I am

not to hurt myſelf by giving Way to An

ger againſt the Author of the Injury. My

Buſineſs
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Buſineſs is to demonſtrate his Error 10

him .

20. Conſider often the quick Paſſage and

tranſitory Nature of seings, and of Events.

Subſtance like a River is in perpetual Fluxi

on ; the Action of Things continually chang

ing ; and Cauſes putting on a thouſand

Shapes ; and ſcarce any Thing fix'd and

Permanent. Add to this the Conſideration

of that immenſe Gulf of an Eternity paſt,

and an Eternity to come, that great De

vourer of all tranſient Beings, into whoſe

Bowels they are ſwallowed up, as from its

Worb they ſprung. Who but a Fool would

allow himſelf in ſuch a Situation to be puffed

up and elated, to be diſtracted with Anxiety

about any Thing, or inflamed with Indigna

tion on Account of any Obſtruction he may

meet in the Progreſs of ſo Ihort a Journey ?

Remember the whole Aggregate of Sub

ftance, wherein thy Participation extends

but to the very ſmalleſt Portion . Remem .

ber the whole Infinity of Duration, whereof

thy Exiſtence occupies but a meer moment

ary Space. Remember that eternal Succef

fion of particular Beings, and Concatena

tion of Cauſes and Effects called Fate. What

art thou but the ſmalleſt Link in the Chain '?

21. Does
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21. Does another injure me ; let him fee

to it. He has the Diſpoſition that belongs

to him, and acts after his own Manner. I

at the ſame Time ſuffer but what the com

mon Nature of Things has allotted for me,

and I continue to act the Part which my

own Nature requires of me.

22. Let not the Mind, the leading and

governing Part of thy Soul be ſhaken by any

Movements in the Fleſh , whither they be

ſuch as ſtrike the Senſes agreeably or diſa

greeably. Let not theſe two Parts of thee

be confounded together. But let the active

Part intrench itſelf in its own commanding

Poft, and confine theſe paſſive Senſations

to their proper Members. Indeed, they will

ſometimes force themſelves into the Mind,

by Virtue of that Union which ſubfifts be

tween the Soul and Body. In that Cafe, the

Buſineſs of the Mind is not to ſtrive againſt

the Senſation itſelf, as being natural, but to

exclude the Opinion of its being either

Good or Evil.

23. I ſay to thee my Soul, live in Fellow

ſhip with the Gods. Now the Man lives

in Fellowſhip with the Gods, whoſe Soul is

invariably ſatisfy'd with the Lot appointed

him , and whoſe active Powers are imploy'd

M accord
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according to the Will of that Genius, that

divine Principle, that Light within him,

which yove the Fountain thereof, detach

ing a Ray from his own Eſſence, has given

to every Man for his Director and Guide.

This is no other than every Man's Mind and

Reaſon.

24. If a Man ſmells Rank, or if his

Breath is offenſive, be not therefore angry

with him ; for what wouldīt thou have him

do ? His Mouth and hisArmpits have a certain

Temperament, and from that Temperament

ſuch a Vapour muſt neceſſarily proceed. But

the Man has Reaſon thou ſayeſt, and may

know his Offenſiveneſs if he will but look

about him. A notable Reply truly. Haft not

thou Reaſon as well as he ? Why not then

awake his Reaſon by thine. Tell him, inake

him ſenſible of it. If he liſtens to thy Ad

monition, thou wilt cure him of his Fault,

and there will be no Occaſion for Anger.

25 . I will retire fayſt thou to ſome Place,

where neither Whore nor Player can find

Reception. Thou mayſt live here juſt as thou

propoſeſt to do after thy Retreat. If that is

not allowed thee, then retire out of Life,

but not as if thou ſufferedſt any Evil by doing

6. Life is but Smoke, a meer Vapour,

layſt
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ſayſt thou ; I will be gone. Why ſo con

cerned about it, as if thou thoughtſt it an Af

fair of ſome Importance. For my Part,

while I have no ſuch Motive to withdraw ,

I will continue to live in Freedom , and none

ſhall hinder me from doing what I will.

But then my Will is only to act according

to the Nature of a rational and ſocial Ani

mal.

26. The Mind of the Univerſe is of a

ſociable Nature. Accordingly it has made

the worſe Sort of Beings for the better, and

fitted the better for one another. Thou

feeft the Subordination and Co-ordination of

Beings, the Diſtribution made them accord

ing to their Rank, and the perfect Unanimi

ty that obtains among the beſt of them .

27. How haſt thou behaved thyſelf hi

therto with Regard to the . Gods, thy Pa

rents, Brothers, Wife, Children , Teachers,

Tutors, Friends, Acquaintances, Servants.

Conſider if thou haſt all along perſevered in

thy Duty, ſo as never to have treſpaſſed

againſt any of them, either in Word or

Deed . Recollect moreover, what Difficul.

ties thou haſt gone through, what Hard

Thips thy Fortitude has ſuſtained . That

now the Meaſure of thy Life is full, and the

M 2
Duty
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Duty of thy Office compleatly diſcharged.

Alſo how many fine Things thou haſt ſeen,

how many Pains and Pleaſures thou haſt

deſpiſed. How many Opportunities of

Glory thou haſt overlooked . To how many

Ungratefuls thou haſt been kind and generous.

28. Why ſhould a Soul that's cultivated by

Learning, and endowed with Knowledge,

be ruffled and diſconcerted by ſuch as are

illiterate and untaught? But then , what is

that cultivated and underſtanding Soul ? It

is one who knows the Beginning and the

End of Things, together with that Reaſon

which pervades all Subſtance, and admini

ſtrates the World from all Eternity in a Series

of diſtinct Periods.

29. The Time is at Hand, when I ſhall

be but Duft and dry Bone , and a Name

for a while, but at Length not even a

Name. And what is a Name ? A Sound,

a little Noiſe that ſtrikes the Ear. The

Things moft eſteemed in Life are vain

and empty and trifling, of a Piece with

Inarling Puppies, and croſs- grained Infants,

who Squawl and Laugh by turns, while

Faith and Modeſty, Truth and Juſtice

Are fled from Earth to Heaven.

What
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What is there then to detain thee here,

fince Objects are fleeting and inconſtant, the

Senſes dark and fallacious, the poor Soul

itſelf an Exhalation from the Blood , and

Honour vain, conſidering who they are that

pay it. What is it then thou waiteſt for ? A

total Extinction, or a Tranſlation of ſome

Sort or other, is what I wait for with Meek

neſs and Reſignation. Untill that Time

Thall come, what is it ſupports thee, and fills

the Meaſure of thy Duty ? What elſe but

Praiſe and Adoration of the Gods on one

Hand, and on the other Beneficence to

wards Men, bearing with what they do, and

abſtaining from what they have ; and re

membering always that whatever without

thee appertains to Life and Limb, or con

cerns the Fleſh and its vital Soul, is none of

thine, nor ſubject to thy Controll.

30. Thou mayeſt be at all Times eaſy and

happy, if thou doft but think and act in

the right Way.

31. There are theſe two Things common

to all rational Souls, whether that of God

or Man, or any other. Firſt, It is not in

the Power of any Thing elſe to fetter or

controll them. Secondly, that their Hap

pincis lies in the Practice of Juſtice, pro

ceeding
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1

ceeding from an habitual Diſpoſition to

wards it, and that here center all their De.

fires.

32. If this or that Accident proceeds not

immediately from my Fault, nor is confe

quential to any Fault of mine ; nor the

Community is thereby Hurt, why ſhould I

be concerned about it ? But after all what

Hurt can be done the Community ? Take

care not to be carried away by a Vague and

indefinite Notion . Defend it according to

thy Ability, and the Importance of the Oc

caſion, even tho' it ſhould be damaged only

in Things indifferent. But think not any

ſuch Damage a real Detriment. It is an ill

Cuſtom . As the old Man in the Play going

off the Stage forgot not his little Pupil's Rat

tle, juſt ſo art thou to behave thyſelf in this

Caſe, that is, thou art to have that Regard

for the Intereſts of the Community which

thy Station in Life requires, without forget

ting what they are. True, but the World

conſider them as Matters of great Concern .

Wouldſt thou for that Reaſon become a

Fool alſo ? I was formerly.

33. Let external Circumſtances be what

they will, a Man may be happy : For Hap

pineſs is the Fruit of a Man's own Care

and

1
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and Induſtry, as it conGifts in the Goodneſs

of his Diſpoſitions, his Inclinations, and

Actions.

SECTION VI.

" T Blable and ductile Nature.

HE univerſal Subſtance is of a

pliable an
and ductile Nature. The

Reaſon that adminiſtrates it has in itſelf no

motive to do Evil ; for it has no Malice, nor

is any Thing actually hurt by it ; but all

Things begin and end according to it.

2. Be abſolutely indifferent as to Cir

cumſtances, and mindful only to act the

becoming Part in each. For Example,

whither cold or warm, drowſy or ſatisfy'd

with Neep, praiſed or Dandered, dying or

doing any Thing elſe : For dying alſo is a

Part of the Buſineſs of Life, and as in the

reſt, all that's requiſite is to manage rightly

the Affair in Hand.

3. Look inward into the Nature of

Things, and let not the ſpecifick Property

nor the real Worth of any Thing eſcape

thee.

4 The Subjects of all Things quickly

change, either by Way of Evaporation , ſup

poſing
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poſing the Unity of Subſtance, or by Way

of Diſperấon into ſeveral Parts.

5. The governing Reaſon of the Uni

verſe knows its own Diſpoſition , what it

does, and upon what Matter it acts.

6. The beſt Sort of Revenge is not to be

like him who did the Injury.

7. Found thy Joy and Security on this

one Thing, to wit, the paſſing from one

ſocial Action to another, with a Mind ele.

vated to the Contemplation of God.

8. The Mind or leading Faculty of the

Soul is that which excites and moves itſelf,

that which qualifies itſelf, and the relation

of Accidents to itſelf, juſt as it pleaſes.

9. Particulars are determined according to

the Nature of the Whole ; and not that of

any other Nature, either within or without

the Whole.

10. The Univerſe is either a meer Jumble

and Hodge-podge, or in the Conſtitution

thereof there is Union Order and Contri

vance . If the firſt, why ſhould I deſire to

prolong Life in the midſt ofſuch Confuſion ,

and what elſe am I to care for but how I

may at length return to Duſt ; and why

am I diſturbed , let me do what I can my

Diſſolution
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Diffolution will come at laſt. But if the

other is the Caſe, my Mind is filled with

Veneration , my Heart's at Eaſe, and I truſt

to the Supreme Director.

u . When Circumſtances diſcompoſe and

ruffle thee againſt thy Will, recover thyſelf

quickly, and be not out of Tune longer

than whilſt thou art not able to help it ; for

by the Habit of recovering thy Temper,

thou wilt become more and more Maſter

of it.

12. If thou hadſt at the ſame Time a

Step -Mother and a Mother notwithſtand

ing thou wouldſt not neglect thy Duty to

the firſt, thy own Mother would have thy

conſtant Attendance. Now ſuch to thec

are the Court and Philoſophy. Be a con

ſtant Viſiter of Philoſophy, and place thy

Comfort in that, by which the Court is

rendered tolerable to thee, and thou to the

Court.

13. It is of great Importance to apprehend

alluring Objects by their genuine Images.

For Example, in the Matter of Eatables ;

this is the Carcaſe of a Filh , that thic Care

caſe of a Bird , that of a Hog, this Faler

nian Winc is a Sup of Juice fqueezed out of

a Bunch ofGrapes. This Mantle of State is

N Sheep's
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Sheep's Wooll dyed with the Blood of a

Shell - Fiſh . And as to the Affair of Love,

it is but poking and rubbing in a piece of

Gut, and ſquirting out a little Snot with a

Sort of Convulſive Motion. Such Images

are true Pi& ures, they diffe &t and go to the

Bottom of Things, ſo as to Thow what they

really are . Thou art to proceed in this

Manner through all the Affairs of Life, and

whenever any Thing alluring ſtrikcs thc I.

magination, to lay it open and naked, ſtrip

ped of its gaudy Attire ; ſo as to ſee clearly

into the Naughtineſs thereof. For a gaudy

Outſide is a grand Impoſtor, and deceives

moſt, when under the faireft Appearance,

there ſeems to be the leaſt Danger. Con

ſider what Crates lays eves of Xenocrates

himſelf.

14. The Wonders of the ſtupid Vulgar

are moſtly Things of a meer corporcal and

lifeleſs Nature, ſuch as Stones, Timbers,

Fig - Trees, Vines, Olives. Thoſe of Men

of a little higher Pitch lic in the animated

tho' meerly brutal World, ſuch as Flocks

and Herds : Thoſe of Men of a ſtill more

delicate Tafte, in the rational World , tho'

without any Knowledge of the univerſal

Reaſon, and only in fofar as Reaſon is the

Sources
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Source of cunning Artifice and Wit. But

to the Man who knows the beneficent ra

tional Soul of the Univerſe nothing elſe

ſeems worthy of Attention. His chief Study

is to keep his own Soul in a rational Frame

and ſocial Diſpoſition , and for that End to

co -operate in all Things with the great Stock

of his Family

15. Some Things are haſtening into the

World, others are haſtening out of it, and

of that which is but entering on the Stage

ſomething has already vaniſhed. The unin

terrupted Succeſſion of Changes and Altera

tions is perpetually renovating and reſtamp

ing the World, as the inceſſant Courſe of

Time is always adminiftering a kind of No

velty to eternal Duration . What is there in

ſuch a River, what tranſient Particle in the

Stream that one can ſet his Heart upon ? As

if a Flock of Sparrows flying by, thou

ſhouldſt take a Fancy to a particular one,

that's out of sight as ſoon as ſeen . Life it

ſelf is but ſuch a Thing as a Vapour riſing

from the Blood, and the breathing in and

out of Air. For the reſtoring of the whole

breathing Faculty, given the t'other Day at

thy Birth, to the Source whence it was de

rived , is juſt ſuch a Thing as breathing once

N2 in
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1

in and out, which is no more than what we

do at every Turn.

16. What is it may be reputed truly

Eſtimable ? It is not perſpiring ſurely, for

that Plants do. Nor is it breathing, for

Cattle and wild Beaſts breath . And no more

is it the receiving of Impreſſions on the

Fancy, the being agitated by Appetite as

Puppets are by Strings, nor is it herding to

gether or feeding. For as to feeding it is only

ſuch another Action as voiding the Dregs of

what we guzzled the Subſtance. Is it the Ap

plauſe and Acclamations of the People ? No,

they are but the clapping of Hands, and

the chattering of Tongues. If thou rejecteſt

Glory alſo, what remains to be deemed Elti

mable ? This in my Opinion, to act and to

be affected ſuitably to our own Conſtitution .

To this End all Culture and Art is direct

ed ; for every Art propoſes to qualify its Ob

ject for the Work for which it was intend

ed, and to which it is adapted by its Con

ftitution . Such is the Aim of the Vine

dreſſer, the Colt-breaker, and Dog -trainer ;

and is not the Education and Teaching of

Youth directed to the ſame Purpoſe ? This

is what's truly honourable and worthy of

Eſteem , and if it is well with thee in

that
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that Reſpect, thou wilt have no Anxiety

about any thing beſides. But wilt thou ne

ver quit thy Attachment to many other

Things ? if thou doſt not, thou wilt never

be free, never fufficient to thy own Happi

neſs, nor ever diſcharged from the Slavery of

Paffion . For thou muſt neceſſarily hate,

envy , and fufpect thoſe, in whoſe Power

it is to deprive thee of theſe Things, and

plot againſt them who with -hold from thee

the Objects of thy Defires. In a word, who

ever wants any of theſe Things, muſt be in

perpetual Diſorder of Mind , and moreover

cannot avoid being chagreen'd againſt the

Gods. Whereas by paying due Regard and

Honour to thy own Mind, thou wilt be

ſatisfy'd with thyſelf, compliable with thy

Fellow - Citizens of the World , and in per

fect Harmony with the Gods, that is, ready

to approve of their Diſpenſations and Diſpo

ſition of Things.

17. The Elements have three Sorts of

Motion, to wit, upwards, downwards, and

in a Circle. The Motion of Virtue lies in

pone of theſe, but is a Thing of a more

divine Nature, and proceeds in a Way not

eaſily apprehended.

18, How
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18. How ſtrangely inconſiſtent are Men

with themſelves. They will not ſpeak a

good Word of their contemporaries and

Companions, and yet want above all Things

to be praiſed themſelves by thoſe who are

to come after them, whom they never did

nor ever will ſee. Moreover this Paffion is

much the ſame as if they were fadly afflict

ed, becauſe they had not a great Name and

Reputation in the World before they were

born .

19. Becauſe a Thing is very difficult to

thee, do not therefore think it impoſſible to

Man. But rather if it is poſſible and con

gruous to Man, believe it alſo practicable to

thee.

20. If in Wreſtling our Play -Fellow

ſhould chance to ſcratch us with his Nails,

or knock his Head againſt ours, we ſeem

not to know it, much leſs do we take Of

fence, or entertain any Jealouſy , as if he

was an Enemy lying in Wait for us . How

ever , we take care to avoid the like Accident

again, but ſtill in a friendly Diſpoſition, and

without any Suſpicion, as if we had to do

with an inſidious Perſon . Let it be juſt ſo

in all other parts of Life. Many Things

are to be overlooked in the fame Manner in

our
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our Dealings with thoſe with whom we

have Buſineſs ; for we may be upon our

Guard as I ſaid , without hating and ſuſpect

ing.

21. If any one can ſhow me that I am

miſtaken in thinking or acting, I will change

my Mind with Pleaſure ; for Truth is my

Study, a Thing by which no Man was ever

Hurt. It is Ignorance and Error that hurts

their Adherents. I act the Part becomes me.

Other Cares diſtract me not ; for they are

about Things without Life, or without

Reaſon, or with Reaſon but deluded, and

wandering they know not whither. Things

void of Senſe or void of Reaſon, I who

have Reaſon apply to my own Uſe with

Freedom and Magnificence. But Men as

having Reaſon I uſe according to the Laws

of Fellowſhip. Call the Gods to thy Al

fiſtance on all Occaſions ; and be indiffe

rent as to the Length of this Courſe of

Action ; for three Hours of ſuch a Life are

ſufficient.

22. Alexander of Macedon and his

Groom were reduced by Death to the ſame

Condition. For they were either poſted into

the Seminary Accounts of the World , or

were both alike diſſolved to Atoms.

23. Con
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23. Conſider how many Things both of

the corporeal and ſenſitive Kind are done in

every olie of us in the ſame Moment, and

it will be no wonder to thee if many more,

or rather every thing that's done in that One

that All which we call the World , ſhould

exiſt therein at one and the fame Time,

24. If one ſhould propoſe to thee to ſpell

the Word Antoninus, and on Occaſion of

repeating the Letters of the Word ſhould

fall into a Paſſion , wouldſt thou be angry

allo ? Wouldſt thou not rather pronounce

every Lettercalmly and without Emotion ?

Thus in the Conduct of Life, remember

that Duty and Decency lies in a certain Fit

neſs and Proportion , with the Obſervance

of which one is to proceed directly to the

Execution ofhis purpoſe, without being in a

Hurry and Flutter, and without being angry

at thoſe who are full of Spite and Indigna

tion againſt him.

25. It is a ſort of Cruelty to hinder Men

from purſuing what ſeems to them to be for

their Advantage and Conveniency. Yet thou

art in a Manner guilty of this, when thou

art offended becauſe they treſpaſs. For what

they do is always with a view to their own

Advantage. But ſayeſt thou they are mif

taken ,
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taken , what they apprehend to be their

Advantage is not ſo. Then ſhow them the

Truth and undeceive them, without being

angry at them.

26. Death is a Ceſſation of the Impreſ

fions received by Senſe, of the Agitations of

Appetite, of the Operations of the Under

ſtanding, and of our Service to the Fleſh .

27. It is a Shame that whilft thou art

alive, thy Soul ſhould faint and fuccumb be

fore thy Body

28. Beware of being perverted by thy

Elevation to the imperial Dignity, and of

getting a Smack of the Caſk ; for there is

Danger. Continue to be ſtill the ſame plain

good Man, ſincere, grave; unaffected, juſt,

religious, neek, affectionate, reſolute in dif

charging the Duties incumbent on thee.

Strive to be ſuch a Man as Philoſophy

would have made thee . Revere the Gods. Be

the Protector of Men. Life is ſhort. The

only Fruit thereof is a holy Diſpoſition of

Mind, and Social Actions. Behave in all

Things like the Diſciple of Antoninus, ever

mindful of his ſhining Virtues ; that Vi

gour in executing whatReaſon had decreed

as fit to be done ; that invariable Conſiſtency

with himſelf ; that Sanctity, that Sweetneſs

O aud
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and Serenity of Countenance ; that Con

tempt of Vain -glory ; that ſtrong Deſire to

comprehend a Thing, ſo as not to drop it,

until he was at the Bottom thereof, and had

ſeen clearly through it : His bearing with

unjuſt Cenſures without being cenſorious

himſelf. His never being in a hurry about

any Thing. His not liſtening to Informers.

His exquiſite Judgment in Characters and in

Affairs. No Reviler, no noiſy Pratler, no

jealouſy in his Temper, no captious wrang

ling Reaſoner. How moderate in his De

fires with Regard to his Habitation, Bed

ding, Cloaths, Table, and Attendance. How

laborious and indefatigable. How active and

{ prightly all Day long to the very Evening,

by Means of his flender Diet, whereby

even the natural Diſcharges were reduced to

Regularity. How conſtant and uniform in

his Friendſhips. His Patience of Contra

diction, even from the warmeſt Oppoſers of

his Sentiments ; and the Joy he expreſſed

when another re & ify'd his Judgment by the

Force ofDemonſtration. Finally, his Regard

to Religion, without the leaſt Mixture ofSu

perſtition. Mind all this I ſay, that the laſt

Hour may find thee with the fame good

Conſcience that it did him.

29. As
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29. As when awaking out of a Sleep

diſturbed by Dreams, thou compoſeſt thy

ſelf by conſidering that they were but

Dreams, ſo in Life when thou comeſt to

thyſelf, and recalleſt thy Reaſon after any

Diſcompoſure, thou wilt find the Occaſions

thereof to have been equally groundleſs.

30. I conſiſt of a Body and of a Soul.

To the Body, every Thing is indifferent,

for it cannot diſtinguiſh : To the Mind,

every Thing but its own Operations; for

they depend on the Mind itſelf, only thoſe

however that occupy the Time preſent; for

as to thoſe that are paſt, and thoſe that are

to come, they alſo are Things indifferent.

31. While the Hand acts the part of the

Hand, and the Foot the Part of the Foot,

Pain and Labour is not contrary to their Na

ture. So neither is Pain and Labour contrary

to the Nature of Man , while he acts only

the part of a Man. And if it is not contra

ry to his Nature it can be no Evil to him.

On the other Hand, how many Pleaſures are

enjoyed by Robbers, Rakes, Parricides and

Tyrants ?

32. Doſt thou not ſee how many working

Tradeſmen , whoſe Underſtandings are but

of the loweſt Claſs, nevertheleſs adhere to the

RulesO 2
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Rules of their ſeveral Arts, and will not allow

themſelves to depart from them . Is it not

ſhocking, that the Houſe -builder and the

Diſeaſe - curer ſhould have more Regard for

the Rules of their reſpective Arts, than Man

has for the Rule of his, a Rule that is com

mon to him with the God ?

33. Aña, Europe are Corners of the

World. This , and the other Sca are ſo many

Drops of the World . Mount Athos is a Clod

of the World . The longeſt Period of Life

is a Point in Eternity. Every Thing is little

mutable and vaniſhing.

34. All Things proceed from the univer

fal Mind, either directly and intentionally,

or by Conſequence. The Lion's Jaws, the

deadly Poiſon, and every Thing miſchievous,

are like Thorns and Mire, the natural Con

fequences of theſe beautiful and venerable

Objects. Fancy not therefore that theſe are

foreign to the Object of t ! y Adoration , but

conſider the Fountain whence all Things are

derived .

35. He who knows the preſent State of

Things, knows all that ever was and ever

will be ; for they are all of the fame Kind

and of like Form . Think then of the Re

lation which all Things in the World have

to
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to one another , and the Connexion whereby

they are united into one Syſtem . For Things

are in a Manner woven together like Threads

in a piece of Tapeſtry ; and thoſe that come

after, ariſe naturally out of thoſe that went

before. Accordingly, there is a Sort of Friend

ſhip and Intercourſe between all Things,

founded on the Communication of Motion,

on their conſpiring to the fame End, and

on the Unity of Subſtance.

36. Adapt and accommodate thyſelf to

whatever Buſineſs and Affairs the Fates have

deſtined thee, and love ſincerely the Men

with whom thy Lot is fallen.

37. Every Tool, Inſtrument, and Utenſil

is perfect, if it anſwers the Intention of the

Maķer, or the End for which it was made.

There however the Maker is extrinſical to

his Work, and has a ſeparate Exiſtence of

his own. But in Nature's Productions the

forming Power is lodged within, and

exiſts in Conjunction with the Thing pro

duced . Accordingly thou art to conſider it

as more venerable, and to eſtabliſh this as a

Law to thyſelf, that if the Temper of thy

Soul, and the Courſe of thy Life, be con

formable to the Intention of the Power that

formed thee, every Thing elſe ſhall be ac ,

cording
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cording to thy Mind. For thus every Thing

in the Univerſe will be according to the Mind

of the Univerſe.

38. If thou fuppofeſt any Thing that's

out of thy own Power to be either Good or

Evil, upon miſſing the Good, or incurring

the Evil, it is impoffible not to be chagreen'd

againſt the Gods, and hate Men, as being

the Cauſes ofthe Diſappointment or the Ca

lamity : And even upon the bare Suſpicion,

that they may be ſo, we cannot avoid being

affected toward them in the fame Manner.

Thus our Concern about ſuch Things draws

us into great Injuſtice. Whereas, if only

Things in our own Power were decreed to

be Good and Evil, no Cauſe is left for ac

cuſing God, or being in a State of War with

Man,

39. We all co - operate to the Production

of the fame final Effect, ſome indeed know

ingly, but others without Reflexion . Juſt as

Heraclitus ſaid that Sleepers too were Work

men and Fellow - Labourers in carrying on

the Buſineſs of the World . One co - operates

in one Way, another in another . Even he

who blames th : Courſe of Things, and

ſtruggles againſt the Stream of Fate, contri

butes ſomething, as Author of a Superfluity

and
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and Excreſcence, for even that was wanting

in the World, in order that it might be a

World . It remains then for thee to conſider

with what Claſs thou rankeſt thyſelf. The

Adminiſtrator of the Univerſe will at any

Rate uſe thee well, and take thee into the

Number of his Fellow - Labourers, and allot

thee a Share in the general Co -efficiency.

But be not thou ſatisfy'd to be ſuch a Mem

ber of the Univerſe, as is that pitiful and ri

diculous Verſe in the Play mentioned by

Chryhppus. Does the Sun take upon it to do

the Office of Rain, or Eſculapius that of the

fruitful Ceres ? If we conſider the Stars, has

not each its proper Dignity and Province,

tho ' all contribute to the fame Effect ?

40. If the Gods have conſulted about me,

and the Accidents that are to befall me, they

have conſulted well ; for an ill- adviſed God

is a Thing not eaſily conceived . And there is

no Reaſon why they ſhould incline to hurt

me ; for what Benefit could ariſe from thence

to themſelves, or to the Community, which

is the object of their Care ? But ſuppoſe I

and my Affairs in particular came not under

Conſideration , they muſt at leaſt have con

ſulted about the Affairs of the Community,

to which the Accidents befalling me being

plainly
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plainly conſequential, I ought to welcome

them in the heartieſt Manner. But even ſup

poſing that the Gods take no Care of any

Thing at all, an Opinion that we muſt

either reject as unholy, or let us lay aſide

Sacrifice, Prayer, Oaths, and what other

Actsof ours ſuppoſe the Preſence and Coha

bitation of the Gods with us ; I ſay even ſup

pofing the Gods take no Care of human Af

fairs,nothing hinders me to take Care ofmy

felf. In taking Care of myſelf, my Utility

is the Point I am at. My Utility is to live

according to my Nature and Conſtitution .

My Nature is that of a rational Being, and

of a Member of Society. The Society of

which I am a Member, as I am Antoninus

is Rome ; as I am a Man, it is the World.

Therefore nothing is uſeful and good to me,

but what is profitable to theſe Societies. Nos

thing happens to Individuals, but what the

Whole is a Gainer by ; and that is ſufficient,

However, if thou obſerveſt exactly, thou

wilt find it generally true, that nothing bap

pens to Individuals, but what even they

themſelves or other Men are Gainers by. But

here I extend the Notion of Utility to

Things indifferent.

41. As
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41. As thou art apt to be cloy'd with a

conſtant Uniformity, and ſeeing always the

fame Plays and other Shows at the Theatre,

and ſuch like Places, ſo ſhouldſt thou be af

fected with regard to Life in general. For it

is but the ſame Thing over and over again ,

and ſtill the ſame Cauſes operating. How

long then will it be before thou art diſengaged

from thy Attachment to Life ?

42. Think often with thyſelf how many

of all Nations, Ranks, and Profeſſions are

gone to the Grave. We are only to go whi

ther ſo many able Orators are gone before us,

fo many reverend Philoſophers, Heraclitus,

Pytbagoras, Socrates ; ſo many Heroes of

old, and ſo many Kings and Generals in

later Times ; and moreover, Eudoxu !, Hip

parchus, Archimedes, with other penetrating

exalted laborious ſouple and daring Minds ;

Menippus alſo and ſuch other Jeſters on the

Frailty and Uncertainty of human Life.Con

ſider that all theſe have been long in the

Duft. What Grievance is this to them ?

What Grievance even to thoſe others whoſe

very Names are forgot? In the midſt of ſuch

Frailty one Thing is truly valuable . It is to

live in Benevolence, practiſin ; Truth and

Juſtice towards thoſe who are void of both .

P 43. When
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43. When thou haſt a Mind to cheer up

thy Heart, reflect on the ſeveral Excellencies

of thy Companions, as the Valour of one,

the Modeſty of another, the Generoſity of a

third , and ſo forth . For nothing gives ſo

much Joy as the ſeveral Lineaments of Vir

tue appearing in the Characters of a Set of

Companions, and collected as compleatly as

poſſible within that Compaſs. Therefore let

this be a Proſpect always ready at Hand .

44.
If it does not vex thee to think that

thou weigheft only fo much, and not three

Hundred, why ſhould it give thee Pain that

thou art to live ſo many Years and no lon

ger ? For why not acquieſce in the Portion

of Time Nature has aſſigned thee, as well

as in the Portion of Subſtance ?

45. Perſuade Men if thou canſt, but do

whither they will or not, when the Law of

Juſtice requires it. If irreſiſtible Violence

checks thee, let thy Recourſe be to Content

ment and Equanimity, laying hold of the

Obſtacles as an Occaſion given thee to exer

cife another Virtue. And remember that

thy Endeavour was proviſional, and that

thou didft not aim at Impoffibilities. What

was thy Aim then ? To endeavour. And ſo

far thou haſt been ſucceſsful, and at the

fame
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fame Time done all that was incumbent

on thee.

46. The ambitious Man places his Hap

pineſs in other Mens Action, the Man of

Pleaſure in his own Paflion, but the Man

of Underſtanding in what he himſelf does.

47
I may abſtain from judging of this

Thing as either Good or Evil , and ſo need

not be troubled in Mind about it ; for Things

themſelves may make us feel, but cannot

compel our Judgments.

48. Accuſtom thyſelf to ſuch cloſe Atten

tion as not to be liable to miſapprehend what

another ſays, and enter as much as poſſible

into the Mind of the Speaker.

49. That which is not profitable to the

Hive is not profitable to the Bee.

50. If People in diſtreſs at Sea miſtruſt

and revile the Pilot , or the Sick miftruft and

revile the Phyſician, to whom elſe will theſe

commit the Care of their Health, or thoſe of

their Safety ?

51. How many of thoſe who came into

the World at the fame Time with thee are

already gone ?

52. To thoſe affected with the Jaundice

Honey ſeems bitter. Water is dreadful to thoſe

who are ſmitten with Madneſs.by the Bite ofa

MadP 2
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Mad-Dog. Children think Marbles very

pretty Things. Now why ſhould I be angry

with Men on any Account ? Thinkſt thou

that Error is leſs powerful in them, than the

Bile in a Man affected with the Jaundice,

or the Venom in a Man bit by a Mad - Dog ?

53. None can hinder thee to live accord

ing to the Law of thy own Nature : And

nothing can happen to thee contrary to the

Law of common Nature.

54. Conſider what they are whom Men

ſtudy to pleaſe, and by what Acquirements

and what Actions it is that they ſtudy to

pleaſe them .

55. How ſoon will this current Period of

the World ſwallow up all Things, and how

many has it ſwallowed up already ?

SECTION VII.

I.

W

HAT is Vice ? It is a Thing

thou haſt often ſeen . On every

Occaſion have the ſame Thought ready at

Hand, it is no more than what I have often

ſeen. In a Word, thou wilt find that all thoſe

Matters whereof the Hiſtory of all Times

antient and modern is full, and are even

now tranſacting in Nations and Families,

are
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are but the fame Things over again . Nothing

is new, all Things are uſual, and all Things

are of ſhort Duration .

2. How can found Maxims and Principles,

when once eſtabliſhed, loſe their Force and

Efficacy, unleſs their correſponding Ideas

which thou may'ſt revive at Pleaſure, be firſt

extinguiſhed ? It is in my Power to judge

as I ought of this Object. If ſo, why am I

diſturbed ? ' What's without my Mind is

nothing at all to my Mind. Be perſuaded of

this, and thou art right.

3. Thou mayſt live over again whenever

thou wilt. It is only taking a View of Things

as thou ſaweſt them formerly, for that is to

live over again .

4. Pompous Proceſſions, dramatick En

tertainments, Flocks, Herds, Exerciſes of

Arms, throwing of Bones to Dogs, and

Morſels of Bread into Fiſh -Ponds, the La

bours of Ants and toilſome lugging of their

Burdens, Mice running about in a Fright,

Puppet- Shows. Such being the vain Studies

and trifling Amuſements of Men, thy Bu

fineſs is to behave thyfelf towards them with

Tenderneſs and Meekneſs, free from all Ar

rogance and Preſumption ; aware however

that every Man is worth ſo much, as are

the
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the Things he eſteems moſt, and moſt

eagerly purſues.

5. Be attentive to what is ſaid, ſo as not

to loſe a Word, and in obſerving Mens

Actions, let no Fact eſcape thee. In the

one Caſe ſtudy from the Beginning to take

the Meaning of the Speaker, and in the

other, the Motive and End of the Agent.

6. Have I Ability fufficient to manage this

Affair or not ? If I have, I uſe my Under

ſtanding as an Inſtrument given me by Na

ture for that Purpoſe. If I have not, I give

up the Affair to one more able to finiſh it,

fuppofing it no eſſential Part of my Duty ;

or I do what I can , taking another to my

Affiſtance, whoſe Mind may in Conjunction

with mine, effectuate what publick Utility

and the preſent Occaſion requires : For to

that End muſt be directed whatever I do,

either by myſelf alone or jointly with ano

ther.

7. How many Men of high Renown

with whoſe Praiſes the World rung are now

almoſt forgot, and how many Bards who

fung their Praiſes have long fince diſappeared ?

8. Be not aſhamed of taking Help. Thy

Buſineſs is to do thy Duty, like a Soldier in

a Siege, who being lame and unable to climb

to
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to the Battlements by himſelf, may do it

with the Affiſtance of another.

9. Let not Futurities diſturb thee ; for if

thou haſt a Mind to it, thou mayſt receive

them with the fame Sentiments and Diſpofi

tion, which thou haſt now with regard to

Things preſent.

10. All Things are interwoven with one

another, they are connected by a Sacred Tie,

and there is nothing but what bears ſome

Affinity to every Thing. They are all ranged

up in Order, and all conſpire in adorning

the ſame World. For out of the whole Ag

gregate of Being there ariſes one World, one

God, one Subſtance, one Law , one com

mon Reaſon of all intelligent Beings; and

one Truth , inaſmuch as there is one Per

fection of all Animals that are of the ſame

Kind and participate of the fame Reaſon.

Every Thing material is quickly incorpo

rated into the univerſal Subſtance. Every

Thing active and efficient is quickly reſumed

into the general Fund of Reaſon . And the

Memory of every Thing is quickly bury'd in

the Grave of Time.

11. In a rational Animal the fame Action

that's according to Nature is likewiſe accord

ing to Reaſon

12. If
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12. If Nature has made thee Right, ' tis

well ; if not, thou mayſt rectify thyſelf.

13. As all the Members of the Body con

tribute to the fame Effect, ſo are all rational

Beings framed for co -operating to the ſame

Purpoſe; with this Difference only, that the

Members are united in the firſt Cafe and ſe

parated in the other. This Thought will

become more full and clear, if thou ſayeſt

often to thyſelf, I am a Member of the Sy

ſtem of rational Beings. If thou ſayeſt

only coldly, I am a Part of it, thou art

not as yet a hearty Lover of Mankind ; thou

haft not yet felt the Joy of that Benevolence

which proceeds from Fulneſs of Under

ſtanding ; thou conceiveſt it barely as a

Strain of Decency, and not as doing Good

to thyſelf.

14. Let what will from without befall

that which can ſuffer by the Accident, and

let the Sufferer complain if it can. As for me

I am not not hurt by the Accident, if I judge

it no Evil ; and that Judgment I am at Li

berty to make if I will ,

15. Whatever one ſays or does it is my

Buſineſs to be Good, juſt as a Piece of Gold,

an Emerald , a Purple Robe, would ſay, if

they could ſpeak , whatever one ſays or does

it
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it is my Part to be always an Emerald and

to hold my own Colour.

16. It is the Mind, the leading Faculty of

the Soul that molefts itſelf, and diſturbs its

own Repoſe with Fears Deſires and Sor

rows. Nothing elſe can throw it into ſuch

Diſorders; for it can reject thoſe Opinions,

by Means of which alone it is poſſible

for any thing elſe to ſhake it. Let the Body

mind its own Sufferings, and complain if it

can . And as for the meer vital and ſenſitive

Soul, if it is capable of feeling and obnoxious

to Fear and Anguilh , yet has it not the

Power of judging and decreeing.

17. The Mind or leading Faculty of the

Soul confidered in itſelf is above the Want of

any Thing, unleſs it creates Want to itſelf.

Accordingly, it is always Calm and always

Free, but when it ruffles and fetters itſelf.

18. Happineſs is no other than Sound

neſs and Perfection of Mind.

19. Why doſt thou, O Fancy,intrudethy

Self ? Go thy Way whence thou cameſt, and

may the Gods ſpeed thee . Thou haſt at

tacked me after the old Manner . I am not

angry at thee. All I want is that thou ſhouldIt

be
gone

d

20. Is
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20. Is Change or Mutation a Thing to be

dreaded ? What can be done without it ?

What is more congruous and familiar to the

Nature of Things ? Canſt thou thyſelf Bath

unleſs the Wood undergoes a Change ? Canſt

thou be nouriſhed unleſs the Food is chang

ed ? Or can any Thing whatever that's uſe

ful be effected without Change ? Doſt thou

pot ſee then that thy changing is juſt like

the changing of all other Things, and alike

neceſſary to the Nature of the Univerſe.

21. All Bodies being in Coalition and

Co-operation with the Whole, like the

Members ofour Bodies with one another,paſs

as in a Torrent through the univerſal Sub

ſtance. How many Chryhppus's, Socrates's,

Epi&tetus's has Time already devoured. Let

the fame Thought follow thee with Regard

to every Perſon and every Thing.

22. There is one Thing only I am ſollici

tous about, that I do nothing which the hu

man Structure would not have me do, nor

in the Manner it would not have me,

which at this Time it would not have me.

23. Soon will all Things be forgot by

thee, and ſoon wilt thou by all Things be

forgot.

1

nor

24. Įt
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24. It is a Property ,belonging to Man to

love even Tranſgreſſors. And it will have

its Effect, if thou reflecteſt that they are

thy Kinſmen , that they treſpaſs through Ig

norance, and unwillingly ; and that in a little

Time both thou and they muſt die , and

above all that there is no Harm done to thee ;

for thy Mind is not the worſe for their

Errors.

25. The Nature of Things or the gene

rative Power of the Univerſe forms out of

the univerſal Subſtance, as if it was a Lump

of Wax ; ſuppoſe firſt a Horſe, then diſſolv

ing that Horſe it uſes the ſame Matter for

the Generation of a Tree, then of a Man,

then of ſome other Thing, and each of them

ſubſiſts but a very ſhort Space . It is no Hard

Thip for a Tub to be taken to Pieces, any

more than it was to be made by putting

thoſe Pieces together.

26. An angry Countenance is moft unna

tural, *** if it was extinguiſhed at laſt, ſo

that it could not be at all revived again . En

deavour at leaſt to underſtand its Contrariety

to Reaſon ; for if even the Senſe of Sin is loſt,

what Reaſon is there for living any longer ?

27. The directing Nature ofthe Univerſe

will very ſoon change every Thing thou

Q 2 ſeeſt,
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feeſt, and form others out of their Subſtance,

and out of them again others, that the

World may be always freſh and new.

23. If one commits a treſpaſs againſt

thee, think preſently that he was ſeduced by

a falſe Opinion of ſome Good or Evil he

would thereby gain or avoid . Conſidering

this thou wilt pity him, and wilt neither

wonder nor be angry ; for either thou thy

ſelf as yet entertaineſt the ſame Opinions,

and therefore ſhouldft forgive; or if thou no

longer ſuppoſeſt ſuch Things to be Good and

Evil, thou wilt be more eally reconciled to

the Offender.

29. Conſider not Things abſent as ifthey

were already preſent, but out of the preſent

chooſe fuch Things as are moſt agreeable,

and remember how greatly they would have

been miffed, had they not been preſent.

Take care however that by this Content

ment thou art not gradually induced to ſet

thy Heart upon theſe Things, ſo as to

be diſturbed if at any Time they ſhould be

wanting.

30. Roll thyſelf up within thyſelf. It is

the Nature of a rational Soul to be perfectly

happy and ſatisfy'd with itſelf while it acts

agreeably to Juſtice, andenjoys the Tran

quillity
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quillity derived from thence. Cancel Imagi

nation. Stop the meer mechanical Move

ment. Circumſcribe the preſent Time. Make

thyſelf acquainted with every Accident that

befalls thyſelf or another. Divide the Sub

ject of Things into the efficient or active

and the material . Think of the laſt Hour.

Let Sin lie at the Sinners Door.

31. Enter thoroughly into the Meaning

of what is ſpoken, and into the Nature of

Things, whither they be apparent Facts or

hidden Cauſes. Deck thyſelf with Simplicity

and Modeſty, and with Indifference about

what lies between the Boundaries of Virtue

and Vice. Love Mankind. Follow God.

He ſays that all Things are right, [ even

though nothing exiſted but the Elements of

Things, but to thee it is ſufficient to re

member that all Things are right, [except

a very few .]

32. As to Death , it is either Diſperſion

ſuppoſing Atoms to be the Elements of

Things, or it is Extinction or Tranſmuta

tion ſuppoſing the Unity or Coalition of Sub

ſtance. As to Pain , that which is intolerable

puts an End to Life, that which lingers is

tolerable ; and moreover,the Mind cutting off

the Communication with the paſſive Part,

and

1
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and retiring into its own Province by Means

of its abſolute Power of judging, preſerves

its own Tranquillity, no ways blemiſhed

by what's done in the Body, and for the

Parts that are blemiſhed let them complain

if they can. As to Glory, mark but the

Notions Men have of it, what Things they

ſhun, and what they purſue : and conſider

that as Heaps thrown on Heaps overſpread

each other, ſo in the Courſe of the World,

what went before is hid by what comes

after.

From Plato.

33. “ Doft thou imagine that one of an

" elevated Mind who has an Idea of Eter

“ nity, and of the Immenſity of Subſtance,

“ can have any great Notion of hu

“ man Life ? It is impoſſible lid he . Con

“ fequently ſuch a Man will not think

« Death a Matter of any Moment ? Not

at all .

From Antifthenes.

“ It is princely to do Good and be il!

Spoken of.

" It is a Shame that the Countenance

« ſhould be faſhioned and adjuſted at the

Com
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“ Command of the Mind, and yet the Mind

ss itſelf not faſhioned and adjuſted by itſelf,
1

From Euripides, &c.

« « ' Tis Madneſs to take Offence at Things,

" For ofour Anger they make no Account.

“ The Immortal Gods and us thou'lt over

ſpread with Joy.

Life in its Seaſon reap ..

" As Corn thou doʻſt in Harveſt.

« If I and my Children are by the Gods

" neglected, there is a Reafon for it.

“ For to be good and juſt is the Portion

" allotted me.

Join not with other People in their Com

- plaints and Lamentations
. Let not Anxiety

“ make thy Heart beat out of Tune.

From Plato.

« I may juſtly reply my Friend that thou

art in the Wrong, if thou thinkeſt that a

“ Man of any Worth makes Account of

“ living or dying. His Concern is only

“ whither or not he has Juſtice on his Side,

ç and whither he acts the part of a good or

" bad Man .

“ The Truth is, Athenians, whatever Poſt

^ a Man takes to himſelf from an Opinion

ço of
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" of his own Valour, or is aſſigned him

“ by the General, he ought in my Opinion

" to maintain it at all Hazards, without

“ bringing Death or any thing whatſoever

" into Competition with Diſhonour,

“ Conſidermy Friend whether Bravery

« .and Magnanimity be not ſomething more

“ than ſaving one's own and other People's

“ Lives. For it is not Length of Days that

“ a Man truly great and noble fets his

“ Heart upon , but leaving that to God, and

believing the Women that Fate is unavoi

“ dable, he ſtudies how to live beſt the

« Time that he has to live.

34. Mount thy Soul into the Heavens,

and with thy · Thoughts accompany the

heavenly Bodies in their ſeveral Revolutions.

Let the Tranſmutations of the Elements

into one another be alſo a frequent Subject of

Meditation ; for ſuch Contemplations as

theſe are apt to purify the Mind, and waſh

away the Filth of this terreſtrial Life. Plata

has a fine Paſſage to this purpoſe.

“ exalted Mind, ſays he, beholds as from

“ a ſuperiour Orb the Affairs of the lower

" World, Herds of Cattle, Armies of Men,

" the Toils of Husbandry, Marriages, Re

« conciliations, Births, Deaths, the Noiſe

and

• An
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« and Hurry about Courts of Juſtice, the

“ Silence and Solitude of defart Places, the

Variety of barbarous Nations, ſolemn

« Feſtivals, publick Lamentations, Markets

" and Fairs, a Medley of all ſort of Things,

" tho' not without Unity Order and Beau

“ ty, ſpringing out of Contrariety Defor

“ mity and Confuſion ."

35. Look back on Things faſt, fo many

Revolutions of great Empires. Thou mayſt

alſo look forwards on Things to come ; for

they will be altogether ſimilar, and cannot

deviate from the Route wherein Things go

at preſent. And therefore forty Years Know

ledge of human Life, is equal to that of ten

thouſand ; for what more is to be ſeen in the

one Period than in the other ? Alſo,

“ Ibat ſprings from Earth returns

“ to Earth again ;

" What comesfrom Heavenflies back to

“ Heaven again ."

The whole Affair is this. A Parcel ofAtoms,

which taken ſingly are incorruptible, have

their Union diſſolved , being forced ſome

how or other to quit the Holds by which

they cohered together.

36.

R 37. “ With
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(

37:
« With Meat and Drink and all the

66 Wiles of Art,

Men'ſtudy to divert the Courſe of Fate ;

“ Untill at length Heaven pouring out

« the Storm ,

" The fighing Wretch muſt bear it.”

38. Stronger and more robuft he may be,

but is he more human and generous , more

modeſt, more even -tempered in Accidents,

more mild and forgiving on Occaſion of other

Men's Miſtakes ?

39. When an Affair can be concluded

agreeably to the common Reaſon of God's

and Men, there is nothing hard or grievous

in thę Caſe. For when one may reap the

Profit of acting according to his Nature and

Conſtitution, there is no Reaſon to ſuſpect

any Harm . Now it is always in thy Power

to receive Accidents with Reſignation to the

Will of God, to deal juſtly with Men, and

to examine ſtrictly every Imagination, that

no imperfect Notion may be allowed to paſs.

40.
Look not all around into other

People's Minds, but look ſtraight forward

to the End to which Nature leads thyſelf ;

the Nature I mean of the Univerſe, by the

Accidents that befall thee ; and thy own, by

the
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the Actions that are to be done by thee .

The Actions to be done by every Agent are

ſuch as flow from its Conſtitution, and to

which by its Frame it is adapted. All

others are adapted to the Uſe of the rational,

as in general the worſe are to that of the

better, and the rational are adapted to the

Uſe of one another. Therefore Fellowſhip

and publick Spirit is the principal Cha

racteriſtick , and moſt eſſential Property of

the human Frame. The next is Strength of

Mind to reſiſt bodily Affections and Sollici

tations, it being the Part of the rational and

thinking Movement to ſecure its own

Bounds, and repell the Affaults of Senſe and

Appetite : For theſe are Movements that

diſtinguiſh the brutal Kind, Properties to

which Reaſon claims the Preference, and

daigns not to ſubmit, and juſtly too , for

they are but Inſtruments in Reaſon's Hand,

and naturally ſubſervient to it. The third

Qualification of rational Nature is an ina

flexible Rectitude of Underſtanding and

Judgment, ſo as not to be the Sport of Error

and Deluſion . If the Mind thus qualify'd

goes ſtraight forwards in its own proper

Courſe, it is perfect and has all that belongs

to it.

R 2 41. Con
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41. Conſidering every Day of Life as the

Jaſt, and the next ſo much clear Gain, let

the Gain at leaſt be rightly imployed by living

according to Nature.

42. Set not thy Heart on any other Train

of Events, but that which actually befalls

thee, and is properly thy Fate or Fortune,

call it which thou wilt. For what is more

fit and congruous ?

43. On Occaſion of any Misfortune, con

ſider but the Beliaviour of thoſe to whom

the ſame Thing has happened . They were.

ſtruck with Surpriſe, they were full of In

dignation, they complained grievoully ; and

where are they now ?. No where. Why

then wouldft thou act the very fame Part

over again , and not rather, leaving Events

that do not concern thee to the Actors and

Sufferers, concern thyſelfonly about thy Be

haviour withRegard to them ? Thy Behaviour

will be good if thou ſtudieſt in every Action

to have the Approbation of thy own Con

ſcience. And the Event whatever it is will

be welcomed as fit Matter for thee to act

upon , if thou remembereſt that the Matter

of Action ſhould be in thy Eſteem a Thing

indifferent.

44. Look
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44. Look inwards. Within is the living

Fountain of all Good , a Fountain that

always ſprings if thou art always drawing.

45. Even the Body is not to be neglected,

but ought to be kept up to a due Degree of

Vigour Firmneſs and Agility, ſo as not to

languiſh in its Motions, or relax in its Ha

bit. For what the Mind does with Regard

to the Countenance, maintaining that com

poſed and graceful Air which is its principal

Recommendation , the ſame it ought do with

Regard to the whole Body, by preſerving it

in the moſt perfect Habit.

46. The Art of Living is more like to the

Art of Wreſtling, than to that of Dancing,

in ſo far as it requires ſtanding firm and well

guarded againſt unfo eſeen Accidents.

47. Be mindful always with Regard to

thoſe whoſe Teſtimony and Approbation

thou deſireſt to have, what they are, what

Minds they have, and from what Principles

they act. For their Opinions and Appe

tites being thus traced to the Source, thou

wilt neither be angry with them ſince they

ere involuntarily , nor wilt thou deſire their

Approbation. That any Soul fails ſhort of

Truth is commonly allowed to be againſt its

Will ; but the Caſe is the very fame with

Regard
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Regard to Justice, Temperance, Benevo

lence, and every ſuch virtuous Sentiment.

This is a Point highly neceſſary to be kept

always in Remembrance, for Meekneſs to

wards Men is the natural Off -spring thereof.

48. On every Occaſion of Pain let this

Maxim be in Readineſs, that it is not a

Thing baſe or diſhonourable, nor is the

Mind , in any Reſpect the worſe for it, not

being damaged thereby, either as a rational

or as a ſocial Agent. However, Epicurus's

Remedy may be apply'd in moſt Caſes, to

wit, the Conſideration that Pain is neither

intolerable nor everlaſting; providing thou

temembereſt the true Doctrine and admit

teft not Opinions inconſiſtent with it. Re

member this alſo that many Things of the

fame Nature with Pain, are apt to draw thee

inadvertently into ſome Degree of Uncafi

neſs, ſuch as Drowſineſs, exceffive Heat, In

digeſtion and want of Appetite for Food.

When Diſcontent and Uneaſineſs on any

ſuch Occaſion ſteals upon thee, ſay to thyſelf,

Pain is now thy Maſter.

49. Take care thou beeſt not affected to

wards the Inhuman as they are towards

others .

50. On
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50. On what Grounds do we ſay that

Socrates was an illuſtrious Character, and

of a more excellent Turn of Mind ? It is not

enough that Socrates died gloriouſly, was

dextrous in encountering the Soplis, hardy

in bearing the Inclemency of the Weather,

that he withſtood bravely the Command

given him to ſeize the innocent Salami

pian, and walked about in the Streets with

a lofty and majeſtick Air, fuppoſing that

alſo true ; although it may well be doubted .

But the point to be inquired into is thi: ; what

Sort of a Soul had Socrates ; could he be

happy and perfectly contented , in exerciſing

Juſtice towards Men , and Holineſs towards

the Gods ; not vainly chagreen'u againſt

Vice and Corruption , and leaving his own

Quiet at the Mercy of another's Ignorance;

not receiving any Part of his Share in the

univerſal Diſpenſation of Events as a Thing

ſtrange, or bearing it as an inſufferable

Grievance ; nor allowing his Mind to be

ſhaken and diſturbed by the Affections of

the Fleſh ? Nature has not ſo blended and in

tangled the Mind in the Compoſition , but

that it can diſtinguiſh and maintain its own

Bounds, and do by itſelf what belongs to

itſelf.

51. It
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51. It is very poſſible for a Man to be

divinely perfect, and yet be known for ſuch

by no body. Forget not that. And remem

ber alſo that Felicity conſiſts in a very

few Things, and that though thou mayſt

deſpair of becoming a great Logician or

Naturaliſt, thou art not for that Reaſon to

renounce thy Claim to Freedom , Modeſty,

publick Spirit, and Reſignation to the Will

of God.

52. It depends on thyſelf to paſs thro '

Life with the greateſt Cheerfulneſs and De

light free from all Conſtraint and Violence,

let the whole World raiſe what Clamours they

will againſt thee, let wild Beaſts tear afunder

the Members ofthat Lump which has grown

around thee. For what hinders the Mind

in ſuch a Caſe to preſerve its own Tranquilli

ty, adhering ſtedfaſtly to the true Judgment

pronounced concerning Circumſtances, and

falling readily into the right Uſe of whatever

the Courſe of Nature throws in the Way ?

So that the Mind from her Seat of Judgment

ſays to the Accident, this thou art in reality

though thy Appearance would give a diffe

rent Notion of thee ; and in her active Ca

pacity ſays to the Incident, thou art the very

Thing I wanted ; for whatever the Courſe

of
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of Things preſent, is to me always Matter

whereon I exerciſe myſelf in rational and fo

cial Virtue, and in general it is the Matter of

all human and divine Operation : For every

Event is perfectly congruous and familiar

either toGod or Man, neither new nor intra

Etable, but uſual and eaſy to be managed.

53. It is an Ingredient in the moſt per

fect Character and Temper of Mind, to live

every Day as if it were the laft, neither to

pant for Hope or Fear, nor to be ſtupidly

careleſs ; and to be void of all Diffimula

tion .

54. The Gods tho' Immortal are not

vexed and out of Humour, becauſe they are

obliged to bear continually, during ſo long

a Period oftime, with ſo much Naughtineſs

and ſo many naughty Men . And what is ſtill

more, they take all proper Care of them.

And doſt thou faint and forego thy Conſtan

cy, giving Way to a ſour and peeviſh Tem

per, thou whoſe Life muſt end fo foon , and

who art one of that naughty Race thylelf. It

is ridiculous not to depart from one's own

Vice, which is poſſible, and at the ſame

Time to think of flying from that of other

People, which is impoſſible.

1

1

S 55. What
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55 .
Whatſoever the rational and ſocial

Faculty finds deſtitude of Intelligence and

ſocial Affection, it moſt reaſonably judges

the ſame to be inferior to, and of leſs Value

than itſelf.

56. When thou haſt done well, and ano

ther has reaped Advantage from it, why

defireſt thou any thing farther ; like the

Fools ofthe World who muſt needs have the

Glory of doing Good, or ſome Acknowledg

ment in return for the Good done. No body

tires of gaining. But every Action done ac

cording to Nature is Gain. Be not therefore

weary of gaining by that, whereby thou doſt

Good to others at the ſame Time.

57 .
The Nature or Procreative Power of

the Univerſe, exerted itſelf in the Formation

of a World. And from the Time of that

original Eſtabliſhment, every Thing done in

the World comes of Courſe, and by neceffa

ty Conſequence. Otherwiſe we must ſuppoſe

that the governing Power of the World acts

without Reaſon, in the moſt eſſential Parts

of its Function . The Remembrance of this

will contribute to thy Tranquillity on many

Occaſions.

SECT.
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SECTION VIII.

E.

' VEN this may contribute to wean

thee from the Purſuit of Vain-glory,

that thou canſt not now regulate the whole

Courſe of thy Life upon the Philoſophical

Plan , at leaſt the more juvenile Part of it. For

the Time was when thou wert far from being

a Philoſopher as is well known to thyſelf and

many others alſo . Having been ſuch a Med

ley of Good and Bad, it is not now eaſy for

thee to acquire the Reputation of a Philofo

pher, and moreover thy preſent Condition of

Life is repugnant to any ſuch Intention.Ifthen

thou haſt really penetrated into the Truth of

the Matter, lay afide all Concern about what

People may think of thee, and be ſatisfy’d

if thou canſt but paſs the Remainder of thy

Life, in ſome meaſure agreeably to the In

tention of Nature. Advert therefore to Na.

ture's Intention , and let nothing elſe partici

pate thy Care. Thou knoweſt by Experience

after how much wandering in queſt of a

happy Life, thou wert not able to find it.

Not in Argumentations and Speculations,

not in Riches, not in Honours, not in ſen

fual Pleaſures, nor any where. Where then

didntS 2
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didft thou find it at laſt ? In doing what hu

man Nature requires How is that to bedone ?

If the Opinions and Maxims that determine

the Will, and are the Principles of human

Action and Inclination, are ſuch as they

ought to be.
What are theſe Opinions or

Maxims ? They are thoſe concerning Good

and Evil, and may be fummed up in this,

that nothing is good for Man but what con

tributes to make him Juſt, Temperate,

Manly and Free, nothing Evil but what has

& contrary Influence.

2. Do nothing without firft aſking thy

felf how does it affect me ? Shall I not

repen
t
of it ?

3+

In a little Time I am dead, and all

Things vaniſh out ofmy Sight. Why ſhould

I extend my Defires any farther, if I act

for the preſent as becomes an Animal who

is rational and ſocial, a Fellow - Citizen and

Partner with God.

4. What was Alexander, Cæfar and

Pompey compared to Diogenes, Heraclitus,

and Socrates ! Here the Soul tranquil and

free expatiated into the beautiful Regions of

Nature, contemplating Things themſelves,

their Matter and their Cauſes. There, how

many
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many Cares diſtracted, and how many Mafe

ters tyranniſed the Soul.

5. Thou knoweſt that Men's Manners

and Actions will be the ſame if thou ſhouldīt

burſt with Anger. In the firſt place vex not

thyſelf, for all Things are done according to

the Nature of the Univerſe, and in a little

Time thy Exiſtence is at an End, and thou

art no more any Thing ; as neither is Adrian

nor Auguftus. Then viewing the Matter

ſtedfaſtly, know it thoroughly ; and remem

bring withal thy Obligation to be a good

Man, and what human Nature requires of

thee, do it reſolutely and without finching.

As to thy Words let them be ſuch as appear

to thee to be moſt juſt and pertinent, always

accompanied with Meekneſs, Modeſty and

Sincerity.

6. The Nature of the Univerſe has for

its Buſineſs to transfer Things in point of

Place, to tranſpoſe them with Regard to

Situation , Order and Connexion, to alter

them as to Form and Structure. In a word,

all is Change, and the Courſe of Nature

nothing but a Series of Changes. So that

there is no Reaſon to fear leſt any Thing

new and ſtrange ſhould happen. Every

Thing is uſual and according to Wont and

Cuſtom
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1

1

Cuſtom . Moreover Nature's Diſpenſations

are equal and free from Partiality. Every

particular Nature is ſatisfy'd with acting its

own Part well, that is, with compleating its

Courſe according to its own Structure, and

its Connexion with the whole. This is the

higheſt Perfection and Felicity of every Na

ture, and in that which is rational it con

fifts in the four following Particulars, to

which all the Concerns of rational Nature

may be reduced . Firſt, with Regard to

Perception, to adhere to Evidence, and ne

ver to afſent to what is falfe or doubtful. Se

condly, with Regard to Adion, never to

loſe Sight of Sociality and publick Good, but

to keep the Will pointing invariably thither.

Thirdly,with Regard to Deſire and Averſion ,

to place them only on ſuch Things as are

abfolutely in our own Power to be attained

and avoided. Fourthly, with Regard to the

Portion allotted thee by Univerſal Nature,

to embrace it cordially and welcome every

Particular of it . For thou art a Part of that

Univerſal Nature, as the Nature of the Leaf

is part of the Nature of the Tree, with this

Difference, that the Nature of the Leaf is

Part of a Nature that's void of Senſe and

Reaſon , and liable to be checked and con

trolled
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trolled in every Operation that belongs to it.

Whereas the Nature of Man is part of a

Nature that Thinks and Reaſons, and is

perfectly free and independant in its own 0

perations, ſo as not to be obſtructed by any

Thing whatſoever. And moreover, it is

Part of a Nature that diſtinguiſhes between

what's juſt and unjuſt;' inaſmuch as it di

ſtributes equally and in due Proportion, the

Shares of Particulars, with Reſpect to Time,

Subſtance, Efficiency, Energy, Accidence.

But then in judging of this Equality and Pro

portionality of Diſtribution, thou muſt not

compare Parts to Parts, but Wholes to

Wholes. For what Nature with -holds from

one Part, or in Reſpect of one Endowment,

it gives to another Part, or in Reſpect of

another Endowment.

7. It may not be poſſible for thee tº read ;

but thou mayſt at any Time abſtain from

Injury ; thou mayſt look with Contempt on

Pleaſure and Pain ; Glory thou mayſt de

ſpiſe ; Indignation againſt the ungrateful and

inſenſible thou mayſt ſuppreſs, and even treat

them with paternal Care.

8. Never more complain of the Court

Life, not even ſecretly with thyſelf.

9. Repen
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1

9. Repentance is a certain Condemnation

of one's felf, for having omitted fomething

uſeful. What is good muſt be uſeful; and

what is good and uſeful is the proper Object

of an honeſt Man's Care. But no honeſt

Man ever repented his neglecting an Oppor

tunity of Pleaſure. Therefore Pleaſure is not

a Thing either uſeful or good.

10. If any particular Being is under Con

fideration, inquire what it is in itſelf abſtract

ed from other Things, and by virtue of its

own proper Conſtruction . What the Sub

ftance and Matter thereof ? What its active

Principle ? What Office it bears in the

World ? How long it ſubfifts ?

11. When the Morning Drowſineſs clogs

thy active Powers, and retards thy entering

on the Buſineſs of the Day, remember that

it is according to thy Structure, and the

common Nature of Man to employ thyſelf

in ſocial Actions ; whereas ſleeping is com

mon to thee with Animals void of Reaſon .

Now that which is according to the Structure

of a Thing has moſt Affinity and Connexion

with it, and is moſt graceful and becoming.

12. Thou ſhouldſt conſtantly inquire

into the Nature and Properties, the Kindand

Diftinction ofevery Object that preſents itſelf
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to the Imagination . And conſider directly

what are the Opinions of Good and Evil,

that is, the Principles of Action, of every

Perſon that comes into thy Acquaintance.

For if he has ſuch Opinions concerning

Pleaſure and Pain , and the Cauſes that pro

duce them ; concerning Glory and Obſcu

rity, Life and Death, it will not at all ſur

priſe me that he does ſuch Actions; well

knowing that the Actions flow neceſſarily

from the Opinions ; and that as it would be

ridiculuus to wonder at the Fig - Tree's bring

ing forth Figs, no leſs abſurd is it to think

ſtrange of the World's producing Things

whereof it is naturally productive. Would

it not be ſhameful in a Phyſician to wonder

at a Man's catching a Fever, or in a Sailor

to be ſurpriſed at the Winds changing ?

13. Remember that it is as noble and ho

nourable to be ſet right by another, as to

change Sentiments of thy own Head . For

the Change is equally thy own Deed,wrought

in thy Mind according to thy own. Purpoſe

and by thy own Judgment.

14. If thou condemneſt any Thing that

depends on thyſelf to do it or not, why doſt

thou do it ? If it depends on another whom

doſt thou blame, the Atoms, or the Gods ?

T Both
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1

Both one and t'other favours of Madneſs.

It is abſurd to complain of any Thing on

any Occaſion . If thou canſt rectify the Per

ſon or Thing, do it. If not, of what Uſe

is complaining ? Nothing ſhould ever be

done in Vain and without ſome End in

view .

15. That which dies goes not out of the

World . Where it fubfifted there it alſo

Changes, and is diffolved into its Elements,

which are the ſame with the Elements of the

World , and with thine. Theſe Elements

change and grumble not.

16. Every Thing is made for ſome Pur

poſe, the Horſe, the Vine for Example. And

no wonder as to them ; even the Sun and o

ther Gods proclaim what Buſineſs they were

made for. For what wert thou then made,

was it ſwim in Pleaſure ? Conſider if ſuch

a Thought be tolerable.

17. The End of every Thing is no leſs a

Part of Nature's Aim than the Beginning

and Continuance thereof.

18. As in toffing a Ball. What better or

worſe is the Ball for riſing upwards, coming

down, or even falling to the Ground ? In like

manner a Bubble intire or burſt,a Lamp light

ed or extinguiſhed , what better or worſe is it ?

19. Turn
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19. Turn the Carcaſe inſide out , and ſee

what for a Thing it is, and to what Con

dition old Age Sickneſs and Debauchery re

duce it.

20. If the Luſtre of Glory ſhould at any

Time dazzle thy Eyes, think how ſhort are

the Lives both of the Subjects of Fame, and

of thoſe who proclaim it. Alſo how narrow

its Compaſs, being confined to a Corner of

this fingle Quarter of the World, where all

are not of the ſame Mind, nor even the ſame

Perſon at all Times. And that the whole

Earth is but a Point.

21. Attend to the Subje & in Hand whe

ther it be a Matter of Speculation and Judg

ment, a Matter of Action , or the Meaning

of Words ſpoken or written.

22. Theſe Things thou ſuffereſt juſtly ;

for thou wouldſt rather become good To

morrow than be good To-day.

23. Am I to do any Thing, I do it with

Reference to the Benefit of Men. Am I to

ſuffer any Thing, I welcome it with Refe

rence to the Gods, and to the univerſal Foun

tain , from whence all Things derive their

Exiſtence.

24. What Bathing appears to thee to be,

with the Oil, the Sweat,the Filth, the Water,

T 2 the
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1

the Slime, a loathſome Affair all together ;

juſt ſuch is every Part of Life and every má

terial Object.

25. Lucilla bury'd Verus, then another

bury'd Lucilla . Secunda bury'd Maximus,

then another bury'd Secunda. Epitynchanus

who bury'd Diotimus, Antoninus who bu

ry'd Fauſtina, Celer who bury'd Adrian,

were at length carry'd out themſelves. And

ſo it is in every other Caſe. Thoſe acute

Genius's, Charax, Demetrius the Platoniſt,

Eudemon , and ſuch like, where are they ?

Where are thoſe famed Prophets and Fore

tellers of Things to come ? Where thoſe

high Spirits puffed up with Pride and Ar

rogance ? All were but for a Day, and are

long ſince dead and gone : Some immediately

forgot, others turned into a Tale, and of

theſe ſome already vaniſhed even out of the

Tale itſelf. Remember then that thou muſt

be diſſolved into the Parts whereof thou wert

at firſt compounded, and that Soul of thine

either totally extinguiſhed, or carry'd offand

poſted ſomewhere elſe,

26. The true Joy of Man is to do what

properly belongs to Man . The Properties of

Man are Benevolence to thoſe of his own

Kind ; Contempt of ſenſitive Affections or the

Impreſſions
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Impreſſions received by Senſe ; a juſt Diſcern

ment of Appearances, ſo as not to be miſ

led by ſuch as are plauſible ; Contemplation

of the Nature of the Univerſe, and of the

Particulars reſulting from it.

27. Man has three Relations. One to the

adjacent Beings that have an immediate In

fluence on him. Another, to that divine

Energy, whence the Fate of every Thing

is ultimately derived. The third, to thoſe

with whom he lives in Society.

28. Pain is an Evil either to the Body,

if fo , let the Body declare it ; or to the Soul.

But the Soul may preferve her Tranquility

by not judging it an Evil. For to judge,

to will , to defire, to avoid , are Acts of the

Mind itſelf. Thus no Evil can reach the

Soul .

29. Wipe of all Impreffions, ſuppreſs all

Imaginations that intrude themſelves with

out pafſiog due Examination ; faying often

to thyſelf, it depends now on me to clear

this Soul of mine of every vicious Taint, and

every Deſire, ſo as no Diſorder may remain

therein, but viewing every Thing as it is in

reality , I may treat it and uſe it according

to its Worth . Be mindful of exerciſing ac

cording
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1

cording to Nature this Power which Nature

has given thee.

30. Remember to ſpeak with due Gra

vity and Compoſure in the Senate and every

where elſe. Make not a Shew of the Maxims

of the true Philoſophy, but uſe them with

Diſcretion .

31. In the Court of Auguſtus there was

Wife, Daughter, Offspring, Parents, Siſter,

Agrippa, Kindred, Acquaintances, Friends,

Arius, Mecenas, Phyſicians, Prieſts. The

whole Court was ſwallowed up by Death .

Then turn thy Thoughts on other Inſtances

of the Havock made by Death in cutting

off whole Families, ſuch as that of the

Pompeys, and pauſe a little on the Monu

mental Inſcription, Here lies the laſt of all

bis Race. How anxious were their Proge

nitors about leaving Heirs to ſucceed them,

when after all , it was neceſſarythat ſome one

Ihould be the laſt. Proceed in this courſe of

Thought to the Extinction of the whole

( human) Race.

32. Thou art to reduce the whole Courſe

of thy Life to one Plan of Operation, and

to be ſatisfy'd if every ſingle Action attains

as far as poſſible the Perfection which be

longs
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longs to it. Now to give every part that

Perfection which belongs to it, there is not

any one can hinder thee. But may not ſome

Obſtruction from without ſtop my Pro

greſs ? No, nothing can, ſo far as thy Pur

poſe is to be juſt, temperate, prudent, and

conſiderate, which is all the Perfection

that depends on thee to give to the Plan ,

and all that properly belongs to it as it is thy

Plan . For the Execution of that which thy

juſt and reaſonable Purpoſe requires to be

done without the Mind, depends on the

Concurrence of other Cauſes, and may be

impeded by external Violence. In that Cafe

thy Buſineſs is to bear the Diſappointment

with perfect Equanimity and Contentment,

and to transfer immediately thy Purpoſe to

the A &tion next in Order according to thy

Plan.

33. Receive without being puffed up.

Quit without Reluctancy.

34. If ever thou faweſt a Hand, or Foot,

or Head cut off and lying apart from the

reſt of the Body, juſt ſuch a Sight does a

Man render himſelf as far as he can , who

by bearing his Fate unwillingly, or by doing

any Thing ſelfiſh and unſociable, cuts off

his Connexion with God and Man . Thou

groweft
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groweſt out of univerſal Nature as a Sprig

thereof, and out of human Nature more

immediately as a Member of human Society.

But thou haſt diffolved that Union, broken

theſe Bonds, and detached thyſelf from the

Stock of thy Being, and Fund of thy Sub

Giſtance ; and then alledgeſt this pretty Ex

cuſe, that it is in thy Power to heal the

Wound, and reunite thyſelf again . It is

plain God has given no fuch Power to any

other Part that is once ſeparated from its

Whole . See but the Goodneſs of God to

Man . He has impowered him not only to

perſevere inviolably in his native Union with

the Whole, but if once broken off, to a

Coaleſce again, and recover the Quality of a

Member

35. Among other Powers derived from

rational Nature by the Individuals of the

rational Tribe, this is one of the moſt emi

nent. After what Manner univerfal Reaſon

or the common Nature of rational Beings

gives Way to every inſuperable Obſtacle,

places it to the Account of Fate, and confi

ders it as a part of itſelf ; after the ſame Man

ner may a rational Animal aſſume every

Obſtacle as Matter whereon to exerciſe it

ſelf

3
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ſelf, and Fewel wherewith to keep alive its

Virtues , and may inſert the ſame into its

Plan of Operation, as much as if it had been

a Part thereof, intended and foreſeen from

the Beginning.

36. Let not a general View of the whole

Period of Life confound thee, nor caſt about

in thy Mind what Griefs are likely to hap

pen ; but an Occaſion of each aſk thyſelf,

what is there in this Affair that's inſupporta

ble, for thou wilt be aſhamed to own it.

Then call to Mind that it is not the Paſt,

nor is it the Future, that lies heavy on thee,

but always the Preſent. And that is alle

viated , if thou circumſcriteſt it within its

own Bounds ; and repreſenteſt to thyſelf the

Cowardice of not being able to hold out for

a Moment.

37. Does Panthea or Pergamus now fit

mourning by their Maſter's Tomb ? Do

Chabrius and Dictimus by that of Adrian ?

Ridiculous ! If they were ſtill there would

the Dead perceive it ? If they perceived it

would it give thein Pleaſure ? If it pleaſed

them, were the Mourners to be Immortal ?

Was it not their Fate to grow old and then

to die ? What then were thoſe to do when

U theſe
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theſe were dead ? Rank Nonſenſe, and the

very Dregs of Folly !

*

I

38. I can ſee no Virtue in a rational Ani

mal that is ſubverſive of Juſtice, but I find

ſome that are ſubverſive of Pleaſure ; I

mean Temperance, Abſtinence, and Con

tinency.

39. If thou removeſt thy own Opinion

or judgment of being hurt by a Thing, the

Thing cannot hurt thee, and thou art per

fectly ſafe. What thou ? Thou that thinkeſt

and judgeſt. But I am not preciſely that

which thinks and judges, I am ſomething

more ſtill. Very well , then let not that

which thinks and judges be the Cauſe of

Pain to itſelf, and become its own Tormen

tor, and if any thing elſe belonging to thee

is damaged, let it judge and complain for it

ſelf.

40. The reſtraining of Senſe is an Evil

and hurtful to animal Nature ; fo is any

Reſtraint laid on the Will. Vegitative Na

ture has alſo its Reſtraints and Evils. After

the ſame Manner any Reſtraint of the

Mind is hurtful' to intelligent Nature. Ap

ply now theſe Things to thyſelf. Does Pain

or Pleaſure affect thee ? Let Senſe fee to it.

IS
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Is thy Will thwarted by any Obstacle ? If

thou willeſt abſolutely and without Reſerve,

then indeed Evil has befallen thee, and thou

art hurt as a rational Creature. But if in

willing thou makeſt Allowance for acciden

tal Obſtacles ariſing from the Courſe of Na

ture, ſo as to Will every Thing that God

Wills, there is no Reſtraint in the Cafe, nor

any Harm done thee . While the Mind thus

keeps within its own Province, ſatisfy'd with

the Exerciſe of that Dominion, which it has

over itſelf, and its own Actions, without

pretending to influence external Things, any

farther than its will happens to coin

cide with that of univerſal Nature, and the

Train of Events that iſſues from it, while the

Mind I ſay thus keeps within its own Pro

vince, it is abſolutely free and uncontrolable ;

for the proper Acts of the Mind nothing

can impede but the Mind itſelf. Neither

Fire nor Sword nor contumely, nor a Ty

rant’s Rage, nor any Thing can reach it.

Once perfectly round and ſmooth and the

Buſineſs is done.

41. I deſerve not to be made uneaſy by

myſelf, for I never willingly afflicted ano

ther.

U 2 42. Every
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42. Every Man has his Pleaſure . Mine

is to have a ſound Mind , neither ſhocked at

any Man, nor at any human Misfortune,

but looking on all with Benignity and a

pleaſant Countenance, receiving all cheer

fully, uſing and treating every Perſon and

every Thing according to the Rule of Fitneſs

and Merit.

43. Take care to live to thyſelf, and to

reap the Fruits of Life, while the Seaſon of

Life continues. The Admirers of poſthu

mous Fame conſider not, that thoſe who are

to come after them, will be juſt ſuch People

as theſe, whoon in their own Life -time they

cannot endure ; and even they alſo muſt die.

Moreover is it of any Concern to thee what

Words they utter and what Opinion they

have of thee ?

44. Take me and throw me whither thou

wilt, the Tranquillity of my Soul that God

within me I will ſtill preſerve; nothing more

being needful to render it compleatly happy

than to have ſuch a Temper, and to act in

ſuch a Manner as is agreeable to its own

Conſtitution .

45. Is it a reaſonable Thing that my Soul

ſhould be the Cauſe of its own Anguiſh and

forment itſelf, that meanly dejected, indi

gent
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gent, broken and afflicted, it ſhould debaſe

is felf below its native worth ? What Mil

fortune wilt thou find equal to the Miſery

wherein thou involveſt thyſelf? Nothing can

befali a Man but what is a human Misfor

tune, ſo neither an Ox, a Vine, a Stone,

but what are Misfortunes properly incidental

to theſe ſeveral Natures. Why then ſhouldſt

thou grumble ſince Misfortunes are uſual and

natural ? And ſurely the Nature of Things

has not laid thee under the Neceſſity of bear

ing what is intolerable. If thou art afflicted on

Account of any Thing without the Mind,

it is not the Thing itſelf diſtreſſes thee, but

it is thy own Judgmentconcerning it. Now

that Judgment it is in thy Power to cancel.

If it is any Thing in the Diſpoſition of thy

own Mind that afflicts thee, what hinders

thee to rectify thy own Opinions, for on

them depends the Diſpoſition of thy Mind ?

In like Manner if thou art afflicted becauſe

thou doſt not this or t’other Thing which

thou thinkeſt fit to be done, why do'ſt thou

not do it rather than be affiliated ? But there

is an inſuparable Qbſtacle. Why then doft

thou afflict thyſelf, fince it is not thy Fault

that the Thing is not done ? But it is not

worth while to live unleſs it be done. Then

live
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live no longer, but depart cheerfully, and

without any Grudge againſt the Obſtacles

that ſtood in thy Way, inaſmuch as he

who dies does ſomething, and every Thing

ought to be done cheerfully.

46. Remember that the Mind is invinci

ble when wrapt up as it were in itſelf, and

confining itſelf ito its own Province, it is

fully ſatisfy'd in the Enjoyment of this one

Prerogative, that it cannot be compelled to

do what it would not. This Prerogative it

enjoys even in a bad Cauſe, and when it

wages War unreaſonably. What ſhall we

ſay then when the Cauſe is good, its Judg

ment founded on Reaſon , and the Product

of mature Deliberation ? Accordingly a

Mind void of Paſſion is an impregnable For

treſs. It is the Citadel of human Nature, to

which the Man who flies for Safety, is ever

after . beyond the Reach of Violence. He

who knows not this is an Ignorant, he who

knows and does not take Advantage of it, is

an unhappy Man.

Do not feign beyond the Truth of

Perception, or fancy more to thyſelf than

what the primary Notions contain. Art thou

told that ſuch a one ſpeaks ill of thee, ſo

much indeed is told thee, but not that any

Harm

47:
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Harm is done thee. If I ſee my Child fick ,

I ſee ſo, but not that he is in Danger. Reſt

therefore on the primary Notions thou re

ceiveſt from the Objects themſelves, without

fuperadding of thy own Head falſe Imagina

tions to the Truth of the original Percep

tion, and there is nothing done to hurt thee.

Or rather like one beginning Acquaintance

with the Affairs of the World, and inform

ing himſelf of the Particularities thereof, ſub

join to the Obſervation , for Example,that Co

loquintida is bitter, throw it away ; that the

Road is full of Briars and Thorns, take care

to avoid them . That's enough, ſtop there,

and confound not thyſelf with ſuch Que

ſtions as this, why ſhould there be ſuch

Things in the World. For a Naturaliſt would

laugh at thee as reaſonably as a Carpenter or

Shoemaker would do, if thou ſhouldſt

blame them for having Chips and Parings in

their Shops. After all theſe Artiſts may

throw out their Chips and Parings, whereas

the Nature of Things has no, Place without

itſelf, where to lay the Rubbiſh of its Works.

And herein lies the Wonderfulneſs of Na

ture's Art, that comprehending every Thing

within its own Immenſity, whatever ſeems

to be deſtroyed and corrupted, to grow old

and
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and uſeleſs, Nature converts into its own

Subſtance, and out of that ſame Subſtance

again produces Beings intirely new, ſo as

neither to want Materials for working, nor

Dunghills for Rubbiſh. Such therefore is

the Perfection of Nature as to have within

itſelf every Thing that is requiſite in point of

Place, Matter and Art.

48. Be not drawling in Buſineſs nor

brawling in Converſation , nor of a wander

ing Mind, nor of a Soul either languid or

precipitant. Neither art thou to paſs thy

Life in a perpetual Hurry.

49. Let them kill , let them torture, what

is there in theſe Things to hinder the Mind

from continuing ſtill pure, prudent, tempe

rate, juſt ? As if one ſtanding by a Fountain

of ſweet Water ſhould curſe and rail at the

limpid Stream , the pure Water ftill gulhes

forth, and the Stream flows inceffantly ; nay

if he ſhould throw Dirt into it, the Foun

tain quickly caſts it off, and ſcorns to be polu

luted by it. By what Means may thy Mind

be like a living Fountain, and not like a

dead and muddy Well ? Let thy Freedom of

Soul be never blaſted, but preſerve it always

freſh and green, accompanied with Meek

neſs, Modeſty, and Simplicity.

50. He
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50. He who knows not what the World

is , knows not where it is. And he who

knows not the natural Drift and Tendency

of the World, neither knows where it is

nor what it is . Moreover, whoever is igno

rant of any one of theſe Things, knows as

little for what Purpoſe he ſprung up and was

produced himſelf. What thinkeſt thou then

of him whoſe Happineſs is affected by Con

tumely or Applauſe ? Is he not one of thoſe

who neither know what they are nor where

they are ? Wouldſt thou be praiſed by a

Man who curſes himſelf every Hour of the

Day ? Wouldſt thou pleaſe a Man who is

diſpleaſed with himſelf? and can a Man be

pleaſed with himſelf who repents almoſt of

every Thing he does ?

51. Henceforth conſpire not only with

the ambient Air in breathing, but concur

alſo in thinking with that Intelligence by

which all Thinys are ſurrounded. For the

intellectual Power is diffuſed every where,

and communicates itſelf to every Thing

that is ſuſceptible of it , no leſs than the

aerial to every Thing that's capable of

breathing.

52. Vice is not hurtful to the World in

general, nor is any particular Man's Vice

X hurtful
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hurtful to another. It hurts only the Perſon

to whom it is given to rid himſelf of it as

foon he as will.

53. Another Man's Mind with regard to

its Power of willing and chooſing for itſelf

has no Connexion with my Mind conſidered

in that Capacity, and is a Thing as indiffe

rent to me as his meer animal and carnal

Nature, For granting ever ſo much that

we were made for one another, yet every

Man's Mind is an abſolute and independent

Sovereignty of itlelt ; otherwiſe another

Man's Vice had been my Evil, which God

has not permitted, that it may not be in the

Power of another to make me unhappy.

54. The Sun ſeems to diffuſe itſelf in

illuminating the World , and indeed we muſt

at any Rate ſuppoſe ſome sort of Emana

tion, but withoutEffufion . For the Emana

tion is a kind of ſtretching out or Exten

fion Hence the Rays of the Sun are

called in Greek, by a word derived from ano

ther, that fignifies to ſtretch out. What for

a Thing a Ray is thou mayeſt perceive by

letting the Light of the Sun paſs through a

ſmall Hole into a dark Room. It extends

itſelf in a ſtraight Line, and being inter

cepted in its Progreſs by an Opaque Body,

there
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there it is cut off as it were, and ſtops with

out either Dipping aſide or falling dox :) . Such

ought to be the Exertion and Emanation of

the Mind , not an Effuſion and Exhauſtion,

but an Extenſion , and that without bear

ing violently and impetuouſly againſt occur

ring Obſtacles : However not lo as to droop

and languiſh, but bearing up itſelf, and en

lightening that which lets it paſs: For

whatever tranſmits it not deprives itſelf of

Light.

55. He who fears Death is afraid either

of a total Deprivation of Senſe and Percep

tion, or of fome Alteration therein . But if

there is no Senſe at all, there is no Senſe of

Evil ; and it'thou getteſt a different kind of

Senſe, thou wilt be a different kind of Ani

mal, and ſo wilt not ceaſe to live.

56. Men . were made for one another.

Then teach them what they ought to be, or

bear with them as they are .

57. The Motion of the Mind is not like

that of an Arrow ; for the Mind though

ſuſpended by Caution, Circumſpection and

Deliberation , is neverthleſs ſtill moving di

rectly forward to the Mark.

>

X 2 58. Enter
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58. Enter into every Man's Mind ſo as

to know his leading Principles of Action ,

and allow every other Man to enter into

thine.

SECTION IX .

1 .

HE

E who does an Injury commits at

the ſame Time an Impiety. For

univerſal Nature having made rational Be

ings for the Sake ofeach other, in ſo far as by

no Means to hurt, but obſerving the Rule of

Merit, by ali Means to do good to each other ;

whoever deviates from her Appointment,

offends undoubtedly againſt the ancienteſt of

the Gods He who b , wilful Lying, or Eriors

of Judgment, is ſtained with Fallhood , is

guilty of Impiety aguinſt the fame Deity.

For the Nature of the Univerſe is the Na

ture of ſuch Things as are truly and not

falfly perceived, and Truth of Perception

anſwers to reality of Exiſtence. Moreover

the ſame Univerſal Nature is called Trutlı

itſelf, and is indeed the original Cauſe and

Fountain of all Truths. Now he who utters

a Fallhood willingly, commits an Impiety,

in ſo far as by deceiving, he does an Act of

Injuſtice. And he who entertains within

him
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himſelf or utters a Fallhood unwillingly com

mits alſo an Impiety, in ſo far as he diffents

from the Nature of the Univerſe, and acts

a diſorderly Part, by not conforming his

Mind to the Nature of an orderly World ,

And this Non - conformity is his Fault and

imputable to him, inaſmuch as Nature fur

piſhed him with the Means of avoiding it ;

although by the Neglect of theſe Means, he

may now be incapable of diitinguiſhing be

tween Truth and Falfhood . Alſo hc who pur

ſues Pleaſure as a Good, and abhors Pain and

Labour as an Evil, violates the Reſpect due

to the Gods ; for he muſt neceſſarily on

many Occaſions grumble at the Diſpenſati

ons of common Nature, as made without

any Regard to Merit ; inaſmuch as Pleaſure

and all the Means of obtaining it is often

the Portion of the Wicked, while Pain and

painful Circumſtances is no leſs frequently

the Lot of the righteous . Moreover, he who

is fearful of Pain , will one Time or other

be ſhocked at ſomething that happens in the

World ; and that is impious. And lie who

purſues Pleaſure will not ſcruple to do an

Injury ; which is rank Impiety. It behoves

thoſe who would follow Nature, in Concur

rence therewith, to be equally diſpoſed to

wards
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wards Things which are indifferent to Na

țure , as is evident from her appointing the

one as well as the other, and from her pro

miſcuous Diſtribution of them. Whoever

therefore is not indifferent with Regard to

Pain and Plealure, Life and Death, Glory

and Obſcurity, all which Nature diſpenſes

indifferentil;, is evidently guilty of Impiety.

I mean by Nature's diſpenſing them indiffe

rently that they happen equally, and with

out any Regard to the Diſtinction Men

commonly make between them, according

as they ariſe in the Courſe of Things, out of

that Original Plan , upon which Nature

proceeded, in the Formation of the World ;

a Pian that comprehended the Reaſons, and

determined the generative Powers of all

Things that were to exiſt, both Subſtances

and their Changes, in the boundleſs Series

of ſucceſſive Beings.

2. It would have been better if thou

couldſt have departed out of Life , without

having ever been tainted with Falſity, Dif

ſimulation , Luxury, and Vanity. However

the next beſt is not to perſiſt in Vice, but to

go off loathing and deteſting it. Is not thy

own Experience of it as yet fufficient to

perſuade thee to ſhun the Plague ? For the

Cora
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Corruption of the Mind is much more a

Plague than any turn or intemperature of

the ambient Air. This is only the Poiſon of

meer Animal Nature, but that is the Pefti

lence which deſtroys human Nature.

3. Deſpiſe not Deach , but be contented

with it as one of Nature's Appointments.

For dying is juſt ſuch a Thing as coming to

the Years of puberty, and turning old, grow

ing up, and coming to full growth, putting

forth Teeth , Beard, grey Hairs, begetting,

bearing, bringing forth Children, and the

other natural Operations which belong to the

ſeveral Seaſons ofLife. It is therefore the Part

of a reaſonable Man not to behave bluntly,

arrogantly, and ſuperciliouſly with Regard to

Death , but reſpectfully to wait its coming,

as one of Nature's Operations. As thou

waiteſt the Infants egreſs out of the Womb

of thy Wife, juſt ſo art thou to expect the

Seaſon when that little Soul of thine will

drop out of its Husk. If thou wanteft

common and obvious Confide .

ration, apt to touch the Heart, in order to

compoſe thyſelf with Regard to Death ,

nothing is more effectual than to conſider

attentively, what thoſe Things are thou art

about to leave, with what Men, and what

Manners

moreover
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Manners thou wilt be no more intangled .

Indeed thou art not to take the leaſt Offence

at them, but to uſe them kindly, and bear

with them meekly. However, thou mayeſt

call to Mind, that thy Departure is from

among Men not of the fame Sentiments

with thee. For if any Thing at all could

have given thee an Attachment to Life, it

would have been the Intercourſe and Con

verſation of Men of the ſame Sentiments

and Turn of Mind with thyfelf. But as Mat

ters ftand, thou ſeeſt how painful Life is on

account of the Contrariety there is in that

Reſpect ; ſo as even to ſay, quicken thy Pace,

O Death , left at any Tiine I ſhould be

tempted to forget myſelf.

4. He who errs, errs to himſelf. He

who wrongs another hurts himſelf, by mak

ing himſelf a bad Man.

5. One is unjuſt not only by doing, but

often by not doing a Thing.

6. All that's wanting is juſt for the Time

preſent to think adequately, to act ſociably ;

and to receive contentedly whatever proceeds

from external Cauſes.

7
Cancel the turbulent Impreſſions and

Rovings of the Fancy. Stop the Impetuoſity

of the Will. ' Extinguiſh the Ardency of

Defire.
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Deſire. And let the ſovereign Mind reſt

wholly on itſelf.

8. One Soul is diſtributed among all irra

tional Animals, and one intelligent Soul

among all the rational ; in like Manner as

there is one Earth of all Terreſtrials, one

Light by which all Animals who have the

Senſe of Sight do ſee , one Air by which

all breathing Animals do breathe. Every

Thing has a Tendency to unite ittelf with

that common Nature whereof it partakes.

Earth cleaves to Earth , Water to Water,

Air to Air. Inſomuch that it is only by

Force that Things of the ſame Kind are kept

aſunder. Fire actually burning mounts up

wards, becauſe of the elementary Fire in the

upper Regions; and as to that which is

fettered here below, we ſee how ready it is

to break its Chains, if the Fewel is but

moderately dry, and diſcharged of what ob

ſtructed its Inflammability.

Thing that partakes of the common ſenſi

tive Soul , or of the common rational Na

ture has the ſame Tendency to its own Kind,

or rather a greater : For by as much as it is

more excellent than other Things, by ſo

much the more ready it is to unite and

mingle itſelf with its like. Hence it is that

Y
among

Now every
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among the ſensitive but irrational Tribe,

fwarms Herds and Flocks, with Care of

Offspring, and ſomething like the tender

Loves of Men, ſtrạitways appear. For here

are Souls, and the uniting Principle ſtrength

ened by the Excellency of the Subject;

whereas Plants, and Stones, and Timbers af

ford no ſuch Proſpect. Among rational A

nimals there are Commonwealths, and Fa

milies and Friendfhips, and various Aſſocia

tions, and Truces and Treaties when at War

with one another . And between ſuch of them

as are of a more exalted Nature, there is a

Sort of Coalition , notwithſtanding they be

widely Diſtant from each other, Such In

fluence has Superiority in Point ofPerfection

to produce an Union and Sympathy between

Things placed at a Diſtance. But ſee what a

Turn the Affair has taken . Rational Beings,

and they alone, have forgot their natural

Fellowſhip , and Tendency to mutual Aid.

'Tis they only who ſtrive to deviate from

thegeneral Law, which binds all Beings of

the fame Kind to coaleſce. But after all their

ſtruggling they are caught ; for Nature ftill

prevails. Obſerve only and thou wilt ſee

what I mean . One may eaſier find a Piece

of Matter intirely ſeparated from all other

Matter,

1
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Matter, than a Man intirely detached from

every other Man .

9. Man, and God , and the World produce

their Fruit, each in its proper Seaſon. If

Cuſtom has appropriated the Expreſſion to

the Vine and the like ; that is nothing. Rea

fon has both a common and a proper Fruit,

and juſt ſuch Things ariſe out of it, as Rea

fon itſelf is.

10. Show Men their Errors, and reform

them if thou canſt ; if not, remember that

Meekneſs and Benevolence is the next Re

ſource. The Gods are benevolent toward

ſuch Men, and in ſome Things even co - ope

rate with them, as in the Matter of Health ,

Riches and Honours : So great is their Good

neſs. Thou mayeſt do the ſame, or ſay who

can hinder thee.

11. Bear Pain and Labour not like a

whining Wretch, nor like one that wants to

be pitied, or to be wondered at . Study but

one Thing, and that is, to act and be difpo

fed as ſocial Reaſon requires.

12. This Day I have come out of all my

Afflictions, or rather I have thrown them

out, for they were not without me, but were

all within , as having had their Exiſtence

only in Opinion

Y 2 13. Ther
e
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13. There is nothing new in all theſe

Things; for asfor as to Men's Experience of

them , they are frequent and uſual ; but then

as to their Duration, they are here To-day

and gone To -morrow ; and as to their Mat

ter, they are but mean and ſordid . The

State of Things now, is much the ſame, as

in the Days of thoſe whom we have laid in

the Grave.

14. Things themſelves are without Doors,

neither knowing nor pronouncing any

Thing concerning themſelves. What is it

then pronounces concerning them ? The

ſovereign Mind.

15. The Good and Evil of a rational ſo

cial Animal lies not in being acted upon ,

but in acting. And in like Manner the

Virtue and Vice of ſuch an Animal lies nat

in Paflion, but in Action. A Stone thrown

is neither the better for mounting up, nor

the worſe for falling down .

16. Enter thoroughly into their Minds,

and thou wilt ſee what Judges thou art afraid

of, what Judges even with regard to them

ſelves.

17. All Things are perpetually changing,

and in a Manner tending to Corruption ,

Thou
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Thou thyſelf art ſo, and even the whole

World .

18. Is the Fault anothers, then let it reſt

there.

19. The Ceſſation of Thought, Volition ,

and Action , when one, as it were, dies away

in Sleep, has nothing grievous and ſhocking

in it. Turn now to the ſeveral Periods of

Life, Childhood, Youth, Manhood, Old

Age : Every Tranſition from one to t'other

is a Sort of Death, and what Evil is there

in it ? Next go to the Life thou hadſt under

thy Grandfather, then under thy Mother,

then under thy Father, and taking a View

of the many Changes and Alterations thou

underwenteſt in theſe and other Reſpects,

aſk thyſelf, what terrible Evil in all this ? As

little is there any Grievance in the total

Change and Ceſſation of Life.

20. Advert to thy own Mind, that of the

Univerſe, and that of thy Neighbour : Thy

own, that thou mayeſt temper it with Ju

ſtice : The univerſal Mind ,that thou mayeſt

remember what it is thou art a Member of:

Thy Neighbours, that thou mayeſt inform

thyſelf whether he errs not rather through

Ignorance than of ſet Purpoſe, and at the

fame Time mayeſt be apprized, that he is

thy
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thy Kinſman . As by thy Perſon thou con

tributeſt to make up the Complement of the

Body Politick or civil Syſtem , ſo let every

Action of thine contribute to the Perfection

of civil Life. For every Action that has not

a Reference mediate or immediate to good

Fellowſhip, makes à Rent in ſocial Life ;

obſtructs its Unity, and is feditious, as much

as if a ſingle Member of a Commonwealth

ſhould detach himſelf from the whole Body

of the People.

21. When I conſider the childiſh Hu

mours, Freaks and Paſtimes that fill up the

Meaſure of human Life, and that Men

themſelves are but like flimſy Ghoſts, loaded

with the Burden of Carkaſes, Homer's Pic

ture of the diſmal Manſion of the Dead ap

pears to me in a clearer Light.

22. Diſtinguiſh carefully between the

form or active Principle, and the material

Subject; and contemplate the firſt abſtractly

by itſelf. Then determine with thyſelf the

longeſt Time that this or that Form or ſpeci

fick Property can naturally ſubfift.

23. Thou haſt ſuffered greatly many a

Time for not being contented with thyſelf, in

acting the Part for which Nature formed

thee. But let it be ſo no more.

24. When

1
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24. When others blame, or hate, or abuſe

thee, go to theſe little Minds of theirs, enter

into them, and obſerve what Sort of People

they are . Thou wilt ſee there is no Reaſon

to be concerned about what they think of

thee. However, thou art to wiſh them

well, for by Nature they are Friends, and

the Gods no doubt are affifting to them, by

Dreams and Divinations, for the Attain

ment however of ſuch things as they them

felves eſteem .

25. Up and down from Period to Period

is the Circle in which the World runs. And

either the Univerſal Mind intends every par

ticular Event, which therefore thou art to

approve and welcome ; or from the Force

and Efficacy of one original Intention all o

ther Effects come of Courſe. * * Upon the

whole if there is any ſuch Thing as God,

every Thing is right ; or if Things come

from Chance, and without Reaſon , do not

thou therefore act inconfiderately and with

out Reaſon .

26. Anon the Earth will hide us all, and

then the Earth itſelf will change. The new

Productions will alſo Change, and of theſe

Changes there will be no End. Whoever

conſiders this quick and endleſs Succeſſion

of
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of Changes, which come like Waves on

the Back of one another, muſt look with

Contempt on all mortal and periſhing

Things . The Univerſal Cauſe like a Torrent

carries every Thing down the Stream .

27. How inean and deſpicable, how flat

and infipid are thoſe puny Mortals, whom

they call great Statetmen, and who fancy

themſelves Men of fuperiòur Senſe and Rea

ſon in the Management of Affairs ! What

wouldſt thou be at great Stateſman ? Do

what Nature at the Time requires. Act the

Part incumbent, as far as depends on thee,

and ſtare not about to ſee if any one knows

it. Neither hope for Plato's Common

wealth, but be ſatisfied with the ſmalleſt

Semblance of it, and even that little conſider

as no ſmall Matter. For who can change

Mens Sentiments, and without ſuch a

Change, what more is gained than reluctant

Slavery and counterfeit Subjection. Produce

me now Alexander and Philip, and tell me

of Demetrius Phalereus ; if they knew the

Laws of Common Nature, and duly difci

plined their Minds, I will not ſay, let them

anſwer to it themſelves. But if they affumed

a tragick Character, and acted a vain -glo

rious Part, it is my Comfort that I am not

damned
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damned to follow their Example. Simpli

city and Modeſty is the Eſſence of Philoſo

phy. Let me never be the Dupe of exalted

Pride and vain -glorious Oftentation.

28. It is fit to raiſe thy Mind above the

Earth, and to behold the numerous Herds

of Mortals ; the Infinity of religious Affem

blies ; the various Condition of thoſe who

fail the Ocean, ſome labouring againſt the

Violence of a Tempeſt, others joyfully

ſkimming the Waves ; the ſeveral States of

thoſe who are coming upon the Stage of the

World , of thoſe who are acting their Parts

together, and of thoſe who are going off.

Conſider alſo the State of human Life as it

has been in ancient Times, as it will be

when thou art dead and gone, and as it now

is among the barbarous Nations. Alſo how

many People there are who do not ſo much

as know thy Name, how many who will

ſoon forget it, and how many who now

praiſe, will quickly cenſure and revile thee.

That to be remembered after Death , is a

Thing of no Account, as little is Glory dur

ring Life, or indeed any thing elſe. The

whole is to be unconcerned about Events

that proceed from external Cauſes, and juſt

in thoſe whereof thou thyſelf art the Cauſe.

z That
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That is to ſay, that the Maintenance of good

Fellowſhip being eſſential to human Nature,

every Purpoſe and every Act of thine ſhould

terminate therein .

29. Thou mayeſt rid thyſelf of a thou

ſand Troubles and Vexations, only by confi

dering that they are Diſtempers of thy own

Mind, proceeding from thy own Opinions.

Thus re &tifying thy Notions and Opinions,

thou wilt find thyſelf altogether at thy Eaſe.

30. Accuſtom thyſelf to comprehend the

whole World in one View ; to graſp the

whole Eternity of Duration at once ; and

to reflect on the ſudden Change of every

particular Being, how ſhort the Time from

its Generation to its Diffolution , whereas one

Eternity uſhered it into the World, and

another Eternity follows its Exit. Every

Thing thou ſeeſt will be ſoon deſtroyed, and

they who ſee the Deftru &tion of other

Things will ſoon be deſtroyed themſelves.

And the longeſt Liver will at laſt be on the

fame Footing with the Infant who died an

untimely Death.

31. Obſerve but what Sort of Minds they

have, what Things they moſt earneſtly pur

lue, and for what Reaſons they love and

eſteem . View but the puny Souls in their

pure
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pute Naturals, and ſtrippedof all their gaudy

Attire. To think of being hurt by the

Cenſure, or benefited by the Commendation

of ſuch People, how abſurd a Notion ?

32. The Loſs of a Thing is no other than

a Change, and Univerſal Nature, which

does every Thing rightly, delights in

Changes. Things havegone on uniformly

from all 'Eternity, and the fame Scene will

be acted over again during an Eternity to

come. Why then ſhouldſt thou fancy that

Things always were and ever will be wrong ,

and that no Power could ever be found a

mong ſo many Gods to ſet them right, but

that the World is condemned to wreſtle

with perpetual Evils.

33. Reflect on the Subject Matter of

Things, what ſorry Stuff it is : Water,

Duſt, Bones, Greafe. Veins of Marble

are but the Corns and Calloſities, Gold and

Silver the Sediment of the Earth. Thy

Cloathing Sheeps Wool, andthe Purple Dye

the Blood of a Shellfilh . And ſo it is with

Regard to all other Things. Even the vital

Soul has no Pre-eminence over the reſt, but

being taken from the fame common Maſs,

returns into it again.

Z 2 34. Thou
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34. Thou haſt lived long enough in a

wretched whining apiſh Manner. What

is it diſquiets thee ? What is there that's new

in all theſe Things ? What art thou amazed

and ſtartled at ? Is it the active Principle of

Things. View it, inform thyſelf about it.

Is it their Matter ? View it, inform thyſelf

about it. And beſide theſe two there is

nothing elſe . But for God Sake ſtudy now

al length to become a plain upright Man.

35. Three Years Acquaintance with the

World is as good as a hundred .

36. If one has erred , he himſelf bears all

the Evil of it. But perhaps there was no

Error in the Caſe.

37. Either Things derive their Courſe

from one intelligent Fountain, which as it

were, animates one united Body ; and in that

Cafe a Part ought not to find Fault with

what is done for the Sake of the Whole. Or

the World is no more than a Collection of

Atoms that caſually meet and ſcatter. And

why ſhould that diſturb thee ? Thou ſayft to

that leading Part of thee the Mind, thou art

dead and gone for ever. [Thou mayſt as well

alledge, that it herds and grazes like a Beaſt.]

38. The Gods either cannot help thee, or

they can. If they cannot, why doſt thou

pray
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pray to them ? If they can, why not rather

pray to be delivered from the Fears, the

Defires, the Sorrows that afflict thee, with

Regard to certain Things, than that the

Things themſelves ſhould or ſhould not come

to paſs ; for if the Gods can be aſſiſting to

Men at all, they can affiſt them in that

Reſpect. But thou wilt ſay perhaps, I need

not aſk that of the Gods, for they have put

it in my own Power. Is it not better then to

exerciſe thy own Power, than in a ſervile ab

ject Manner to depend on others ? And who

told thee that the Gods are not helpful even

in thoſe Things that depend on ourſelves ?

Make but a Trial of ſuch Prayers, and thou

wilt ſee the good Effect of them. Another

ſays, Gods, what ſhall I do to enjoy this

Lady's Embraces ? Thou, what ſhall I do

to overcome the Deſire ? Another, how ſhall

I get rid of this Perſon ? Thou, what ſhall

I do that I may not want to be rid of him ?

Another, what ſhall I do, that I may not

loſe my Child ? Thou, what ſhall I do, not

to fear the Loſs of him ? Upon the whole,

let thy Vows and Prayers be ſuch as theſe,

and ſee what will happen.

39. Epicurus ſays, In my Sickneſs my

Converſation did not turn on my bodily

Ailments,
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Ailments, nor did I entertain my Viſiters

with ſuch Diſcourſe . But the moſt effential

and leading Points in the Science of Nature

was what I did not ceaſe to inculcate ; my

whole Drift being, that the Mind participa

ting of the rude Motions of the Fleſh,

might remain tranquil in the Enjoyment of

its own proper Felicity. And I gave no

room to the Phyſicians to make a Buſtle as

if what they were about was a Thing of any

Importance; but in every Reſpect behaved

myſelf well, and in a handſome Manner.

In Sickneſs or any other Affliction, thou

art to follow the ſame Courſe ; neither to

forſake Philoſophy, be the Cafe what it will,

nor to chatter with the illiterate Babler, or

with the trifling Naturaliſt. It is a Maxim

common to all Sects, to mind only the Bufi

neſs in Hand, and the Means by which it is

effected .

40. When one's Impudence offends thee,

aſk thyſelf immediately. Is it poſſible there

Thould be no impudent People in the World ?

It is not poſſible. Therefore require not an

Impoſſibility ; for this is one of thoſe Impu

dents who muſt neceffarily be in the World .

Obſerve the fame Rule with Regard to the

Crafty, the Faithleſs, and every other Trans

greffor.
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greffor. For by remembering that it is im

poſſible but ſuch Sort of People muſt be in

the World, thou wilt be more mild and fore

giving towards Particulars. It is alſo uſeful

forthwith to conſider, what Virtue Nature

has given to Man againſt this or that Tranſ

greffion ; for it has given Meekneſs as an

Antidote againſtthe Ungrateful, and againſt

another Delinquent, ſome other Reſource.

Moreover thou mayeſt undeceive the Tranſ

greffor and ſet him right, for he goes aftray

only becauſe he errs in Opinion, and miſtakes

the Mark . And if thou canſt not rectify

him, what Harm is done to thee ? For thou .

will find that none ofthoſe whoprovokethy

Anger has done any Thing that can make

thy Mind worſe than it was. And there it

is that thy Evil and thy Detriment has its.

whole Foundation . After all, what Grievance ,

what Wonder is it, if a Man raw and une.

diſciplined acts the Part ofa Man that is raw

and undiſciplined ? Takecare left thou ought

eft not rather to blame thyſelf, for not expect

ing that the Man would tranſgreſs : For thou

hadft rational Grounds to think it probable

that he would; but forgetting them , thou.

art ſurprized that he did ſo . This Self-Con

demnation ſhould take. Place, eſpecially

when
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when thou chargeſt one with Infidelity or In

gratitude ; for the Fault was evidently thine,

if thou truſtedit to the Faith of a Man of

ſuch a Diſpoſition , or didſt a good Office,

not diſintereſtedly and out of
pure

Benevo

lence, but with a View to a Recompence,

as if the whole Fruit of a good Action was

not enjoyed in the Action itſelf. After doing

good to one, what more wouldſt thou have ?

Is notthat enough ? Wouldſt thou be reward

ed for acting according to thy Nature ? As

if the Eyes demanded a Recompence for ſee

ing ; or the Feet for Walking. For as theſe

Members having been made for a certain

Purpoſe, enjoy all that belongs to them, in the

very Fulfilment itſelf of that Purpoſe, for

which they were made : So Man being made

for Beneficence and ſocial Life, by doing real

good Offices, and by aiding and aſſiſting even

in Things indifferent, anſwers his Deſtinati

on , and accordingly has all that's his own..

SECTION X.

1 .

W

HEN wilt thou be good, O my

Soul, fincere and conſiſtent with

thyſelf, naked and more eaſily diſcerned

than the Body that hangs about thee ? When

wilt thou reliſh the ſocial and affectionate

Diſpo

1
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Diſpoſition ? When wilt thou be full and

compleat, above all Want and Indigence,

having nothing farther to wiſh and deſire,

whither of the living or the lifeleſs Kind ,

for the Purpoſes of Pleaſure ; neither Time

for longer Enjoyment, nor Conveniency

with Regard to the Circumſtances of Place,

Country, Weather, nor Conformity and

Concurrence on the Part of Men : And

laying aſide all ſuch Regards, wilt be fully

ſatisfied with the preſent State of Things ;

rejoice in thy own Property, the Riches of

thy own Mind ; and be perſuaded that thou

haſt every Thing, that every Thing is and

will be well with thee, as proceeding from

the Gods, with a view to the Conſervation

of the perfect Animal, the good, the juſt, the

beautiful, that creates and ſuſtains, includes

and contains all Beings, whoſe Nature it is

to be diffolved , for the Production ofothers of

the ſame Likeneſs ? Wilt thou never be ſuch

a Fellow - Citizen of Gods and Men , as

neither to find Fault with them , nor give

them Reaſon to find Fault with thee ?

2. Obſerve what thy Nature requires, as

it is a Member of the Univerſe, and under

the OEconomy of univerſal Nature. When

that is known embrace it, and do it, if thy

A a Nature
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Nature as an Animal will not be the worſe

for it. Obſerve next what thy Nature as an

Animal requires of thee, and give Place to

that likewiſe, if thy Nature as a rational

Animal will not be the worſe for it. Now

a rational Animal is of Courſe a ſocial one.

In uſing theſe Rules however let there be no

uſeleſs Formality or affected Nicety .

3. Whatever can happen to thee is either

tolerable to Nature, or intolerable. If tole

rable, do not repine, but bear contentedly

what thou wert born to ſuffer. If intolera

ble, it deſtroys thee preſently , thou and thy

Grievance go off together, and ſo there is no

room for repining. Remember that Nature

has qualified thee to bear every Thing,

which it is in thy Power to render tolerable,

by believing that it is advantageous or fit to

bear it.

4. If one errs, inſtruct him mildly and

thew him his Overſight, if thou canſt not

do fo , blame thyſelf, or not even thyſelf.

5. Whatever happens to thee was prepa

red for thee from all Eternity, for both that

Accident and thy Being are rooted in Ne

ceflity, and ſpring up into actual Ex

iſtence according to their Place in the eter

nal Chain of Cauſes and Effects.

6. There
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6. There are two Ways of accounting

for the Origin of Things. The caſual Con

courſe of Atoms is one, and Neceſſity of

Nature is the other. Whichſoever of them

be taken, it may be laid down as a Maxim,

firſt, that I am a Part of the Univerſe under

the OEconomy of Nature, and Secondly

that I bear a certain Relation to Parts con

genial or of the fame Kind. Now in Con

ſequence of the firſt Poſition , bearing that

Iam only a Part, I ſhall be free from all Dif

content with
my Share in the Whole, ſince

nothing hurts a Part that's conducive to the

Whole, and the Whole contains nothing

but what's uſeful to itſelf. That is a Thing

common to all Natures, and the Nature of

the World has moreover this peculiar Ad

vantage, that nothing without can force it

to beget any Thing hurtful to itſelf. Accord

ing to the firſt Poſition therefore, I ſhall

be well pleaſed with every Event, and ac

cording to the ſecond, expreſſing my Affi

nity to Parts congenial, I ſhall do nothing

ſelfiſh and unſociable . But on the.contrary

having my congenial or kindred Parts al

ways in View , I ſhall direct every Effort of

mine to the common Utility , and abſtain

from every thing that's inconſistent there

A a 2 with.
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with . In this Diſpoſition and Way of

acting Life muſt go ſwimmingly on , after

the ſame Manner as the Life ofthat Citizen

is happy, who ſtudies the Welfare of his

Country, and is ſatisfied with his Portion

in it.

7. All the Parts of the Univerſe, I mean

every Thing contained in the World, muſt

neceſſarily terminate in Corruption, that is

in plain Terms, they muſt be altered or

changed. If this Corruption was an Evil

to the Things corrupted, as much as it is a

neceſſary Conſequence of their reſpective

Structures and Relations to one another, the

Univerſe could never be ſaid to be rightly

conſtituted and governed. And whence

could ſuch an Error in the Univerſal OEco

and the Courſe of Things ariſe ?

Could Nature deſignedly hurt her own

Parts, render them obnoxious to, and

actually involve them in Evil ; or could

ſuch an Error creep in thro' Inadvertency ?

Neither one nor t'other is credible . But

laying aſide the Confideration of deſigning

Nature, and ſuppofing univerſal Nature to

be void of Thought and Deſign ; even ac

cording to that Way of explaining Things,

it is ridiculous to ſay, that the Parts of the

Univerſe

nomy
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Univerſe paſs naturally from Change to

Change, and at the ſame Time to wonder

and grumble at it, as ifit was a Thing con

trary to Nature, eſpecially as they are only

reſolved into the ſame Elements whereof

they were at firſt compounded. In Conſe

quence of that Diffolution, the Elements of

particular Beings, whither diſperſed into

Atoms, or collected into diftinct Maſſes,

the groſſer Parts into the Terreſtrial, the

more ſpirituous into the Aerial, are reſumed

into the ſeminary Account, or the grand

Reſervatory of the Univerſe, whither it be

that the Univerſe is totally renewed at cer

tain Periods by a general Conflagration,

more gradually altered by a perpetual Courſe

of partial Changes. Beware however of con

ceiving theſe groſſer and theſe more ſpirituous

Parts, with Regard only to the Acceſſion

made to thy Being ſince the Time of thy

Birth ; for all that is but a Thing of Yeſter

day and To -day, the Product of the Food

thou haſt taken , and the Air thou haſt

breathed ; as if theſe adventitious Parts only

were ſubject to Change, and not that which

thy Mother brought forth . Believe it, fuch

a narrow Notion attaches thee too much to

the Speciality of Things, the Confideration

of

or
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of which contributes nothing to the right

Conception of the Matter now in Hand.

8. Having once adopted to thyſelf ſuch

Appellations as that of Good, Modeſt,

True, Heedful, Contented , Magnanimous,

take Care never to forfeit thy Title to them ,

or at leaſt to recover it if at any Time loft .

Remember that Heedfulneſs fignifies ſuch

cloſe Attention to every Object, as produces

the moſt compleat and juſt Idea thereof that

can be framed , and leaves no room for

Error. Contentment, a willing Reception

of the Diſpenſations of common Nature.

Magnanimity, an Elevation of Mind above

the trifling Difference of Harſh and Pleaſant

in the Motions of the Fleſh , above the

Charms of Glory, the Dread of Death , and

ſuch other objects as move the Vulgar. If

thou maintaineſt thy Right to theſe Appella

tions, and art ſatisfied with being conſcious

of it to thyſelf, without defiring others

ſhould know it ; thou wilt become a new

Man, and enter upon a new Life. To con

tinue to be what thou haſt hitherto been, and

ſtill to live in the Midft of ſo much Anxiety

and Pollution, ſavours of one grofly ſtupid,

and meanly fond of Life, like the mangled

Gladiator, who though full of Wounds and

Gore,
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Gore, yet begs for one Day's Reſpite from

the
very

ſame Teeth and Claws, that are to

relieve the Wretch To -morrow . Adhere

therefore to theſe few Appellations, let them

be engraven on thy Heart, and if thou canſt

preſerve thy Property in them , reſt there, as

if thou wert tranſported into a Paradiſe,

or the ſuppoſed Illands of the Bleſſed. But

if thou perceiveft thyſelf loſing Ground and

unable to keep thy Hold, retire courageouſly

into ſome Corner, where thou mayeſt reco

ver Strength ; or even go out of Life for

good and all, not in Anger, but with true

Simplicity, Freedom , and Modeſty, ſo as

by making ſuch an Exit to do at leaſt one

right Thing in the Courſe of ' thy Life.

However to be mindful of the Gods will be

of great Service to thee, in remembering

theſe Appellations. Alſo that it is not

Flattery but Aſſimilation to themſelves,

which they demand of rational Beings.

And as that is a Fig - Tree which acts the

Part of a Fig -Tree, that a Hound which

acts the Part of a Hound, and that a Bee

which acts the part of a Bee , ſo he is a

Man who acts the part of a Man.

9. Theſe ſacred Maxims of thine are

liable to many Accidents. War, Peſtilence ,

Terror,
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Terror, Sloth , continual Drudgery may

quite extinguiſh them .

10. How numerous are the Notions that

paſs through thy Mind, when thou ſetteſt thy

ſelf to contemplate Nature ! But the Buſineſs

is ſo to regulate every Thought and every

Action , as both to act the Part incumbent

with Regard to the Circumſtances wherein

thou art placed, and to exerciſe the thinking

Faculty in Speculation ; maintaining that

Aſſurance, which is derived from an ex

tenſive Knowledge of Things, free from

Oftentation on one Hand, and falfe Mo

deſty on the other ; that is , neither making

a Shew of thy Knowledge, nor induſtriouſly

concealing it. When wilt thou feel the Joys

of true Simplicity ? When thoſe of Gra

vity and Compoſure ? When thoſe of a tho

rough Acquaintance with every Object that

Occurs ? What are its moſt effential Attri

butes, what its Rank and Office in the

World , how long it can naturally ſubfift, of

what it is compounded, whoſe Property it

may become, who can give it, and who can

take itaway ?

11. A Spider is proud of catching a Fly,

and ſo are other Animals when they catch a

Hare, a Whiting, Boars, Bears, Sarmatians.

Are
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Are not theſe Robbers, if thou examineſt

the Opinions and Principles from which

they act ?

12. Study to acquire a Facility of conceiv

ing how all Things change into one another;

attend continually to that Subject, and exer

ciſe thyſelf therein, for nothing contributes

ſo much to the Attainment of Magnanimity.

This is the high Way to that Greatneſs of

Soul, whereby a Man diveſts himſelf of the

Body, and conſidering that by and by he

muſt quit the Stage of Life, and all its

ġaudy Scenery, reſigns himſelf intirely to

Juſtice, in the Part which he himſelf acts,

and to the Nature of Things, in whatever

depends on other Cauſes. He does not ſo

much as beſtow a Thought on what another

ſays of him , or acts againſt him, building

his whole Satisfaction on theſe two Founda

tions, to exert with Juſtice the preſent

Action, and receive with Contentment the

preſent Diſpenſation. He diſmiſſes all Care

and Anxiety, and has no other D : fire but to

move on directly in the Road chalked out

by the Law of human Nature, and co fol

low God who advances directly in the unal

terable Courſe of univerſal Nature.

Bb 13. What
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13. What Occaſion is there for Sufpicion,

it being in thy own Power to deliberate,

what's fit for thee to do. If the Way is clear,

proceed with Meekneſs directly, and with.

out wavering ; if not , ſtop until thou haſt

adviſed with the beſt Counſellors. If any

inſuperable Obſtacle falls in the Way, move

on in the Courſe preſcribed by Reaſon , as

the next beſt in the preſent Conjuncture,

ſtill cloſely adhering to the Rule of Juſtice ;

for therein lies Man's perfect State, as in

departing from that Rule conſiſts his Fall.

14. He who follows Reaſon in all Things

is at the ſame Time both ſedate and ſpright

ly, both gay and grave, both cheerful and

coinpoſed.

15. When thou awakeft out of Sleep, afk

thyſelf immediately, what is it to me whe

ther another adverts to the Honour and Ju

ſtice of my Actions or not ? Haft thou for

got what Sort of People theſe are who

make fo much Noiſe with their Praiſes and

Cenſures of others, what they are when

a Bed , what they are when at Table, what

Things they do, what they ſhun , what they

purſue ; what Thefts, what Rapines they

commit, not with their Hands and Feet,

but with that moſt precious Part of theirs,

which
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which might acquire , if it would, ſuch

noble Poſſeſſions as Faith, Modeſty, Truth ,

Juſtice, and that Guardian Demon Wiſdom ,

which leads the Way to Happineſs ?

16. The well -taught modeſt Man will

fay to Nature, the ſovereign Diſpoſer of all

Things, give what thou wilt, take back

what thou wilt ; and this he ſays not auda

ciouſly, but out of pure Love and Obedi

ence to the Univerſal Cauſe .

17. There remains now but a ſmall Part

of thy Life . Live it as if thou wert in a De

fert. The Place makes no Difference. Thou

art ſtill in the World, and ' tis all onewhere,

providing thou behaveſt thyſelf as a Citizen

thereof. Let Men ſee, let them ſurvey an

Example of a true Man , a Man living ac

cording to Nature. If they cannot bear it,

let them kill thee. Better ſo than live

thus.

18. Never more hold Diſcourſe about

what a good Man is, but let it be thy whole

Care to become one.

19. Let the Eternity of Duration, and the

Immenſity of Subſtance, Be Objects always

in View ; and that any particular Being

compared to the whole Immenſity of Sub

fance, is but like a Grain of Sand, and its

Bь 2
Du.
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Duration, to Eternity, but as the twinkling

of an Eye. Conſider every Individual thou

ſeeſt as already diffolving, perpetually chang

ing, tending to that Corruption or Diſlipa

tion, out of which it ſprung and grew up,

and born as it were only in order to die.

20. Obſerve but what they are in Eating,

Sleeping, Swiving, Shiting, and the like,

and then view them in all their Pride, aſ.

ſuming an Air of Authcrity and Grandeur,

or inflamed with Indignation, and repris

manding with Haughtineſs and Diſdain .

Think but what the Bubbles were a little

before all this Swelling ; how many Maſters

they ſerved, by what Chains the Slaves were

bound , and to what an abject State they

will return as foon as the Tumor ſubſides.

21. What univerſal Nature diſpenſes to

each Individual is good for that Individual,

and is then good when Nature diſpenſes it,

Rain cheers the fertile Earth , and lofty Ca

nopy of Heaven , ſays the Poet, and what

ever it is that muſt be done ; the World de

lights in doing it. I ſay therefore to the

World , I love what thou loveſt, and thy

Delight is mine. Have we not a common

Phraſe in the Greeå Language conformable

to thiş Thaught, when we ſay of an Event

that's

1
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that's neceſſary, conſtant or uſual, that ſuch

a Thing loves to be done.

22. Either thou livest here, and ſo act

already accuſtomed to the Place; or thou

goeft elſewhere, and that was thy own

Choice ; or thou dieft, and then thou haft

acted the Part aſſigned thee by Nature, and

baſt nothing more to do. Now theſe three

comprehend all the Conditions of Life.

Therefore keep a good Heart and be cheer

ful.

23. Let it be always clear to thee, that

retiring into the Country, however agreeable

it may ſeem , is but ſhifting from one Spot

of the Earth to another, and that all Things

are the ſame here at Court, as on a ſolitary

Mountain, a lonely Shore, or wherever thou

wilt. For thou wilt find evidently true ,

what Plato lays of a King's Palace, and

Shepherd's Cottage, being much the ſame

in the Eye of a Philoſopher. Moreover put

theſe Queſtions to thyfelf. What is this

Mind of mine ? To what Purpofe do I uſe

it ? How do I qualify it at preſent? Is it not

void of Underſtanding ? Is it not broke off

from its focial Union ? Is it not ſo intangled

and confounded with the Fleſh , as blindly

to follow the Motions thereof ;

24. He
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24. He who runs away from his Maſter

is a Fugitive Slave . Nature's Law is every

Man's Maſter. Therefore he who tranf

greſſes that Law is a Fugitive. Likewiſe

he who gives Way to Sorrow, or Anger, or

Fear, is averſe to ſomething paſt, preſent or

to come, ordained by the Sovereign Diſpoſer

of all Things, that is, by Nature's Law,

which diſtributes to every Thing what be

longs to it. He therefore who grieves, fears,

or is angry, is a Fugitive.

25. The Seed once lodged in the Womb,

the Male goes off, and ſtraight another

Cauſe takes up the Work , Faſhions and

perfects the Infant. What a Production

out of ſuch a Principle! Again, the Infant

receives Food by the Mouth, another Cauſe

takes up the Work, and introduces Senſe,

Appetite, in a Word Life and Strength, with

what and how many cther Properties ! Thou

ſhouldſt attend to theſe ſecret Operations,

and endeavour to perceive the Power that

acts therein , as well as we do that which

makes Bodies riſe and fall, not indeed with

the Eyes, but no leſs evidently than if we

did .

26. Think continually how all the Tranſ

actions of the preſent Times, are but Repe

titions
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titions of what has gone before, and Sam

ples of what will come after. Set before thee

whole Pieces and Scenes of the ſame Kind,

whither they have come withinthy own Ob

ſervation , or thou haſt learned them from

Hiſtory ; as the whole Court of Adrian ,the

whole Court of Antoninus, the whole Court

of Philip, of Alexander, of Crefus. All

theſe Pieces were much the ſame, only the

Actors were different.

27. Conſider that a Man who grieves,

frets, and vexes himſelf, is juſt like a Hog

kicking, ſtruggling, and roaring, when laid

on the Bench to be killed . And ſo likewiſe

is the viſionary Philoſopher, lamenting fi

lently on his Couch, the Chains that bind

his feeble Soul to the Log of the Fleſh . Con

fider alſo that none but Animals endowed

with Reaſon , are qualified to go along wil

lingly with the Courſe of Things, for as to

barely going along , that they muſt all do

whither they will or not.

28. Examine ſingly every Allurement of

Life, and aſk thyſelf fairiy, is Death fright

ful becauſe it deprives thee of this ?

29. When another's Treſpaſs offends thee

turn thy Eyes upon thy own Failing, for In

ſtance, the Eſteem of Money, Pleaſure,

Renown,
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Renown, as a Thing truly good and va

luable, or any particular that comes under

theſe Heads. This Reflexion will ſoon ex

tinguiſh Anger, with this Addition eſpe

cially, that he acts not freely, but being un

der the Influence of falſe Opinions, is con

ftrained to act as he does. For under ſuch

Influence what wouldſt thou have him do ?

Remove therefore the Cauſe if thou canft,

or bear with the Effect.

30. When thou feeſt Satyron, think of

Socraticus, or Eutyches, or Hymen. When

thou ſeeſt Euphrates, think of Eutychion

or Sylvanus. When Alciphron, think of

Tropeophorus. When Xenophon, think of

Criton or Severus. When thou reflecteſt

on thyſelf, think of another Cæfar, one of

thy Predeceffors in the Empire. And fo like

for like. Next conſider with thyſelf, what's

become of theſe Men, where are they now ?

No where, or wherever thou haſt a Mind

to fancy them. Thus the Vanity and No

thingneſs of Men , and all the Affairs of

Men, will be ever in thy Eye ; eſpecially

taking this along with thee, that what has

once changed is gone for ever, and can ne

ver return to be the ſame again in the whole

Courſe of Eternity. When canſt thou then ?

And

!
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And why art not thou ſatisfied with acquit

ting thyſelf handſomely in thy Paffage over

this narrow Sea of Life ?

31. What noble Matter and Subject doſt

thou decline ? For what are all theſe Things

that are apt to ſhock thee, but Matter of

Exerciſe for a rational Mind, that ſtudies to

know exactly and ſcientifically the Affairs of

Life ? Continue then until thou haſt fami

liariſed theſe Things alſo to thyſelf; juſt as a

ſtrong Stomach familiariſes all Sorts of Food,

as burning Fire draws Light and Flame

from every Fewel.

32. Let it be in no -bodies Power to ſay

truly of thee, that thou art not a Man of

Probity and true Simplicity. But let him

be miſtaken , whoever entertains any ſuch

Suſpicion of thee. And ſo far thy Power

extends ; for who can hinder thee to be

fincere and good ? Do thou but fix a Reſo

ļution , to live no longer if thou art not ſo ;

for, Life without being ſo can never be Rea

ſon's Choice

33. Aſk thyſelf what is beſt to be ſaid or

done on the preſent Occaſion. Whatever it

be, it is in thy Power to ſay it or do it. And

therefore pretend not to excuſe thyſelf by

alledging Impediments.

Сс
34. Thy
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34. Thy Sighs and Sorrows will never be

at an End, until acting the Part of a Man

on every Occaſion or Matter that preſents

itſelf, becoines to thee, what Luxury is to

the Soft and Effeminate. For acting accord

ing to thy own Nature is to be conſidered

as enjoying ſo much Pleaſure, and it is a

Pleaſure thou mayeſt always enjoy. A Cy

linder cannot always have its proper Motion,

and no more can Water, Fire, and ſuch other

Things as are not conducted by a rational

Soul; for many unſurmountable Obſtacles

ſtand in the Way. Whereas Mind and Rea

ſon acquiefcing in the Courſe of Things,

and acting its own Part, paſſes through all

Oppoſition, and can never be turned out of

its proper Channel. Being pofleffed of this

happy Faculty of purſuing thy gwa proper

Courſe, notwithſtanding all Oppoſition,

Reaſon moving in its proper Channel, with

the ſame Facility that Fire mounts upwards,

a Stone falls, and a Cylinder rolls down

wards, be ſatisfied therewith , and defire

nothing farther. For what other Rubs may

be in the Way, can only retard the bodily

Vehicle, or ſetting aſide Opinion and Reg

ſon's relaxing, cannot break thee or hurt

thee in the leaſt. For if they could hurt

thee,
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thee, they would make a worſe Man of

thee ; at leaſt it is ſo with every other Crea

ture ; whatever does ill to it or hurts it, of

Courſe makes it worſe. Nay, to ſpeak the

Truth , a Man becomes even better and more

praiſe-worthy, by making a right Uſe of

theſe cros Accidents. In a word, remember

that what hurts not the Community, hurts

not one whom Nature has made a Member

thereof. What hurts not the Law by which

the Community ſubſiſts, hurts not the

Community. But none of thoſe Accidents

called Misfortunes hurt the Law ; and there

fore hurt neither the Community for a

Member of it.

35. With one imbued with right Opini

ons, the ſmalleſt and moſt obvious Hint has

Force enough to baniſh Fear and Sorrow ,

ſuch as theſe Lines of Homer.

With withered Leaves pale Autumn

Atrows the Ground,

With afreſh Crop Spring decks the ver

dant Groves.

Juſt ſuch the Nature of the human

Race,

One Generation comes anothergoes.

Сс 2
Thy
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Thy Children are but Leaves. They who

fill the Air with their Acclamations and

Bleffings, or on the contrary ſecretly curſe

cenſure or ſcoff thee, are but Leaves. The

Depoſitories of thy Fame when thou thy

ſelf art gone, are likewiſe but Leaves. For

all theſe come up in their Spring, fall in

their Autumn, and ſo make Room for new

Generations. All Things are of ſhort Dura

tion ; but thou ſhunneſt and purſueſt them

as if they were never to end . In a little

Time thy Eyes are ſhut, and even thy

Mourners themſelves will ſoon be mourned

by others.

36. A found Eye looks on all Objects,

and ſays not, give me Green : For that ar

gues a weak Sight. A ſound Noſe or Ear

bears any Smell or Sound that occurs. A ſound

Stomach digeſts any Food, as a Mill grinds

whatever it was made for grinding. After

the fame Manner a ſound Mind is prepared

for all Accidents. He who ſays, O that

my Children may live, that Praiſe may at

tend all my Actions, is like the Eye that

wants Green, or the Teeth that require

Crumb.

37 . There is no Man ſo happy but his

Death will be welcome to ſome of thoſe

who
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who attend him in his laſt Moments. Sup

poſe him a Man wiſe and virtuous : Is there

none of thoſe will ſay within himſelf, we

Thall at laſt be from under the Inſpection of

this Tutor ? indeed he was not ſevere, but I

perceived that in his Heart he condemned us.

Such is the Caſe of a virtuous Man ; but

then in our Caſe how many other Reaſons

are there, why People are glad to be rid of

us ? The Confideration of this when thou

comeft to die will make thy Exit eaſier,

reckoning thus with thyſelf, I leave a

World wherein my very Companions, for

whom I have undergone ſo many Fatigues

and Cares, and offered ſo many Vows, theſe

veryMen are willing to part with me, in hopes

of being till more at their Eaſe. Why then

ſhould one be fond of remaining longer

here ? However, thou art not for that Rea

ſon to depart with leſs Affection towards

them , but to keep up thy wonted Friendli

neſs, Meekneſs, and Benevolence, yet not

ſo as to go off with Reluctancy. But as in

one who dies eaſily, the Soul quits the Bo

dy without Pangs and Struggle, juſt ſuch

let thy Departure be from them . For with

them alſo Nature has united and compound

ed thee, but now diffolves that Union. I

part
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part from them as from Friends and Fami

liars, yet not with Reluctancy, but willing

ly, for my Separation is as natural as was my

antecedent Union.

38. Make a Cuſtom of conſidering with

thyſelf with Regard to Mens Actions, what

is the Agents Intention. And let the Rule

be firſt apply'd to thyſelf, ſo as to aſcer

tain the Spring and Motive of thy own

Actions. Remember that the firſt and

Sole Mover in the Machine, is the hidden

Principle which lies within. This is Elo

this is Life, this , if one may ſay

fo , is the very Man himſelf. Never con

found with this the outward Shell, theſe

Organs annexed around . Theſe are like

the Axe, differing only in that they natu

rally cohere. Moreover theſe Members are

23 uſeleſs without the moving and direct

ing Cauſe, as the Shuttle out of the Hand

of a Weaver, a Pen out of the Hand of a

Writer, or a Laſh out of the Hand of a

Charioteer.

quence, this

SECT.
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S E C Τ Ι Ο Ν ΧΙ.

"THE

HE Properties of a rational Soul

are that it ſees itſelf, it regulates it

felf, it frames itſelf to its own Mind, it

reaps itſelf the Fruit it produces ; whereas

the Fruits of Plants and Animals are reaped

by others. It attains its own End and Perfecti

on , at whatever Time Life ceaſes; not like

dancing or acting on the Stage and the like,

where the Retrenchment of a Part renders

the whole Piece imperfect; but in every

Part of its Progreſs, and at whatever Time

Death overtakes, it can fulfill its Office, and

compleat the Work incumbent, ſo as to ſay ,

my Buſineſs is done, I have obtained all

that's mine. Moreover it ſcans the whole

World , the Void that ſurrounds, and the

Figure that bounds it. It ſtretches out into

Eternity, comprehends the periodical Rege

neration of Things, and conceives how

Poſterity will ſee nothing New, as neither

thoſe who went before us faw any Thing

more than we; but that a Man of Forty

Years of tolerable Underſtanding, has in a

Manner ſeen a Specimen of all that ever

was or ever will be.
Other Properties of a

rational
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rational Soul are Love of our Neighbour,

Truth, Modeſty, and to hold nothing in

higher Eſteem than itſelf. The ſame Pro

perties belong alſo to Law, or the Rule of

Juſtice, inſomuch that right Reaſon and the

Rule of Juſtice differ in nothing from one

another.

2. Muſick , Dancing, the gymnaſtick

Art will appear contemptible in thy Eyes,

if thou examineſt them in this Manner.

Break for Example a Piece of Mufick into

its ſeveral Notes, and taking cach Note

fingly, alk thyſelf, is it this that captivates

thee ? The very Thought would raiſe thy

Diſdain . Juſt ſo it would happen with Re.

gard to every Motion and Poſture in Dan

cing and the gymnaſtick Exerciſes. Ac

cordingly let it be a general Rule with thee

to look into the Particulars of Things, in

order to ſee how contemptible they are,

when ſeparated from that Virtue which gives

them all their Beauty and Perfection . And

finally apply the Rule to the whole Scene of

human Life .

3. What a noble Thing is a Soul at all

Times ready to depart from the Body,

whatever is to be the Conſequence of its

Departure, whether Extinction , or Diffipa

tion ,
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pation, or a Continuation of its Exiſtence.

But then this Readineſs ſhould proceed from

Judgment, founded on Reaſons drawn from

the Nature of the Thing, and not as with

the Chriſtians, from meer Obtinacy and Spi

rit of Contradiction ; and when the Trial

comes, ſhould be accompanied with a ra

tional and grave Deportment, clear of all

theatrical Oftentation, ſo as to certify to

By-ſtanders the Sincerity of thy Profeſſion ,

and the genuine Source of thy Tranquillity.

4. Have I done any Thing for the Pub

lick Good ? Then there is ſomething done

that's beneficial to me. Let this be a

Thought always at Hand, and never ceaſe

putting it in Practice.

5. What is thy Buſineſs, thy Profeffion

in Life ? It is to make thyſelf Good. How

is that effected ? By imprinting indelibly on

thy Mind certain Maxims and Opinions,

ſome concerning univerſal Nature, others

concerning the peculiar Conſtitution of hu

man Nature.

6. Firſt Tragedies were introduced as

Memorials of human Caſualties, and that

it is natural for ſuch Things to happen. Alſo

that thoſe Things which entertain on the

Stage, might not be grievous and afflict

Dd
ing,
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ing, when they happen on the Theatre of

the World . For you ſee that ſo they muſt

happen, and that thoſe who rend the Skies

with their Exclamations addreſſed to Hea

ven, nevertheleſs muſt bear them . More

over theſe tragick Poets have uttered ſome

folid and uſeful Sayings ; ſuch as,

If I and my Children are by the Gods

negle&ted, there is a Reafon for it.

And,

' Tis Madneſs to take Offence at Things,for

ofour Anger they make no Account.

And,

Life in its Seaſon reap, as Corn thou dift

in Harveſt.

And others ſuch as theſe. After Tragedy

came the old Comedy, by its magiſterial

Freedom and plain Language, no unuſeful

Monitor againſt Pride and Vanity. And

with that View it was Diogenes aſſumed the

fame Freedom and Acrimony of Speech.

As to the ſucceeding middle and new Come

dy, to what other Purpoſe they have been

cultivated, than to a gradual Improvement

of the Art of mimicking, is not ſo clear .

That ſome good Things are ſaid by them

alſo is not denied ; but the Queſtion is with

Regard to the whole Structure and Repre

ſentation
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ſentation of theſe dramatick Pieces, what

is the Uſe and Intention thereof.

7. Forget not the clear Notion thou now

haſt, that no Condition of Life is ſo fitted

to the Exerciſe of Philoſophy, as that wherein

thou now art.

8. One Branch torn from another cannot

but be detached from the whole Tree. Juſt

ſo one Man diſunited from another is fallen

off from the whole Society . But then ob

ſerve the Difference ; another breaks off the

Branch, whereas a Man's Separation is his

own Act, when by Hatred and Averſion he

disjoins himſelf from his Neighbour, not

aware that he cuts himſelf off at the ſame

Time from the whole Community. After

all it is a Gift beſtowed by Yove the Author

of Society, that a Man may reunite him

ſelf, and again become a Member of the

whole, to which he belongs. But then the

longer and more frequent the Separation, the

more difficult the Reunion becomes ; and let

Gardiners ſay what they will of the Advan

tages of ingrafting, a grafted Slip in this Caſe

is not like a Shoot that never ſuffered a Sepa

ration from the Stock whence it ſprung.

9. Thou art to perfiſt in the natural Coa

lition and Intercourſe, which as between

Dd 2 the
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the Twigs of a Trec, fubfifts between thec

and other Men : But as to Sentiment and

Opinion thou art by no . Means to conform

thyſelf to them

IQ. As they who oppoſe thy Progreſs in

the Road of right Reaſon , cannot turn thee

qut of the Way fo as to blemiſh the Sound

neſs: of thy Practice, fo neither let them

juſtle thee out of thy Benevolence towards

them ; but maintain thy Integrity with equal

Vigour in both Caſes, that is , both in Point

of Soundaeſs of Judgment and Practice, and

of Meekneſs towards thoſewhoendeavour to

hinder or moleft thee. For to give Way to

Anger and Indignation againſt them , is no

bele Weakneſs than to depart from one's Pur

poſe, and be terrified into a Compliance with

them . Both are equally. Deferters from their

Poft, the one a Coward , the other an Alien

to his natural Friend and Kinſman .

11. No particular Nature is inferior to

its correſponding Art, for the Arts are but

Imitationsof Nature, If ſo , that moſt per

fect and comprehenſive Nature, which in

cludes all others, cannot poſſibly come fort

of the utmoſt Ingenuity and Contrivance of

Art. But all Arts make the worſo for the

Uſe of the better, and Parts for the Uſe of

the
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the Whole : And therefore, fo does common

Nature. Here lies the Fountain of Juſtice,

and from thence all other Virtues are derived ;

for Juſtice cannot be maintained, ifeither we

fet our Hearts on Things indifferent, or allow

ourſelves to be precipitant, and wavering, and

obnoxious to Error and Deluſion,

12. Since thoſe Things whereof the De

fire or Fear diſturbs thy Tranquillity come

not to thee, but thou in a Manner goeft to

them , let alone but judging of them , the

Things will lie quiet and not diſturb thee,

and thou wilt be delivered from the Neceſſity

of being either on the Purſuit or the Flight.

13. The Roundneſs of a Globe may be

conſidered as an Emblem of a Soul that's

wound up in itſelf, and neither graſps at any

Thing without, nor dwindles or finks in

wards, but is illuminated with that Light,

whereby it fees the Truth of Things, both

within and without itſelf.

14. Does one contemn me ? Let him ſee

to that ; I will take Care to do or ſay no

thing worthy of Contempt. Does he hate

me ? That's his Concern : Mine is to be

mild and benevolent to every Body, and as

to him in particular, ready to demonſtrate to

to him his Error, not reproachfully, or

as
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as if I valued myſelf on bearing with him,

but purely from a generous and diſintereſted

Concern for him, like the celebrated Pbocion ,

if he was fincere and did not diffemble. Such

ought to be the Temper of the Mind, and

a Man is not to let the Gods ſee him in a

diſcontented grumbling Diſpoſition : For if

thou acteſt agreeably to thy own Nature,

what Evil canſt thou ſuffer ? And wilt not

thou who art a Man ſpecially deſtined to

the publick Service, welcome every Diſpen

fation of univerſal Nature ?

15. At the ſame Time that they deſpiſe,

they are flattering each other. At the ſame

Time that they are endeavouring to gain the

Pre -eminence, they make humble Submiſ

ſions to one another.

16. How nauſeous and fulſome is it for

one to lay to another, I deſign to deal fin

cerely with thee . What meaneſt thou by a

Declaration, which if true is altogether uſe

leſs and impertinent. Sincerity ſhews itſelf,

it is engraven on the Countenance, and no

ſooner fettles in the Heart, but is viſible in

the Eyes ; as Lovers read each others Senti

ments in their Looks . In a Word , a fincere

upright Man ſhould be like one that ſmells

rank, inſomuch that a By -ſtander whether

he
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he will or not muſt perceive him. Affected

Simplicity is a hidden Dagger. Nothing

is baſer than to deceive under the Maſk of

Friendſhip. Avoid that above all Things.

The honeſt ſincere good -natured Man has

his Character drawn in his Countenance, and

cannot paſs unobſerved .

17. It is in thy own Power to live moſt

happily , if thou wilt but be indifferent with

Regard to Things that are indifferent. Now

this Indifference will be acquired , if thou

conſidereſt each particular Thing, both ſepa

rately and as it ſtands related to the Whole

as Part thereof; and remembereſt that none

of them forces itſelf upon us, ſo as to com

pel us to be of the Opinion we have con

cerning it, but that the Thing itſelf lies ſtill,

without the leaſt Motion , and that it is we

ourſelves who are the Authors of thoſe Judg

ments, which either we might not have

paſſed, or if allowed to paſs through Inad

vertency, we might have ſtraitway exploded.

Remember that the Attention required is but

for a little Time, and Death will ſoon put an

End to all thy Labours. After all what Dif

ficulty is there in making one's ſelf eaſy with

Regard to theſe Things ? If they are accord

ing to Nature, let them be Matter of

Satis
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Satisfaction and Joy to thee. If contrary to

Nature, inquire what thou canſt do that's

agreeable to thy own Nature, and ſtudy to

do it, although it ſhould be reckoned mean

and inglorious ; for that is not to hinder a

Man from purſuing his own Felicity .

18. With Regard to the Nature of

Things conſider whence every Particular

comes, what is the Subject Matter thereof,

what it changes into, what the Qualities of

it when changed, and that no Evil is thereby

done to it. With Regard to the Conduct

of Life conſider firſt, What is my Relation

to them , that we were made for one ano

ther, that beſide the common Relation, I

was born to be their Leader, as the Ram in

the Flock or the Bull in the Herd . Go back

to the very Origin of Things, and draw

thy Concluſions from thence. If the World

was not formed caſually by a Concourſe of

Atoms, it is Nature that orders every Thing ;

if ſo, then the worſe are made for the bet

ter, and the better for one another. Secondly ,

What Sort of Creatures they are at Table,

a Bed, and on other Occaſions, eſpecially

with what Notions and Opinions they are

poffeſſed and actuated, and even theſe Ab

furdities with what Pride and Haughtineſs

they
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they are accompanied. Thirdly, If what

they do is right, there is no room for being

offended ; if wrong, it is plain they do it

unwillingly, and through Ignorance . For

it is againſt the Will of every Soul to be de

prived of Truth, ſo likewiſe of that Juſtice

which conſiſts in regarding and dealing with

every Thing according to its Worth. Ac

cordingly it grieves them to be called un

juſt, ungrateful, covetous, and in a word to

be charged with any Vice that's inconſiſtent

with good Fellowſhip. Fourthly, That

thou thyſelf doſt many Things amiſs, and

art juſt ſuch another, and though thou ab

ſtaineſt from ſome Tranſgreſſio
ns

, and

through Timidity, regard to Reputation, or

ſome ſuch faulty Principle, art more reſerved

than they, yet the vicious Diſpoſition ſtill

lurks within thee. Fifthly, That thou art

not even certain whether they tranſgreſs or

not, for many Things ſeemingly vicious are

done with a rational and upright Intention .

And in general a great many Things muſt

be known before one can judge with Certain

ty of another Man's Actions. Sixthly, that

be thou ever ſo angry and diſcompoſed in

Mind , human Life is but momentary , and in

a little Time thou art no more. Seventhly,

Еe That
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That it is not other Mens Actions that mo

left us, for theſe exiſt only in the Minds of

the Agents, but it is our own Opinions that

render us uneaſy. Away with theſe Opini

ons then , and forbearjudging of other Mens

Actions as if they were Evils to us, and

then there will be no cauſe for Anger or any

other Paffion. But how can I avoid paffing

that Judgment ? By conſidering that the

Actions of others impart no Diſhonour or

Baſeneſs to thee. And if any Thing was

Evil to a Man but that which argues Baſe

neſs and Diſhoneſty in himſelf, it would be

impoſſible for thee to avoid doing many

Things amiſs, and becoming a Robber and

every Thing that's bad. Eighthly, How

much more direful are the Conſequences of

the Anger and Grief Men ſuffer onſuch Oc

caſions, than are the Things themſelves for

which we are angry or grieve ? Ninthly,

That Benevolence if genuine and neither

affected nor feigned, is invincible, and dif

arms even the moſt infolent and injurious

Perfon. Forwhat can he do to thee, if thou

perſevereſt in thy good will towards him,

and at the ſame Time perhaps that he is con

triving to do thee a Miſchief, thou art

mildly admoniſhing,and with all Deliberation

endea
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endeavouring to reclaim him - I would not

have thee do ſo
my

Son We were made

for an another Purpoſe It is not me

thou hurteſt my Son , but it is thyſelf, and

ſo forth ; demonſtrating pertinently and uni

verſally, that ſuch is really the Caſe, and

that neither Bees nor any other herding Ani

mals deal fo with one another . This Reproof

muſt not be given ironically or reproach

fully, but in a Manner that favours of pure

Love and Affection, without any Mixture

of ſharp and cutting Raillery ; notwith that

bluſtering and imperious Air, with which

School-maſters correct their Boys; nor with

a View to gain the Applauſe of By -ſtanders,

but endeavouring to make only the Perſon

himſelf fenfible of it, even if others ſhould

be preſent. Remember theſe nine Heads,

as if they were ſo many Gifts received from

the Muſes, and begin at length to be a

Man before thou ceaſeſt to be an Ani

mal. On the other Hand, thou muſt be as

much upon thy Guard not to flatter them, as

not to be angry at them ; for both are incon.

ſiſtent with good Fellowſhip, and have a

miſchievous Tendency. For ſuppreſſing the

Eruptions of Anger, this Conſideration

ſhould be ready at Hand, that to give Way

Ee 2 to
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to Rage and Fury is by no Means to act the

manly Part ; on the contrary, the mild and

and gentle, as it is the moſt humane, ſo

likewiſe is it the moſt maſculine : It is this

Quality, and not that of the wrathful and

peevilh Man, which argues true Fortitude

and Strength ofMind ; for the nearer its Af

finity is to Diſpaſſionat
eneſs, the cloſer Con

nexion it has with Strength : And as Grief

argues Meekneſs, ſo does Anger ; for in both

Caſes Reaſon is wounded and flags. If thou

haft a Mind for a tenth Preſent, take this as

from Apollo, the Muſes Preſident; to deſire

that Fools ſhould not act fooliſhly ,'or wicked

Men ſhould not tranſgreſs, is downright Mad

neſs : For it is to defire an Impoſſibility.

And while thou acquieſceſt in their Tref

paſſes againſt others, to claim an Exemption

for thyſelf is unconſcionab
le, and like the Ar

rogance of a Tyrant.

19. Thou oughteſt to be continually on the

Watch againſt theſe four capital Diſorders

of the Mind . And whenever thou catcheft

any of them breaking in upon thee, ſtop its

Progreſs and expel it directly, reaſoning thus

with thyſelf on each of them reſpectively ;

this is a vain idle Thought ; this faps the

Foundation of Society ; this thou art not

going
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going to ſay from the Bottom of thy Heart:

for to ſpeak otherwiſe than ſincerely and from

the Heart, ſhould be reputed one of the

greateſt Abſurdities. The fourth is that, on

Occaſion whereof thou reproacheſt thyſelf,

with any Thing that argues a Victory ob

tained over thy diviner Part, by that ignoble

and mortal Part the Body and its groffer

Pleaſures.

20. Whatever is aerial and fiery in thy

Compoſition , notwithſtanding its natural

Tendency to mount upwards, yet in Obe

dience to the Law of univerſal Nature, it is

detained here below , in harmonious Con

junction with that Whole, whereof it is a

Part. In like Manner that which is terref

trial and humid in the Compoſition, though

tending downwards, yet ſtands erect and

keeps a Station that is not natural to it.
it. If

thus the thoughtleſs Elements obey the Laws

that bind them into Wholes, and in ſpight

of their peculiar Tendencies, maintain the

Poft aſſigned them, until Nature recalls from

thence, and ſounds to Diſſolution ; is it not

a direful Caſe, that thy thinking Part, and

that alone , ſhould prove refractory , and

grumble at its Station, even though no Vio

Jence be done to it, nor any Thing injoined

but
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but what is conſonant to its Nature ? Yet

thus it is in Fact, the thinking Part rebels

againſt the Laws of Union, and ſtruggles

againſt the Stream of Fate : For Acts ofIn

juſtice and Intemperance, the giving Way to

Fear and Sorrow , are no more nor leſs than

fo many Acts of Rebellion againſt Nature .

And for the Mind to be diſſatisfied with any

Thing that happens, is plain Deſertion from

the Poſt afſigned it. For its Conſtitution

requires that willing Submiſſion to the Gods,

wherein true Holineſs and Religion lies ; no

leſs than Juſtice towards Men : Seeing that

alſo comes under the Head of good Fellow

fhip, and to ſpeak more preciſely, is even

the elder Brother of Juſtice.

21. Remember the Story of the Field

and Houſhould Mouſe, and the Fright and

Flutter that the firſt was in .

22. The Opinions ofthe Vulgar, Socrates

uſed to call Goblins and the Bugbears of

Children .

23. The Lacedemonians at the publick

Shews gave the ſhady Seats to Strangers, and

fate any where themſelves.

24. Remember what Socrates ſaid to Per

diccas, on refuſing an Invitation to live with

him . Let me not Perilh , ſaid he, in the

vileſt
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vileſt Manner, I mean , receive Favours and

and be unable to repay them .

25. There was an Inſcription at Epheſus,

adviſing to have always in View the Life and

Character of ſome antient Worthy.

26. The Pythagoreans adviſed to look

up to the Heavens, as ſoon as we awake in

the Morning, to keep us in Mind ofBeings

that perform their Offices always uniformly,

and without the leaſt Deviation ; and of the

Order, the Purity, the Nakedneſs conſpi

cuous in them ; for the heavenly Bodies have

no Veils to cover them.

27. Remember what for a Man was So

crates when he wrapt himſelf in a covering

of Sheepſkin , after his Wife Xantippe had

run out of the Houſe with his Cloaths, and

what he ſaid to his Acquaintances aſhamed

to ſee him in ſuch a Dreſs, and endeavour

ing to get away from him .

28. In reading and writing, thou muſt

learn from and be directed by others, before

thou pretendeſt to teach and direct. Much

more does this hold true in the Conduct of

Life.

29 . “ Thou wert born to be a Slave ( ſays

one ) for Reaſon thou haſt none.

30. “ My
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30. My Heart in Secret ſmiled .

31 . “ Virtue they taunt and with harſh

« Words revile .

32. To ſeek green Figs in Winter de

notes a Mad -man. Juſt ſuch is he who

would have Children when that Seacon of

Life is paſt.

33. Epictetus ſeeing a Man fondly caref

ſing his Child, adviſed him to conclude with

this Reflexion , To-morrow thou mayeſt die.

But are not theſe Words of bad Portent ? No

thing faid he is of bad Portent, that expreſ

ſes any of Nature's Operations. Is it omi

nous and of bad Portent to mention the in

gathering of the Grapes ? Grapes are firſt

four, then ripe, then dry. All is Change,

not into nothing, but into ſomething that

does not now exiſt.

34. It is a Saying of Epictetus, that no

body can rob a Man of his Will. The

ſame Epictetus diſtinguiſhing all Mental

Operation into three Heads, lays down the

following ſhort Rules with Regard to each .

In judging of Things, be wary and diſcreet ;

for to aſſent or diffent rightly, requires Art

and Skill . In proceeding to Action, take

Care to make Allowance for Obſtacles, and

that the Actions themſelves be ſocial, and

according
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according to the Rule of Fitneſs and Propor

tion. With Regard to Defire and Averſion ,

extinguiſh the firſt intirely, and let the other

fall only on ſuch Things as are in our own

Power. The Buſineſs therefore, ſays he, is

not about Matters of ſmall Concern, but

whether one is to be a Madman or not.

35. Socrates uſed to ſay, which would

you have, Souls rational or irrational ? Ra .

tional to be ſure. What Sort of rational,

found or naughty ? Sound. Why not ſeek after

them then ? Becauſe we have them already.

Why then do you quarrel and fight with one

another ?

36. He who has not always one and the

fame Aim in Life, cannotbe all his Life -time

one and the ſame himſelf. But the Sameneſs

of the Aim is not ſufficient, unleſs it be alſo

ſuch as it ought to be. For fince all Men have

not the fame Opinion of every Thing that's

commonly eſteemed good, and agree only in

thinking thoſe Things good, which are fub

ſervient to good Fellowſhip, a Man's chief

End and Aim ought to be the Conſervation

and Advancement of Social and Civil Life

for if one has this End always in View , his

Actions will be uniform , and himſelf always

the fame.

Ff SECT.
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SECTION XII.

" IT

T is thy own Fault if thou haſt not

every Thing now , that thou wouldīt

be glad to have at any Time hence. The

whole Secret lies in this. To omit what's

paſt, commit to Providence what's to come,

and direct the preſent according to Holineſs

and Juſtice ; Holineſs, by acquieſcing in thy

Lot, for Nature produced it for thee, and

thee for it ; Juſtice, by ſpeaking the Truth

freely and without Reſerve, and doing what

Law and the Reaſon or Fitneſs of the

Thing itſelf requires. Let not another's

Naughtineſs, or what he may think or lay,

be any Hindrance to thee, nor even the feel

ing ofthat fleſhy Maſs collected round thee ;

for that is no Concern of thine, but of the

Thing itſelf which ſuffers. If thus when

Death approaches, thou regardeſt ſolely that

diviner Part of thee, the Mind, overlooking

all Things elſe, and art not afraid of ceaſing

to live, but of never beginning to live ac

cording to Nature, thou wilt become at

length a Man worthy of the World that

brought thee forth, and be no longer a

Stranger in thy own Country, wondering

at
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at Things that happen daily, and fixing thy

Heart on Things that are uncertain .

2. God looks into the naked Mind,

without regarding the bodily Shell, and all

that Maſs of Filth belonging to it ; for ſuch

is the Connexion between his thinking Part

and thoſe Streams of Thought which iſſue

from it, that by it only he communicates

with them , and them alone. If thou ac

cuſtomeſt thyſelf to do the ſame, thou wilt

free thyſelf of great Diſtraction : For he

who regards not even the Body itſelf, not to

mention Fame, Dreſs, Habitation, with

ſuch other Trappings and Scenery, muſt be

intirely at his Leiſure.

3. Thou confifteſt of three Things,

Body, Soul, and Mind. The laſt is properly

thine. The reſt are thine only in ſo far as

they are committed to thy Care. If there

fore thou ſeparateſt from thyſelf, that is from

thy Mind, what others ſay or do, what thy

felf haft ſaid or done, what future Proſpects

are apt to diſcompoſe thee, whatever inde.

pendent on thee, concerns theſe acceſſary

Parts of thyſelf, the Body and its vital Soul,

and in general whatever depending on exter

nal. Cauſes goes along with the Stream of

Fate, ſo that the thinking Power detached

Ff2
from
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from Things without, and diſengaged from

the collateral Power of Fate, enjoys itfelf

in a&ing juftly, ſpeaking truly, and well

coming all Events; if thou ſeparateft I ſay

the Mind from all its foreign and adventiti

ous Attachments, from Things past and

Things to come, making thyſelf like what

Empedocles calls a Globe exact and whirling

round with glee, ſtudying only how to im

ploy that Life which thou haſt, that is the

Time preſent, thou mayeſt paſs through the

Remainder of Life quietly and magnani

mouſly, and with full Satisfaction to thy

felf, until the very laſt Moment..

4. I have often wondered how it is that

2 Man loves himſelf better than another,

and yet makes leſs Account of his own Opi

nion concerning himſelf than he does of

another's. For fuppofing fome God or ſome

grave prudent Man was to take one under

his Inſpection, and commanded him to dif

cover every Thought that enters his Mind,

how ſoon he is conſcious of it to himſelf; he

could not bear the Reſtraint not for one

Day. Thus we ſtand 'more in Awe of our

Neighbours, and what they think of us,

than we do of ourſelves.

5. Ho
w
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5. How comes it that the Gods having

ordered all Things well, and with fuch

Marks of Tenderneſs for the human Race,

ſhouldcommit this one Overſight, that there

being fome Men of true Worth and Probity

in the World, Men of much Intercourfe

with Heaven, and who by a holy Life, and

conſtant Practice of Sacred Rites, have con

tracted an intimate Acquaintance with the

Deity, that theſe Men fhould be totally ex

tinguiſhed by Death, ſo as never to exiſt

again ? But if the Caſe is really ſo, thou

muſt know that the Gods would have order

ed it otherwiſe, if it had been fit fo to do :

For if the Thing had been fit, it would

have been poſſible, and if it had been

ſuitable to Nature, it would have pro

ceeded from Nature. But as it has not pro

ceeded from Nature, fuppofing that to be

the Caſe, thou mayeſt aſſure thyſelf that it

ought not to have been otherwiſe, and is

right juſt as it is. For that the Gods are

good and juſt, is evident from their allowing

thee thus to argue and debate the Point of

Right with them ; and if they are ſo, it is

impoffible that any Thing unjuſt or unreaſo

nable could have eſcaped them in the Con

ſtitution of the World .

6. Deſpair
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6. Deſpair not preſently of being able to

do any Thing that's fit to be done : For

Cuſtom makes Things eaſy, which at firſt

feem impracticable: The Left- Hand though

weak and aukward in other Reſpects, holds

the Bridle better than the Right, becauſe it is

accuſtomed to it .

7. Remember theſe following Particulars.

In what Habit of Body and Frame ofMind

Death ought to find thee. The Shortneſs of

Life. The immenſe Gulph of Eternity paſt,

and of the Eternity to come. The Frailty

and Weakneſs of the material Principle of

every Thing whatſoever. The abſtract View

that ſhould be taken of the active Principle

of every Thing, conſidered in itſelf abſtract

ly from the ſubjected Matter. The End or

Intention of human Actions. What Pain

is, and what Pleaſure is, what Death is,

and what Fame is . Who is the Man that

diftracts himſelf with Care and Anxiety,

and allows himſelf no Leiſure . How no

Man is moleſted by another. That all is

but Opinion, and Fancy governs the

World .

8. With Regard to the Uſe ofhis Maxims

or Principles, a Man ſhould be like a

Boxer, and not a Gladiator. The one lays

by
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by his Sword, and takes it up again ; the

other carries his Fiſt always with him, and

has no more to do but clench it.

9. Look into Things themſelves, diſtin

guiſhing between and conſidering apart, their

Matter, their Form or active Principle, and

their End.

10. Conſider that the Power a Man has

to do nothing but what God will approve,

and to welcome every Thing that God dif

penſes, is no ſmall Matter, for 'tis all he

wants to be able to conform himſelf to the

Order of Nature.

11. The Gods are never to be complained

of, for they never err either willingly or une

willingly. Nor are Men to be complained

of, for they err not willingly. Therefore,

thou oughteſt never to complain at all.

12. How ridiculous is it, and how much

like a Stranger in the World, to wonder at

any Thing that happens in it.

13. Either Fate, or Providence, or Chance

governs the World. The firſt is abſolute

Neceſſity of Exiſtence, according to which

one Thing flows from another in an unalte

rable Order. The ſecond ſuppoſes Deſign

and Contrivance, with the Superintendency

of fome Mind or Minds that are beneficent,

merciful
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merciful and placable. The third , fuppofes

the World and the Affairs of the World to

be a meer Heap of Confuſion without any

Order or Government. If Fate bears Sway,

and every Thing muft be as it is, why doft

thou ftrive againft it ? If a merciful Provi

dence ſuperintends, endeavour to make thy

felk worthy of the divine Favour. If all is

but a confuſed Medley without Order and

Government, be contented that in the midft

of ſuch a Tempeft, thou haſt within thy

felf a Mind fufficient to direct and govern

thee, a Mind that when the Tempeſt rages,

ftands unſhaken and firm as a Rock ; while

the Fleſh , the vital Soul, and the like,

muft yield to the Violence of the Storm ,

and are conſtrained to become the Sport of

the Waves. Does not a burning Lamp ſend

förth its Light, until the very Moment it

goes out ? And ſhall Truth, and Juſtice, and

Temperance, vanifh out of thee, before thou

art extinguiſhed ?

14.
When thou fancieſt that one has

done amiſs, Reaſon thus with thyſelf. How

do I know that it was amiſs, and if it was

fo , his own Conſcience has condemned him ,

and he has ſuffered for his Folly, as ef

fectually as a Madman who ſcratches and

tears
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tears his own Face ? Conſider moreover,

that to defire that a Fool ſhould not err, is

like defiring that the Fig - Tree ſhould not

convey Sap to its own Fruit, that Children

ſhould not cry, that Horſes ſhould not

neigh, or the like neceſſary Effects ſhould

not follow their Cauſes. While a Man is

under the Influence ofa perverſe Diſpoſition,

how is it poſſible for him to do what is

right ? Cure the Diſpoſition therefore if thou

canſt, or bear with its Effects.

15. If a Thing is not fit to be done, do

it not ; if it is not true, ſay it not.
For

thy Purpoſe ſhould be, to act always with a

View to the Nature of Things, and to

look into every Object that ſtrikes the Ima

gination, ſo as to ſee what it is really and

preciſely in itſelf, to unfold and lay open

the Nature thereof, diſtinguiſhing and con

fidering apart its active Principle, its ma

terial Subject, and the Extent of its Dura

tion , or the Time wherein it muſt ceaſe

to be.

16. Be ſenſible at laſt that there is ſome

thing in thee of a more excellent and divine

Nature, than that which is the Source of

thy Paſſions, and in generał than all that

which
Gg
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which moves thee like a Puppet, and is

meer Machinery in thy Conſtitution. How

ſtands this Mind of mine affected at this

preſent Time ? Is there any Fear, any Suf

picion, any Hankering, or any ſuch other

Diſorder ?

17. In the firſt place, thou art to do

nothing at Random and without an Aim.

And in the next Place, thy Aim is to be no

other than the Maintenance of good Fellow

ſhip.

18. Remember that e're long thou, and

every Man alive, and every Thing thou

feeſt, will be no more ; for it is the Nature

of every Thing to be changed altered and

deſtroyed, to the End that others may ſuc

ceed them.

19. Opinion is every Thing, in ſo far as

a Man's Opinion of a Thing is that which

makes it either good, evil, or indifferent to

him . Now it is in thy own Power to recti

fy thy Opinions of Things. Lay aſide then

that falſe and moleſting Opinion of any

Things being an Evil to thee, that proceeds

not from thy own Will ; and thy Cafe will

be like that of one who has weathered the

Point of a Bay, and has got into ſmooth

Water
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Water and ſtill Air, under Cover of the

Land.

20. Any ſingle Action ceaſing in due

Seaſon is not the worſe only for having

ceaſed, nor does the Agent by that Celſa

tion only ſuffer any Evil . In like manner

that whole Series of Action called Life, if

it ceaſes in due Seaſon, is not the worſe for

that Ceffation ; and no more can the Per

ſon himſelf who ceaſes to live be ſaid to

ſuffer any Evil. Now the due Seaſon and

Boundary of Life is that which Nature

aſſigns to it, ſometimes the particular Na

ture of the Perſon whoſe Life is ſo bounded,

as when one dies of old Age, but always

and in every Caſe the Nature of the Uni

verſe, whoſe Parts inceſſantly changing, the

whole Syſtem continues always in full Vi

gour and Perfection . Moreover, whatever

contributes to the carrying on the Work of

the Univerſe is honeſt and comely, and

for that Reaſon alſo the ceaſing to live is

not an Evil, conſidering that no Baſeneſs or

Dilhoneſty can belong to a Thing, that de

pends not on our own Choice, and is not

inconſiſtent with good Fellowſhip. On

the contrary Death is a Thing really good ,

Gg 2 as
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as being a Thing ſeaſonable, ſubſervient,

and congruous to the Univerſe. According

ly, he who goes along with God, and tunes

his Will into Harmony with the Courſe of

Things, may be ſaid to play in Concert with

the Deity.

21. Theſe three Things ſhould be always

in Readineſs. Firſt, in A &tion to do nothing

at Random , nor otherwiſe than Juſtice it

ſelf would have done it ; and as to the E

vents of the World , to remember that they

proceed either from Chance or Providence ;

if from Chance, that thou art not to com

plain of them ; if from Providence, that

thou art not to find Fault with them . Se

condly, what every Thing is in its elemen

tary State untill Vivification, and from Vivi

fication untill it gives up the Ghoft; of

what compounded, and into what it is re

folved . Thirdly, if raiſed above the Clouds

thou wert to behold from on High the Af

fairs of Men , what vaſt Variety wouldft

thou perceive, while at the fame Time the

adjacent Inhabitants of the Air, and
upper

Æther, are under thy Eye ? And that take

this Flight as often as thou wilt, the Pro

ſpect will be ſtill the fame: Thou wilt ſee

how
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how uniformly Things revolve, how ſhort

is their Duration, and after all how great

the Pride of puny Mortals.

22. Reje & that falle Opinion of Things

not in thy own Power being either Good or

Evil, and thy Salvation is wrought. Now

reject it thou mayeſt; for who can hinder

thee ?

23. When thou art diſcontented with

any Thing, thou haſt forgot that every

Thing proceeds from , and is according to

the Laws of Univerſal Nature. Alſo that

the Fault is another's, and moreover , that

Things always did , ever will, and do now

every where go on in the fame Train . Alfo

how great a Man's Affinity is to the whole

human Race, not as Partaker with them

of Blood or Seed , but of Mind and Un

derſtanding. Thou haſt forgot alſo that

every Man's Mind is a God, a Stream

flowing from that Fountain .

thing is properly a Man's own, but that

Child , Body, and the vital Soul itſelf

proceeds from thence. That all is but

Opinion, and every Thing is with Re

gard to us what we fancy it to be. That

the preſent Moment is all a Man lives,

and

That no
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and all that he loſes when he comes to

die.

24. Think often of thoſe whoſe Hearts

have on Occaſion burned with Anger and

Indignation ; of thoſe who by their great

Exaltation and Splendor of their Name, by

the Weight of their Diſtrefiles and Misfor

tunes, by the Fury of their Enmities and

Hatreds, or by any other ſuch Caſualties

have ſignalized themſelves. Then put the

Queſtion to thyſelf, where now are all theſe

Things?. Meer Smoke, and Duft, and a

Tale, or not even ſo much as a Tale. Let

the Conſideration alſo of every Thing that

comes under the following Head accompany

the foregoing ; as for Example, Fabius Catu

linus retired to a Country Seat, Lucius

Lupus and Stertinius in Baia , Tiberius in

Caprea, and Velius Rufus, and in general

all thoſe whimſical Diſguſts and Attach

ments which Men are apt to have to ſome

particular Things. How mean and con

temptible are all ſuch fond Conceits, and

Diſtinctions between Things whoſe Diffe

rence lies only in Fancy, and how much

more is it like a Man of Senſe to employ

the Talent given us, and manage the Lot

which
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which has fallen to our Share, with Juſtice,

Moderation, and Reſignation to the Gods.

The Pride that's founded on fantaſtical

Humility is of all others the moſt intole

rable.

25. To thoſe who aſk where haſt thou

feen the Gods, or whence concludeft thou

their Exiſtence, that thou ſhouldſt thus

worſhip them, it may be anſwered, Firſt,

That they are viſible to the Eyes ; and then,

Secondly, that I honour my own Soul

even though I never ſaw it. After the

ſame manner I believe that the Gods exiſt

and revere them from what I feel of their

Power.

26. A Man's Salvation lies in this, to

have an exact and perfect Knowledge of

every Thing, what its material and what

its active Principle, to adhere ſtrictly to

Juſtice in his A &tions, and to Truth in

his Words. What more is wanting but to

enjoy Life in an uninterrupted Courſe of

good Action, exhibiting one on the back

of another, without the leaſt Intermiſſion ?

27. The Light of the Sun is but one,

though it be disjoined by Walls, Moun

tains, and a thouſand other Things. There

is
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is but one common Subſtance, though it be

diverſified by the proper Qualities of num

berleſs Bodies. There is but one vital Soul

diſtributed among innumerable Natures,

whereof each has its proper Bounds. There

is but one intelligent Soul, though it ſeems

alſo to be diſtributed among numberleſs In

dividuals. Now of theſe general Ingre

dients in the Compofition of particular Be

ings, the vital and fubftantiał Parts, though

they have not properly fpeakingany mutuał

Perception or ſocial Intercourſe, are not

withſtanding united into particular Syſtems,

by means of Thought fuperadded to them ,

and by that mutual Attraction or Gravita

tion which obtains between Things of a

fimilar Nature. But on the other Hand the

intelligent Principle has a peculiar Corref

pondence with its own Kind, and fuch a

Fellowſhip as nothing from without can in

terrupt or disjoin .

28. What art thou ſollicitousabout ? Is it

to prolong Life only ? But whatmore is Life

than feeling, thinking, moving, ſpeaking, fil

ling and emptying ? Does any of theſe Things

merit thy Concern , or are they not rather

Things of no Value and Importance ? If ſo,

b take
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betake thyſelf to that which is the true End

of Life, that is, to be obſequious to God

and Reaſon . Now it is repugnant to the

Honour due to God and Reaſon, to grumble

becauſe one is by Death deprived of ſuch

Things.

29. What a ſmall part of infinite Dura

tion is allotted to each Individual, for juſt

raiſing its Head above Water, it plunges

again into the Ocean of Eternity. How

ſmall a Part ofthe univerſal Subſtance ! How

ſmall a Part of the univerſal Soul ! How

ſmall a Clod of the whole Earth is enough

for thee to crawl on ! Conſidering all theſe

Things, be no otherwiſe high minded, than

ſo as to do what thy own Nature requires,

and to bear what common Nature diſpenſes.

The Whole lies in this, what Uſage and

Treatment the Mind gives to itſelf ; for all

other Things are but Droſs and Vapour, be

they Matter of Choice or not.

30. To conſider that even Men who

placed their Happineſs and Miſery in Plea

ſure and Pain, have nevertheleſs made ng

Account of Death, is a ſtrong Incitement to

the Contempt thereof, To the Man who

places his Happineſs in acting according to

the Rule of Fitneſs and right Reaſon , with

Hh out
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out regarding how many ſuch Actions hc

exhibits, and how long he continues a Spec

tator of the World , to ſuch a Man Death

has nothing terrible. Thou haſt been a Mem

ber of this great Commonwealth, if for

fifty Years or five only where's the Differ

ence to thee ? The Adminiſtration of this

Commonwealth has no Reſpect of Perſons,

what Hardſhip doſt thou ſuffer then , ſince it

is not Tyranny or corrupt Judgment that diſ

miſſes thec, but Nature herſelf which called

thee in, as if the Director of the Stage ſhould

diſcharge an Actor, whom he employ'd to

act a certain Part. But of the five Acts, ſays

one, I have only gone through three . Well

replied as an Actor on the Stage, but in the

Affair of Life three Acts make the whole

Piece : for the Perfection of the Piece was

đetermined by that ſame Cauſe, which at

firſt compounded and now diffolves thee ; in

neither of which thou thyſelf haft any

Hand. Go off then meekly, for the Diſ

mifler bears no Malice .

FINI S.



ERRAT 4

Page 63. I, 15.for this Happineſs read this a Happinefs.

P. 70. l. 4. for her. the

P. 129. I. 1. for preſent r. preſents.

P. 212. 1. 10. for Meekneſs r . Weakneſs.

: P . 200. I. 7. for the God r . the Gods.
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